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ABSTRACT 

This project-based thesis examines the issue of crisis management, 

focusing on communi.cation as an integral part of an organization's response to 

crisis. It explores the benefits of a crisis communication plan to successfully 

respond to a crisis situation and explores the components, writing style and 

considerations of a manual that make such a plan useable. This research 

highlights these communication challenges in relation to the airl ine industry, and 

more specifically, to the branch offices of the Air Line Pilots Association 

(ALPA), by applying the information gathered into a written crisis 

communication manual. 

Chapter one of this thesis discusses the importance of effective and 

efficient communication in the aftermath of a crisis and the necessity for 

organizations to prepare for a crisis situation through the creation, maintenance 

and practice of a crisis communication manual. The chapter discusses the 

difficul6es of creating a crisis communication manual specific to an organization 

and uses the research to outline general guidelines that form the basis of every 

crisis plan. It also introduces the specific challenges of the airline industry in tbe 

event of a major crisis, illustrating these challenges by detailing ALP A's response 

to the crash ofTWA's Flight 800. 

The literature-based research is detailed in chapter two, highlighting each 

source, its focus and level of detail. However, understanding the stress, confusion 

and numerous responsibilities to consider in the aftermath of a crisis is difficult to 



learn through this written medium. For this reason, a number of personal 

interviews witb pilots and ALPA staff members who responded to TWA's Fl ight 

800 were conducted during the research process, and detailed in chapter three. 

These interviews provide an inside look at the successes and pitfalls of a specific 

response to a crisis in the airline industry. They also provide a detailed view of 

how ALPA field offices function in times of crisis, thus contributing to the 

conceptualization of how a crisis communication manual should be written 

specific to the organization. 

The suggestions and guidance gathered from literature written on the 

subject of crisis communication, coupled with the advice from those pilots and 

ALPA staff who responded to Flight 800, are applied in chapter fom to create an 

actual crisis communication manual for ALPA branch offices. Through a series of 

checklists and expanded information sections, this manual focuses on four 

possible crisis scenarios including an airplane crash, a criminal act, a major 

mechanical incident and a pilot incident. 

Eliciting the editorial assistance of pilots and ALPA staff members 

resulted in a crisis communication manual that is specific to the airline industry 

and the offices of ALPA. These individuals agree, as reported in chapter five, that 

the steps outlined in the manual are consistent with ALPA pilot and staff 

responsibilities, are developed in an accessible fom1at, and will provide needed 

guidance to ALP A branch offices during times of crisis. This manual serves as a 

"work in progress" and must be continually updated, practiced and supported by 

all individuals involved to successful ly aid in crisis response. 
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Chapter I 

JNTRODUCTION 

Crisis Communication Value and Preparation 

An airline jet explodes instantly and unexpectedly in the night as the 

airline's managers sleep. They are awakened with the paralyzing news. It's 3 a.m. 

What should they do? Who should they call? What do they actually know 

and what can they legally say? Are there any victims? Who will be accountable 

for this crisis? 

The unexpected, shocking and sometimes paralyzing news of a crisis can 

virtually shut down a company by disrupting its organization, confusing employee 

rol.es and silencing normal communication vehicles. The result can be devastating. 

Some companies, like Pan Am, have gone bankrupt largely due to their 

management' s poor handling of a crisis (Newsom 547). Clearly, the manner in 

which an organization handles itself and communicates in the face of a 

controversy or crisis can have a powerful effect on the future success of a 

company. However, an unexpected disaster does not mean bankruptcy to an 

organization. With effective management and communication, an organization 

can successfully emerge from a crisis situation-sometimes with even greater 
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respect from their industry and the public for doing so. The key appears to be 

preparation. 

There is no question that Americans seem to be bombarded by an 

increased number of "crisis situations." Advanced technology bas brought us a 

first-hand Jook at wars, national disasters and other crisis situations. Although 

advanced technology increases the awareness of world events, it also puts 

heightened responsibi lity on the individuals who must manage those crises. Joe 

Marconi, a marketing and communications consultant, writes: 

For years, a problem, crisis, or even just bad news could be held 
back from shareholders, regulators, or the general public until at 
least a reasonable time had elapsed for the story to be represented 
in a controlled fashion ... the panicked reactions were exceptions, 
not the rule. (24-25) 

Taking time to sit back, evaluate the situation and act on it is surely a luxury for 

organizations facing a crisis situation today. The public can now watch events 

instantly as they happen on live television and chat about them in news forums on 

the Internet throughout the world. "If the mec:lia can commw1icate tbe news the 

instant it happens, crisis communication dictates that a company must be prepared 

to respond almost as fast. The inability to communicate your message skillfully 

during a crisis can prove fataJ ''(Fink 92). No company is excused from the 

immec:liate, watchful eye of technology. Organizations, therefore, must be ready to 

act instantaneously if the inevitable should occur. 
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Wbile technology mandates that compames respond to a cn s1s 

immediately, consumers mandate they do it professionally and responsibly. Since 

the late l 960s, during the rise of consumerism, companies have had to assume a 

greater responsibility in the business community. The public has increasingly 

expected more from an organization-no longer can most companies stay in 

business if they just focus on ' 'turning a profit. 

responsibility is why public relations and general communication is so important 

in today's marketplace--especially when companies are faced with a crisis. For 

example, Johnson & Johnson experienced a well-publicized crisis situation in 

which the company responded with their consumers in mind first, ultimately 

winning public approval and gaining additional trust in their company and 

products. ln 1982, the company learned that seven people bad died from taking 

one of their products, Extra-Strength Tylenol, that bad been laced with cyanide. 

Lnstead of reacting defensively and scrambling to save profits, the company 

reached out to the public and media, expressing sympathy for those affected and 

immediately recalled the entire lot of possibly tainted bottles. They also conducted 

tests of their product, suspended product advertising, offered a $100,000 reward 

for information leading to an arrest of the responsible party and h elped with the 

investigation. Johnson & Johnson took a proactive role with their consumers in 

mind-<lemonstrating a heightened level of consumer awareness and ultimately 

enhancing th.eir image as a concerned, ethical company. Johnson & Johnson took 

this crisis and turned it into an opportunity (Marconi 193-4). 
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Crisis situations can have a dramatic effect on the long-term viability of an 

organization and preparing to deal with often inevitable situations both efficiently 

and effectively is no easy task. Companies should continually reevaluate and 

attempt to improve their preparation in anticipation of a crisis as advancing 

technology and consumer awareness demands immediate information and 

response. But why does one company deal with a crisis situation better than 

another? How do employees and management throughout an organization come 

together to deal with a crisis with a singular and coordinated purpose? One key 

answer is the development, understanding, practice and implementation of a crisis 

communication plan, an integral part of any organization's crisis management 

plan. 

Although a crisis communication plan and a crisis management plan are 

two distinct formulas, many authors on the subject of crisis response do not 

differentiate between them since a crisis communication plan is a large part of an 

organization's ''umbrella" crisis management plan (Sikich 252). Crisis 

management plans assist organizations Ln identifying, controlling and responding 

to a variety of crises. However, effective communication is a vital part of a 

company's crisis management plan. This plan complements the management of a 

crisis by providing an in-depth guide on how organizations communicate to each 

of its publics-both internally and externally. The two plans go hand-in-hand and 

are frequently spoken of under the term "crisis response" or "crisis management.'' 

For example, even if an organization is doing everything possible in the aftermath 

of a crisis, if the actions themselves are not well-communicated, the 
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organization' s publics will not be adequately aware of how the company is 

responding, or even if they are responding at all. "Failure to communicate creates 

the perception that the crisis is continuing out of control, or that the company is 

.hiding something and is indifferent to public concern" (252). Additionally, if an 

organization does not provide effective internal communication, its employees 

will not likely be aware of what steps they are required to take to help mitigate the 

situation. 

The effectiveness of a crisis communication plan is immense. An 

estimated 95 percent of businesses that have experienced a disaster without 

having a crisis plan have fallen victim to bankruptcy (Big Apple Computers 1). 

Furthermore, it is estimated that the initial crisis lasts two to two and a half times 

longer in organizations without a plan in place at the time of the crisis (Fink 69). 

Despite these results, a surprisingly low number of organizations employ a crisis 

communication plan. In a survey conducted by Western Union of internal public 

relations or communications directors in the top 1,000 industrial and 500 service 

companies (as identified by Fortune magazine), only 53 percent of America ' s 

largest corporations have a crisis communication plan that would assist them in 

successfully communicating during a crisis situation (101). 

AJthough statistics prove the value of crisis communication plans, merely 

having a plan will not necessarily save a company from chaos during a crisis. If 

management and their employees do not understand or rehearse the plan, 

effectiveness will be diminished. No two crises are the same and "practicing" 

response to a crisis is far different than actually being involved in one. " Disaster 
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plans presuppose that all humans will act like computers and machines and 

respond perfectly," says Michael Klepper, president of New York' s Michael 

Klepper Associates. "Unfortunately in a crisis, there is a human component 

There' s fear, shock, anger, frustration'' (Elsasser 2). 

Crisis Communication Plans 

No organization can expect to respond perfectly to a crisis or follow a 

crisis plan exactly because no plan can presuppose every variable of a specific 

crisis situation. When bad news hits, people react. However, with preparation and 

practice of a crisis communication plan, employees are more prepared to handle 

the crisis. Although every crisis situation is different, a plan can provide an 

organization with needed guidelines that help put order into an unstable 

ci rcumstance. "An effective crisis management plan presets certain key decisions 

on the mechanical portions of the crisis-those aspects that rarely vary- and 

leaves you free to manage the content portion of the crisis with your hands 

unfettered" (Fink 55). 

Crisis communication plans should address basic questions those faced 

with a crisis must know how to answer immediately. These include: who will be 

notified first, who will handle the media, who will be the spokesperson and the 

spokesperson' s backup, how will the community and employees be kept 

informed, and what can the company legally say (Sikich 252-3). The plan also 

contains valuable information for the communications team to use immediately-
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infonnation they would not have time to obtain in the event of a crisis. 

Additionally, when the initial crisis has been managed, the plan provides an 

organization with a system of "checks and balances" to ensure they did not miss 

any major steps i_n their response to the crisis. 

Arguably the most important benefit of creating a plan and practicing 

crisis response techniques is that it gives employees a sense of confidence in the 

event a crisis occurs. Although no one can recreate a real disaster, practicing a 

response can be the next best thing. This boost of confidence could alter an 

employee's response to an unexpected situation- a response that could "make or 

break" any organization in distress. Fink states: 

In an acute crisis, the key to managing the fluid situation 
successfully is the ability to make good, vigilant decisions. 
Psychologically, just having confidence in yourself and your 
managers-the sort of confidence that a crisis management plan 
instills- will help you make sound decisions in the height of 
stressful, crisis-induced situations. (69) 

Although some detailed op1mons differ, most authors and researchers 

agree on several general items or information that can be included in a ll crisis 

communication plans. These general areas are: l ) creating a crisis response team, 

2) identifying a spokesperson, 3) developing a single, focused message and 

communicating that message, and 4) providing background information and 

telephone mm1bers. 
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Creating a Crisis Response Team: 

Before a crisis commurucation plan can be written, cns1s management 

teams must be chosen to ensure proper input from all necessary parties of the 

cns1s response team. This means a company must look at the various crisis 

situations they might be faced with and evaluate what expertise would be 

necessary to help alleviate that crisis. For example, a company involved in a crisis 

might appoint someone with technicaJ and operational knowledge about thei_r 

products to the team so that the chosen spokesperson bas the technical assistance 

to understand the information and communicate it effectively. Other specialized 

roles might be legal counsel, an environmental specialist or an outside public 

relations consultant. Every situation is different and therefore every team might be 

different for a company depending on the situation. 

Depending on the size of the organization, individuals on the team may 

also need to assume a number of different roles. For example, the spokesperson 

may also have to act as a public relations coordinator, working to develop the 

actual message that he or she is responsible for communicating. Or, the public 

relations coordinator, whose primary duty is to manage the external and internal 

flow of communication to the company' s various publics, might also have to 

produce the newsletters or hotline messages to fulfill his or her directives. 

Choosing a team is challenging since every organizational structure is different. 

The important e lement is choosing a team ahead of time. 

Whoever is designated to fulfill a specific role, the plan itself should be 

written using the position title, not specific names. Names change as people come 
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and go. However, each " position" or role chosen should aJso be assigned to a 

specific indiv.idua1 so those individuals know what role they assume in the event 

of a crisis. Jndividuals ' names should be written somewhere in the plan, such as in 

the appendices, with the knowledge that they are subject to change. l11ose 

individuals should also name their replacement in the event a crisis occurs and 

they are not im:medjately accessible. fink describes this aspect of the p lan. He 

says, "One of the 'best things' about having a crisis management plan is not just 

knowing where the ' flashlights' are kept, but knowing as well who is in charge of 

the flashlights and the batteries"(70). 

Methods of choosing a crisis management team differ but authors on the 

subject of crisis management generally agree on two things: 1) A pre-planned 

crisis management team is necessary so that individuals can asswne these roles 

instantly and 2) these plans must always name one main public spokesperson 

(Sikich 261, Fink 56). 

Identifying a Spokesperson: 

When a crisis situation occurs involving an organization, if the media has 

not first informed the affected organization, they will surely be there to ask 

questions soon after. For the media. crisis is news, and it is advantageous for an 

organization to take a proactive role with the media to speak to their respective 

audiences and ensure the reports of the situation, good or bad, are accurate (Ries 

2). Therefore, naming one main spokesperson before a crisis occurs is vital. 
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Public relations and communications experts disagree on who that 

spokesperson should be. Some think that a company's ch ief executive officer 

(CEO) or president should be in the spotlight. Conversely, others believe the CEO 

would be too busy to devote the necessary time to the continuous media interest, 

and that it should be handled by an individual trained to effectively communicate 

the company's message full-time. It is inevitable that the media wiU prefer to talk 

to the CEO of a company, the leader of a crisis relief effort or an expert in the 

field (Shl:ith.l). Howe..ver, a crisis management team should plan what is best for 

their specific organization and ensure the spokesperson can handle the media 

effectively. lf the CEO or other leader is not effective as a spokesperson or has 

other duties to attend to, an organization's message would be more effectively 

disseminated through another spokesperson. Regardless of who is communicating 

the organization's message, it is important to note that if the spokesperson is not 

the CEO or president of the organization, the chosen spokesperson and the CEO 

or individual "in charge" must agree on a coordinated message. After all, the 

spokesperson has considerable responsibility in delivering the organization's 

message to the media and ensuring the message is in line with the CEO's views. 

G. Foster, corporate vice president- public relations for Johnson & Johnson and a 

"pivotal player' ' in the successful handling of the Tylenol crisis says, "The single 

most important thing for a communicator in a crisis is immediate access to 

authority. The second most important thing is to have authority himself' (Fink 

94). la other words, the CEO should consider it a priority to make rum or herself 

accessible to discuss strategy of a crisis situation with the spokesperson or 
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individual responsible for disseminating tbe company line. If the CEO is not 

accessible , he or she should have enough trust in his communicator to establish 

that message or strategy himself. 

Developing and Communicating the Message: 

If a crisis occurs, an organization must use their spokesperson, w ith 

support from the crisis respqnse team, to relay a single, consistent message to each 

of their audiences. The creation of this message, especially under extreme 

circumstances, can be difficult. 

When a crisis occurs, confusion is usually the norm. Often, organizations 

faced with a crisis do not know alJ the facts immediately and yet their employees, 

shareholders and the public are looking to them for information. Therefore, it is 

important for communicators to be proactive in their communication efforts and 

not wait for the time when the organization has all the facts or information. In 

some cases, that time may never come. Lack of communication will effect a lack 

of trust in the company and can heighten the crisis situation. "At the beginning of 

the crisis, even if you have no information at that time, let your audiences know 

that status and that you 're working on it"(Smith 1 ). 

The message an organization conveys during times of crisis is obviously 

situational. A company cannot create "canned" messages specific to an individual 

crisis ahead of time because of any situation's unlimited variables. However, a 

communicator can research general legalities of different types of responses and 

develop guidelines or general messages that would help in times of crisis. For 
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example, if a hydroelectric power plant experienced a small and unexpected 

explosion and the organization had to respond, their communicators must first 

know what information is and is not legal for them to disseminate. Can they 

release the plant's maintenance records before attorney approval? How 

extensively are they allowetl to discuss the details of tbe explosion? When can 

they release n/ames of victims? If a company knows the answers to these 

hypothetical questions, they have the knowledge to create the specific messages if 

an actual crisis occurs. 

Despite the fact that no one can plan the exact message for a crisis 

situation, communication experts overwhelmingly advise organizations that, 

whatever their message is, it must always be open and honest. For example, 

Johnson & Johnson, who has been touted as "a corporate role mode l for how to 

deal with a major crisis," was candid with the public and press since the first 

accounts of the tragedy-and this honesty paid off. 

years of being a good brand "name," the public wanted to believe Johnson & 

Johnson was a company of good people doing the right thing. When management 

responded as openly and broadly as it did, it indeed validated itself in the public 

mind"(l97). Without this honesty, the company would have lost the trust they had 

built with their customers and shareholders. 

The communications team of an organization must also be aware that the 

message may be more than just the facts. Depending on the situation, it might be 

important to acknowledge the public's sorrow, concern or fear. Aviva Diamond, 

president of an LA-based firm specializing in crisis communication and media 
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training, says. "The most important thing . .. is to reassure the pub] ic, to show them 

what you're doing, to show them your compassion, your sympathy, to show them 

that you're going to move heaven and earth to get to the bottom of this" (Elsasser 

1 ). 

Conversely, dodging the press, stating "no comment," or avoiding the 

situation only hinders a company from dispelling a crisis. These techniques only 

foster animosity or mistrust for the company. lnstead, a company must actively 

work to communicate during a crisis situation. "Communication should be 

continuous, particularly during periods of change or crisis ... dead silence is 

deafening"(Young 7). Therefore, after the message is fully developed, the 

company must communicate it effectively. 

ln order to communicate effectively, the public relations coordinator or 

another appointed person who manages the flow of commurucation must be 

intimately aware of all the organization' s commurucation vehicles, how to use 

them, and when to use them. For example, it would be necessary to know if some 

internal communication vehicles are more secure than others, or that the 

company's newsletter reaches the highest percentage of shareholders but takes 

over two weeks to create and mail. Both internal and external communication 

must be quickly planned, executed, and then maintained. Sikicb says that "the 

principal communications requirement at the time of an emergency is a steady 

flow of accurate, reliable infonnation" (260). Organizations must be continually 

responsive to their publics, many times using multiple communication devices, to 

ensure effective communication (Young 5). 
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Background Information: 

Background information 1s a necessary component m a crisis 

communication plan. When an organization is under the siege of a crisis and 

action must be taken quickJy, communicators need background information or 

telephone numbers of necessary contacts quick.Jy. Time spent researching this 

infonnation is time taken away from communicating with their publics. 

To accurately report a crisis situation in the press, reporters also need 

accurate background information. Therefore, the plan should include general 

information that is collected and packaged to be disseminated immectiately. For 

example, if a hospital is involved in a controversial malpractice lawsuit, the press 

would initially want to know the training requirements of the hospital' s 

physicians, if the hospitaJ has been involved in any other malpractice lawsuits and 

their outcome, the hospital ' s general philosophy on patient care and general 

infonnation about the hospital 's employees and day-to-day treatment. lf a CEO of 

a major corporation cties, the press would inquire about his or her background and 

achievements within the company, the names of the company's past CEOs and the 

structural hierarchy of the organization. This information is constant and can be 

anticipated, collected, and accessible before a crisis occurs. 

The background section of a crisis communication plan should also 

include telephone numbers and names of contacts that might be useful in a crisis 

situation, such as personal contact information for employees or lists of agencies 
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and contacts that can help mitigate certain situations. Again, time searching for 

these numbers is time taken away from executing a crisis communication plan. 

Each of these four major issues should be included in a crisis 

communication p lan. However, every organization is different, and therefore, 

every plan is different. Although the plan shouldn't be too detailed, it should 

provide enough specific information so anyone could use the plan-not just the 

organization ' s main communicator. 

Once a plan is written, however, it will not benefit an organization if the 

organizations' employees do not know the plan or are ready to act on it if a crisis 

occurs. If the spokesperson knows the company message and understands what is 

expected of him or her in the event of a crisis but did not actually practice the 

situation, the written words of instruction in the crisis communication plan are 

meaningless. Elsasser writes: 

The best thing you can do is practice . .. whether or not the exact 
situation that they're practicing for is the one that eventually 
happens is less important than practicing the ability to think on 
your feet while facing tough questions from reporters and 
understanding what kind of pressures that will be present. (1) 

For example, those who have undergone mock press conferences and interviews 

are more prepared to effectively handle the situation than someone who has never 

bad to respond to pointed questions or been in front of a camera. The same can be 

said for other roles and activities of those associated with a crisis response. 
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Still , with the practice of a solid cns1s communication plan, not all 

organizations are as well prepared to deal with a crisis as others. The difference 

between these organizations is how well they have laid tbe foundation for an 

organization that functions smoothly in the event of a crisis. Fink states that "the 

time to begin crisis communications is when there is no crisis" (96). 

One of the ways to lay that foundation is to develop effective two-way 

communication in the organization before a crisis occurs. Sikich states, "Note that 

public information about a significant accident should differ only in degree, not in 

kind, from information about reportable events that may occur fairly frequently" 

(253). Employees and the public should look toward the organization for clear, 

trustworthy information at all times. If the company has not developed these 

communication channels before a crisis situation occurs, they wilJ not have the 

time to do it during a difficult situation. 

Clear lines of communication also build trust with employees- an 

important aspect that many organizations underestimate. For example, during a 

crisis, the media is eager to talk to employees whom they believe can provide an 

" insider' s" point of view. If the employees do not understand what has occurred, 

or don' t believe what their organization is telling them, rumors and personal 

opinions wi ll mle their comments (Parker 1 ). Young explains: 

Effective employee communications practices should be consistent 
under all organizational couctitions. What works in bad times also 
works in good times. One of the hallmarks of companies is thei r 
commitment to ongoing employee communi.cation-not an 
emergency measure only. (8) 



The CEO, president or leader of an organization must bui ld trust by being 

philosophically committed to communicating with employees and taking a 

skilled and visible role as a communications role model (Young 2). 

Employees must know whom to trust. "ln a company that doesn't practice 

any sort of employee communications, you don't know who to believe if 

you hear one thing from the media and another from a department head," 

Steven Fink, president of Lexicon Communications Corp. , a public 

relations and crisis management firm, said (Wiesendanger l). 

Crisis and the Airline lndustrv 
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Clearly, all organizations in today's society are at risk to be involved in 

some type of crisis that will necessitate immediate, effective response. However. 

the airline industry is perhaps one of the industries at the highest risk. 

Not a day goes by-nor does a second of any day-when an airline 
carrier is not at risk of an acute crisis- a crash, a midair collision, a 
hijacking, a terrorist bombing or threat, extortion, or even an 
enemy country shooting down a civilian plane. Airlines are on alert 
literally every time a plane rolls out of a hangar. The entire airline 
industry operates in a constant, never-ending prodromal crisis 
stage. (Fink 64) 

In the early days of aviation, when airlines were still trying to convince 

passengers of air travel safety, airlines would paint their name over the airplane's 
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passenger door so any photos taken of famous passengers deplaning would 

capture the airline insignia and promote the company. However, if the airline 

suffered an accident or crash, the first job of the individual in the fie]d would be to 

go out with a bucket of white paint and cover up the 11ame of the airline before 

any photos could be taken. "That," said Charles Novak, manager of corporate 

communications for United Airlines, "was the beginning of crisis management 

and one of the first things ever written down in a crisis management plan"(65). 

Since that time, however, airlines have advanced their crisis management and 

response. Unfortunately, they have had a number of opportunities to use it. 

In July 1996, Trans World A irlines (TWA) suffered a major accident. 

TWA's Flight 800, a B747 aircraft bound for Paris, exploded off the coast of New 

York killing all 230 people on board. Television cameras capturing the burning 

wreckage on live television brought the crisis of this devastating tragedy to the 

public immediately. TWA's handling of the crash drew enormous press coverage 

and the company's response to the tragedy was widely critiqued by the media and 

public alike. 

It is not uncommon for a company's response to a crisis to be critiqued, 

especially during a major crisis such as the crash of Flight 800. However, there are 

many other groups or organizations besides the company itself affected by a major 

crisis and have a responsibi lity to deal with it. The tragedy of Flight 800 is not an 

exception. This project focuses on one such group, their response to the accident 

and how their lack of a crisis management plan affected that response. 
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The TWA Pilots' Union: Response to TWA Flight 800 

The Air Line PiJots Association (ALPA) is an international uruon that 

began in l 93 l and currently represents the interests of over 55,000 pilots 

worldwide. ALPA, an affiliate of the AFL-CIO, is a union that represents almost 

every major domestic air carrier in the United States and dozens of regional 

airlines. In 1998, the Canadian pilots ' union joined forces with ALPA to 

strengthen their contract bargaining abilities and the political influence of the 

entire association. 

The mission of the organization and its dues-paying members is twofold. 

first, ALPA is a labor union with the primary function of protecting pilot jobs and 

ensuring decent wages for pilots. Secondly, ALPA is a unique professional 

association that is concerned with air transportation safety-both for pilots and 

the traveling public (Hopkins 2). 

Due to the Association's concern with air safety issues, ALPA has been 

intimately involved in many airline accident investigations. As a "party" to the 

investigation, working along side the National Transportation and Safety Board 

(NTSB), the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and sometimes the Federal 

Bureau of Investigation (FBI), the pilots have been able to share their expertise 

and experience regarding flight safety. Some of these investigations have led to 

enhanced safety procedures or aircraft changes that have increased the safety of air 

transportation. This participation in aircraft accident investigations allows pilots 
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within ALPA a vital opportunity to help protect themselves as a group, as well as 

protect the public (Schwartz). 

During an investigation, the Association's communication to its various 

publics is important. ALPA 's primary audience is to its pilot membership who is 

interested in the safety aspects of the accident and their fellow pilots' work to help 

solve these investigations. These men and women fly the same aircraft everyday 

and have a strong vested interest in the accident, what went wrong and how to 

avoid the same problems. Another primary audience during an investigation is the 

American consumers or public at large. Pilot jobs depend on the customers who 

fly their airlines and one of ALPA's goals is to ensure that the public knows the 

pilots are concerned with their safety. 1n addition, since ALPA is a trade union 

whose job it is to engage in contract bargaining for wage increases, pilots want to 

create a .relationship or understanding with the public and communicate the 

responsibi lities of their position in hopes the public wiU support them during 

future contract negotiations. Other secondary audiences, depending on the specific 

situation, vary. 

The TWA pi lots are one of the many pilot groups who belong to ALPA. 

Under ALPA's national organization, TWA has their own representational 

structure and hierarchy. This branch is made up of professional staff, elected 

TWA pilot representatives and TWA pilot volunteers who specifically represent 

the TWA pilots' interests and work out of their branch office in St. Louis, 

Missouri- the "hub" of the airline. Since almost all TWA piJots belong to ALP A, 

the tenn "TWA pilots" and ALP A is used synonymously in this thesis. 
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As a branch office of the national organization of ALPA, the TWA pilots ' 

office has access to the national union office' s resources. The Association has its 

own advanced accident investigation and emergency response teams. An "800" 

hotline number is available at all hours for pilots to report an incident and a fuU

time communications staff is available to their field "special ists" for advice, 

assistance and media training. However, no one knows each airline's issues, 

priorities, leaders and politics as well as the staff members and pilot volunteers 

directly associated with that specific airline. In the event of a crisis, a 

communications staff member from the national office would not be as familiar 

with the internal and external communication efforts of a specific pilot group as 

the communications team from that airline who use them everyday. No one would 

have developed the relationships or built the rapport with the company's 

managers, local news contacts and political leaders as well as the team from the 

branch office. Although the TWA pilots' office can use the national office for 

resources and support, the employees and pilots at the branch office are the 

individuals who were responsible for the crisis and would be responsible if 

another crisis should occur. Therefore, it is essential that each airline' s branch in 

the union is ab.le to respond immediately to any crisis situation. 

As is the case with any aircraft accident involving an ALPA carrier, the 

union' s role, specificaJly the TWA branch' s role during the investigation of 

TWA's Flight 800, was enonnous. These pilots worked on the investigation of 

Flight 800 for years and continue at the time of this writing-over three years 

after the tragedy occurred. Most of the investigators' time was spent at the 
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accident site in Long Island. New York, collecting and cataloguing evidence, 

rebuilding the wreckage, studying electrical wires and recovering victims. Pilots 

also assisted government agencies by studying witness accounts, the path of the 

aircraft and many other technical areas .. !\.long side the investigators, other TWA 

pilots, trained in helping those who have experienced an emotional trauma, 

worked with family members of accident victims. 

Clearly, ALPA played a significant part in the accident investigation of 

Flight 800, and therefore the accident played a significant part in the pilots' 

communication efforts. To effectively represent their members' interests, the 

TWA branch had to effectively communicate a variety of information. The crash 

of Flight 800 was significant to each pilot at TWA. For example, some of these 

pilots flew B747s, aircraft identical to tbe one that mysteriously blew up in mid

air, and looked to the association for operational information. Many were 

concerned about the effect the crash would have on the viability on their already 

financially troubled airline, relying on the union for advocacy to help keep their 

airline in business and information to help protect their jobs. Also, most of the 

pilots at TWA knew one of the 53 TWA employees killed in the crash, and looked 

to ALPA to help find answers to the mystery surrounding the tragedy. Even 

though ALPA had a different role than the company, the union had to respond just 

as quickly as the company to successfully manage this crisis from a union and 

pilot perspective. 

Other roles of the Association became evident as the investigation 

pursued. For example, the union itself is a political organization with credibility 
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among legislators, press and the public at large. Therefore, since TWA was trying 

to survive a host of negative and sometimes misleading publicity both from the 

press and some poLiticians, ALPA took a high profile role in the press advocating 

the safety of the airline and correcting misleading reports. Although the company 

had its own communication department and spokesmen, the pilots took on this 

varied role to protect their jobs and reputations that were incumbent on the 

company successfully surviving the tragedy. 

These varied roles, especially considering the unusual length of the 

investigation, afforded the TWA branch a challenge in the coord.ination and 

efficiency of effective communication to their pilot group. And although statistics 

prove that the creation, practice and maintenance of a crisis communication plan 

can help mitigate a crisis situation, the TWA branch of ALP A is one of the many 

groups or organizations that does not have one. 

Effectjvely writing a plan that is unique to an organization can be a 

difficult task. However, once a group or organization has experienced a major 

crisis, it is useful to learn from that experience. Doug Newsom, author of the 

book, This is PR, writes, "Once a crisis is passed, it's important to evaluate every 

aspect of what was done, to determine what might be a better approach next time, 

because there will be a next time" (559). To begin creating a plan, a detailed look 

at what occurred in the initial aftermath of the crash, as well as in the days and 

weeks following, might be helpful. 

Just before the crash of Flight 800, the TWA union office ran smoothly. 

Everyone knew what role be or she played in the organization and accomplished 
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tasks fairly well. Both internal and external communication were generally clear 

and consistent. The office staff and piJot leaders were accustomed to working 

under high levels of stress resulting from the company's difficult financial state 

and the union' s contentious political atmosphere. However, the union did not have 

a crisis management plan, and despite the smooth operation of the office before 

the crisis, was not prepared for the effects of Flight 800. 

Response in the Initial Aftermath: 

The efforts of the union office began minutes after the crash occurred. 

Because Flight 800 exploded just off the coast of New York, a media capital of 

the world, the press reported the tragedy almost immediately. A number of 

individuals closely associated with the union leadership saw the breaking news on 

television and contacted the branch's pilot chai:nnan of their communications 

committee. In turn, the chairman contacted the pilots' three elected officers (the 

"chairman," "vice chairman" and "secretary/treasurer"), and a local pilot 

representative who happened to be with the officers. The branch 's office manager 

was also contacted with the news and called the office from her mobile phone to 

ensure that the officers were notified and to see if she was needed. Still in shock 

and not knowing exactly what happened or what should be done, the officers 

asked her to come in to help. All of the individuals in this newly formed "team" 

arrived at the union office in St. Louis within 15 minutes of the crash. 

Because ALPA has a sophisticated accident investigation unit and safety 

and training department, their response was immediate. The investigation team, 
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headed by a TWA pilot, acted independently as they planned for and are trained to 

do. The branch office does not direct them, but supports them when needed and 

works with them to gain information and disseminate it to the pilot group. After 

ensuring that the team had been contacted, the four pilot representatives, pilot 

communications volunteer and the ALPA staff member quick.Jy assessed the 

situation (Menoni). 

"There was so much confusion," said former Communications Committee 

Chairman Capt. Glenn Stieneke. "We stood in shock for about the first hour. We 

had no disaster plan and the company was panicking ... we were totally 

unprepared." Factual information about the crash was scarce. It was not 

immediately known what type of aircraft went down, if there were any survivors, 

or even if it was indeed a TWA flight. TWA' s president and communications 

director were both overseas when the crash occurred, which added to the lack of 

information. 

Due to this confusion and the volume of work needed to be handled, the 

group in the office decided to assign tasks to each individual. The chairman 

maintained contact with senior officials in the company and other parties involved 

with the accident such as NTSB. The vice chairman was dispatched to the St. 

Louis TWA command center to act as the ALPA liaison. He was responsible for 

gathering information from the company and feeding it back to the office. The 

secretary/treasurer and Communications Committee chairman handled the 

numerous press calls, and the local council representative answered calls from 

TWA pilots inquiring about the accident. The office manager helped coordinate 
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efforts and offered general support. She also contacted the rest of the office staff 

members at home to notify them of the tragedy with the infonnation known at the 

time and prepare them for the next day's work. The office also contacted their 

senior attorney wbo prepared to fly out to the crash site that night to represent any 

possible surviving cockpit crewmembers. The staff communications specialist 

offered assistance from borne. Other pilots called in to the office to offer their 

help, but not knowing what other tasks needed to be accomplished, the individuals 

in the office elected to tum down these offers (Schwartz). 

After notification of the accident, the branch's staff communications 

specialist contacted ALPA's national director of communication who reviewed 

the legal implications of press statements, explained how the investigation would 

proceed and provided important contact names and numbers. The specialist was in 

contact with the Communications Committee chairman at the office, but since 

both individuals had already undergone media training and knew not to speak to 

the press after an incident, they onJy commented that they bad no new information 

and did not want to speculate. This statement was quickly agreed upon by the two 

spokesmen and pilot leadersrup. After talking with the specialist about the legal 

implications, they also explained that since ALPA was a party to the investigation, 

they could not legally provide information about the accident. They did offer to be 

a source for public background information, helping to clarify the facts of the case 

in any way they could (Stieneke). 
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Response in the Hours Following the Crash: 

About two hours after the accident occurred, the chairman of the pilot 

group and the Communications Committee chairman discussed and implemented 

internal communication efforts. The chairman of the TWA pilots sent a brief 

update to the president of the national organization and all pilot union volunteers 

over ALPA's messaging system. The Communications Committee chairman 

posted a message to the pilots on their 800 hotline information system, the pilots' 

most immediate and highly-used communication vehicle, expla ining the known 

facts concerning the crash and indicating that they would continue to update the 

hotline frequently in the next few days. Soon after, he put a similar message on 

the pilots' CompuServe forum. Contact was also established with TWA's 

corporate communication office to exchange information and explain responses to 

media inquiries. 

Others in the office worked to obtain valuable information. For example, 

the office was able to obtain the List of crew members aboard the flight off a 

computer system before it was shut down by the company and located their home 

addresses and domiciles to check with company records the next day. Other 

background information, such as TWA history, was researched from old files as 

time permitted. 

At about 3:30 a.m., the team thought they had completed all that could be 

done that night. Everyone, except the Communications Committee chairman, left 

to sleep before arriving back at the office early in the morning (Stieneke). 
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Response in the Days Following the Crash: 

The next few days after the accident continued to be hectic. The 

communications special ist and committee chairman posted a few more general 

hotline updates. They brainstormed questions the media might ask and developed 

answers to those questions for the pilot spokesmen. They also prepared the TWA 

pilots' chairman to speak at a press conference they were soon holding in New 

York to combat the negative pub I icity TWA was receiving over the accident and 

advocate the interests of their members. Most of the major decisions regarding 

communication efforts were made by the communications team who proposed 

ideas to the chairman and worked with him for approval: other routine efforts 

were implemented without discussion. 

Many individuals found themselves in ad hoc roles in which they seemed 

to be well suited. The secretary/ treasurer made political contacts, the 

Communications Committee chairman worked with the media, and the staff 

talked with pilot members who were upset or angry with the accident and had 

numerous questions (Stieneke). 

On the third day after the accident, the branch's chairman and the 

Communications Committee chairman traveled to New York for the press 

conference and to handle press inquiries at the site. Tbe secretary/treasurer and 

office supervisor went to New York subsequently to ensure that the TWA pilot 

investigators and other pilot volunteers had the resources they needed. The 

communications specialist remained in St. Louis to assist with internal 
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communication vehicles such as publications and the 800 hotline, and provide the 

media with background information (Berkley). 

The weeks after the accident turned more toward the pilot membership, 

keeping them informed on the progression of the investigation through a 

succession of hotline messages and publications. These weeks turned into months 

and then into years as communication continued to be a constant necessity 

(Menoni). 

TI1e TWA pilots' union tried their best under extreme circumstances

both in the initial aftermath of the crisis and as the months unfolded. However, a 

crisis communjcation plan might have eliminated some of the confusion in the 

aftennath of the tragedy and provided guidance to those caught unexpectedly with 

the responsibility of handling it. "Although I believe we did the best we could, a 

procedure manual would have helped tremendously. We were just paralyzed," 

said Capt. Scott A. Schwartz, former secretary/treasurer of the union. Stieneke 

agreed. He thought that what was accomplished in a few days could have been 

accomplished in the matter of hours if the office had been prepared and had a 

manual to refer to for guidance. 

For example, because the tragedy took the union leaders so off-guard, they 

did not know who should take care of the numerous media caUs, if there should be 

more than one spokesperson and who, if anyone, had the time to "prep" the 

spokesperson. They did not know the "chain of command" for deciding the 

statements that would be disseminated to the press and neglected to adequately 

communicate with their office staff. Ln general, they did not know if they were 
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doing all that was necessary m if everyone's resources were best utilized. 

Although many aspects of the crisis were handled correctly, some mistakes couJd 

have been eliminated, responses might have been quicker, and most importantly, 

the individual s handling the crisis might have had more confidence that they were 

doing all they could if the office had a crisis communication plan. Stieneke 

explains: 

A crisis plan, especially with a checklist of what should be done 
and when, wouJd have been instrumental. Obviously, you can't 
script what to do in a crisis, but some kind of guidance for those 
who have never been involved in this before would have made a 
big difference. 

Crisis planning is fundamental to an organization for survival from a 

serious cn s1s, as illustrated in Pan Am ·s crisis situation and subsequent 

bankruptcy, and communication is an integral part of a crisis m anagement plan. 

The TWA branch of ALP A, like the other branch offices of ALPA, is a large part 

of the union, made up of thousands of pilots, hundreds of volunteers, a fuJl-time 

professional staff and a multimillion-dollar budget. These branch offices have 

responsibilities to their company management , fellow employees and the traveling 

public. and have a fiduciary responsibility to the process of an acc ident 

investigation as an official party to such an investigation. The duties and 

responsibilities are grave and deserve a well thought out and cogent crisis plan 

inclusive of crisis communication strategy. This project will focus on creating 

such a strategy for branch offices of ALP A. 
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The firsthand account of what happened in the aftermath of Flight 800 

from the individuals involved, both what ''worked" and what could have been 

improved, coupled with research from experts in the field, offer a strong 

foundation for the creation of a crisis communication plan that is unique to the 

union's branch offices. The plan, which will focus on key tasks and activities 

during each "step·• of a crisis situation involving a major airline incident or 

accident~ will provide ALPA offices a tool to help mitigate what could be another 

difficult situation. Hopefully the TWA pilots, ALPA staff and volunteers will not 

experience another tragedy of this magnitude. However the development and 

practice of a crisis communication manual would proactively use their 

experiences to help ensure a more effective response for all branch offices of the 

union and gamer a sense of confidence that could prove invaluable if another 

crisis situation should occur. 



ChapterU 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Communication theorists have studied the manner in which individuals 

verbally and non-verbally exchange ideas for centuries. However, the specific 

study of "public relations," beyond techniques relating to publicity, promotion or 

press agentry, is relatively new. For example, it was not until 1923 that Edward L. 

Bernays, the first to call himself a "public relations counsel" two years earlier, 

wrote the first book on the subject, Crystallizing Public Opinion, and taught the 

fust college course on public relations at New York University (Newsom 32). 

Since that time, however, the focus and responsibilities of those in the field of 

public relations bas changed. 

With the rise of consumerism in the 1960s, companies and organizations 

could no longer focus solely on turning a profit. Instead, they took on a more 

visible and responsible role in their communities and with their customers. This 

shift in company focus also meant a shift in the focus of public relations 

practitioners who had aided their companies in generating profits. As a result, the 

study and development of pub)jc relations slowly changed. 

Although the ideas and techniques used to garner favorable public opinion 

and trust had been developed in the past and fostered during this time, it is 

difficult to pinpoint when ''crisis communication" became a distinct aspect of 

public relations. However, since crisis communication techniques are a product of 

responsible community and consumer awareness, it has only been in the last few 

32 
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decades that it has been brought to the forefront. Therefore, the research that 

pertains specifically to responsible cns,s communication and crisis 

communication p lans is fairly recent. 

The project that this research focuses on is the creation of a crisis 

communication plan for the field offices of ALP A. Although some of the 

literature researched pertains specifically to ALPA as an organization and the 

airline industry, the bulk of the literature focuses on crisis communication and 

crisis communication plans. 

In general, the literature on the subject of crisis communication tends to 

focus on the practical application of communication techniques during times of 

crises and does not largely discuss crisis communication in terms of theory or 

philosophy. Therefore, the ideas among the authors researched do not widely vary, 

but instead serve to substantiate or expand on one another' s points. 

All of the literature researched was written from the general philosophy 

that effective, efficient and proactive communication is helpful to organizations in 

times of crisis. However, the authors seem to struggle with the endless variables 

associated with crisis management as it pertains to specific and unique situations 

within various organizations. The focus, level of detail and practical application 

widely vary among the authors researched, and bow they handle these endless 

variables is the basic difference in the Literature used for this project. 

Due to the difficulty of incorporating so many variables into one article, 

many authors give only general guidelines or "tips" on how to communicate 

during a crisis and/or what to incorporate in a crisis communication plan. These 
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guidelines, however, do not detail any one specific area of crisis communication, 

and therefore, provide little practical use. One author who provides basic ·'tips" 

for effective communication during a crisis is Stacy Smith, author of the article, 

"PubLic Relations-How Best to Weather the Storm of a Crisis." 

Smith' s article, published in the Birmingham Business Journal, provides 

guidelines for communication during a crisis without much detail. Some of these 

guidelines include defining audiences, preparing to provide accurate and timely 

communication, communicating immediately, identifying spokespeople and 

training them to deal witl, the media in an emergency, and telling the truth. 

Although it would be impossible to incorporate the kind of detail necessary to 

fully explain how to construct a communications plan in a short article such as 

this one, a public relations practitioner might find it difficult to incorporate these 

general "tips" into a specific and personalized crisis communication plan. For 

example, how does one "prepare" to provide accurate and timely communication? 

What kind of information should be communicated and when? How does one 

train a spokesperson to deal with a situation he or she has never been involved in 

before? Although the article touches on points that are consistent with the ideas or 

guidelines of other authors in the field, it does not elaborate on those points and, 

therefore, diminishes their practical use. 

Other articles on crisis communication also provide basic, general 

guidelines, but use brief examples to help the reader personalize these guidelines 

to their own organization's communication efforts. In the article, "Coping With a 

Ries provides many of the same tips that were in Smith's article, but 
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uses various short scenarios to illustrate how these techniques can be used. These 

scenarios are all based on school or classroom crises, but are fundamental enough 

for any publ ic relations practitioner to understand their universal value. For 

example. Ries gives the scenario of a vocational student at a community coUege 

who punches a referee in anger after receiving a technical foul. The referee files 

suit against the student which incites national attention-a public relations crisis 

for the school. Ries' article uses this and other examples to illustrate how crisis 

communication tips or techniques are employed. In this specific case, Ries 

generally explains how the school directed media inquiries to the trained 

spokesperson and how the spokesperson developed trust with the media and 

public, garnering a favorable opinion of the school during an unfavorable 

situation. The article also describes the school's message to the media-both what 

was emphasized and what was avoided. Although the tips are very basic and do 

not broach the many aspects associated with the communication efforts during a 

crisis, brief examples such as th.is one add more "life" to the general guidelines 

and provide additional information to help the reader personalize the information. 

Some authors of the literature researched focused on only one aspect of 

crisis communication and were able to give more detai l regarding that one area. 

For example, in the article, "Managing to Communicate, Communicating to 

Manage: How Leading Companies Communjcate with Employees," authors Mary 

Young and James E. Post focus their discussion on effective employee 

communication. Although the article as a whole focuses on the benefi ts of 

effective employee communication and the techniques associated with that 
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communication, one small section of tbe article relates tbese points directly to 

organizations experiencing a crisis situation. To build a better company, a section 

of tbe article relates these points directly to a crisis situation. 

In this section, Young and Post provide general guidance on how effective 

cornrmmication witb employees during a crisis can help mitigate the situation. for 

example, one main technique described in the section was to employ multiple 

communication vehicles to ensure that tbe message is understood by all 

employees during a crisis. Because informed employees can have a vital impact 

on tbe outcome of a crisis and every individual understands infom1ation 

differently, the authors contend it is critical that a number of communication 

vehicles is used to communicate witb employees. For example, some individuals 

learn better by visual media such as posters on company bulletin boards while 

others learn better by audio media such as telephone information hotlines. A 

public relations practitioner must be aware of how different types of individuals 

gather and understand information in order to disseminate an organization's 

message during a crisis situation quickly and effectively. 

The benefits of focusing on one issue are also seen from John Elsasser in 

his article, "TWA Flight 800: A Crisis Casebook," which was published in the 

September 1996 issue of Public Relations Tactics. Elsasser' s article is unique in 

that it uses the opinions of various professionals in the fie ld to critique TWA's 

communication in the aftermath of the airline' s crash of Flight 800. It does not 

focus on one aspect or technique of crisis communication, but teaches its readers 

by example by examining a specific case study. For example, the article explains 
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specific criticisms TWA received after the tragedy such as poor public perception 

when the mayor of New York blasted the airline for its handling of the tragedy. 

Tnstead of proactively using this event to show the public their concern and 

explain what the airline was doing to help solve this investigation, the article 

claims the company took a defensive position- making the airline look guilty. 

The artide then goes beyond its critique and gives advice from PR professionals 

on how to avoid this and other specific mistakes. 

By focusing the article on one case study, Elsasser successfully uses 

someone else· s situation to teach his readers about possible crisis situations 

similarly affecting their own organization. Although the article is not intended to 

be a "bow to" guide in the event of a crisis, it provokes its readers to think about 

the many variables associated with a crisis situation and realize that handling a 

crisis is an often confusing and difficuJt task. The article quotes a member of 

management from Tower Air, an airline that experienced a minor crisis in 1995 

when a B747 jet skidded off a New York runway, who emphasized this point. He 

said: 

I can teU you that pandemonium breaks out--complete 
pandemonium. You can talk about bow crisis plans are wonderful, 
but when you factor in fast-breaking events, human reactions and 
families and agencies and governments, you're being bombarded 
from sides you could not have even anticipated. (2) 

Because the study and application of effective communication in the 

aftermath of a tragedy 1s such a difficult task due to the ever-changing and 
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stressful events. it is not surprising that books provide more practical information 

regarding the creation of an actual communication plan than do articles from 

periodicals-specifically because they have the space to provide more detailed 

information. One source for detailed, practical information on crisis 

communication is student textbooks. 

One textbook that provides detailed information is This is PR, written by 

Doug Newsom, Judy Vanslyke Turk and Dean Kruckeberg. Although tl1is 

textbook deals with many different aspects of public re lations. it focuses one 

chapter solely on communication during crisis situations. Ln this chapter, the 

authors cover a number of specific points associated with public relations during a 

crisis. Some of these areas of discussion include maintaining a positive public 

opinion, creating a communication plan, developing a crisis team and training one 

spokesperson. Not only do the authors touch on these points, but they also give 

detail to these areas. For example, the chapter gives advice on who should be on 

the crisis team, outlines the different "types" of crises, provides lists of the "dos 

and don'ts" of handling the media during a crisis, and explains how to deal with 

rumors. 

Besides using real world examples to illustrate how these techniques help 

to manage other organizations' crises, This is PR also provides readers 

information and lists to help understand these points and incorporate them into 

specific communication p lans. Some of these lists include: the names of 

individuals that should be present at the central communication "base," the 

specific duties of the PR person in charge, the information that should be gathered 
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m the initial aftennath of a crisis that might help with media and consumer 

relations, and examples of proactive statements to the media. 

While this textbook chapter successfully provides additional detail and 

practical information, two of the authors researched, Steven Fink and Geary 

Skich, take this combination of helpfuJ ideas, detailed examples, and practical 

materials even further. 

Steven fink, author of the book, Crisis Management: Planning for the 

Inevitable, provides an in-depth look at crisis communication as a whole, focusing 

specifically on crisis communication plans, controlling the message during a crisis 

and handling a hostile press. Fink, president of a public relations consulting firm 

that offers specialized crisis management counseling, uses this book to provide the 

same type of specific and personalized instruction to its readers. For example, 

although some authors discuss the benefits of "promptly communicating" with the 

media, Fink discusses the benefits of holding a press conference versus providing 

interviews one-on-one. instead of advising readers to "carefully respond" to the 

press during a crisis, Fink provides specific examples or phrases to help a PR 

practitioner take control of a hostile interview. Th.is kind of detail gives readers 

more knowledge to prepare for a crisis situation and determine what 

communication techniques are best for their own crisis communication plan. 

Besides providing detail on specific aspects and responses to a crisis 

situation, Fink also uses the experience, opportunities and fai lures of others in a 

crisis situation to iJlustrate his points. In-depth casebook examples cover the 

spectrum of crises that couJd affect organizations such as the Ohio Savings and 
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Loan Crisis and the Johnson and Johnson Tylenol Crisis. Fink provides a brief 

summary of each crisis and lists the "key players" in the organization's response 

to the crisis before providing a detailed look at each case with personal accounts 

from the individuals involved. In these case studies, Fink explains the 

organization 's various audiences, the communication vehicles they employed to 

respond to the crisis, and their rationale for using those specific vehicles. In some 

of the examples, fink provides a tfrneline, allowing readers to see how events 

unfold and more accurately illustrating how the timing of communication efforts 

in the aftermath of a crisis is critical. 

lt Can't Happen Here: All Hazards Crisis Management Planning, written 

by Geary Skich, outlines how to create a crisis communication manual in-depth by 

discussing the philosophy behind effective crisis response and the techniques used 

to accomplish specific goals, and offering the practical guidance to help the reader 

use those techniques. Sk:ich talces the reader through the value and purpose of 

proper crisis communication and explains various aspects involved in crisis 

response such as the organization and management of information, and testing and 

updating crisis communication plans. For example, the article explains who 

should be on a crisis communication team, wby each role or position is chosen for 

specific situations, and the assignments of each. The author also details bow the 

creation of a plan differs, depending on various factors in specific circumstances 

and organizations. This allows readers to more accurately use his suggestions and 

personalize a plan to the needs of their specific organization. For these reasons, 
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Skich's book could possibly be used as a ·'workbook'' to help write a personalized 

crisis communication manual or plan. 

The book is unique in that it provides a sample emergency management 

plan outline from which to work and explains the reasons for each element of the 

plan. The outline is constructed under 10 main sections, helping the reader 

categorize the many aspects involved in a crisis response. These categories range 

from "Administration," where the purpose, objectives and various planning 

factors are conta ined including the description of both on-site and off-site 

facilities, to "Maintaining Emergency Preparedness;• where the training programs, 

trajners, drills and exercises are detailed (269-75). 

Skich' s crisis communication plan sample is important because it can be 

difficult to assimilate all the infonnation, Lists, examples and tips of the research 

on the subject of crisis commurucation and write a complete and specific plan. 

Surprisingly, even an outline of a sample plan can be more useful than an actual 

plan. For example, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is one 

organization that publishes their actual crisis management p lan on the Internet. 

Although i.t is interesting to evaluate an acmal plan because most companies do 

not make this information public, this comprehensive plan can be ctifficult to 

understand due to its technical and government-specific language. The reader 

must aJso search for commurucation-specific aspects of the plan because the crisis 

communication response is included in the NRC's overall crisis management plan. 

However, the NRC's plan is not published as an educational tool. They do 

not offer any explanation of the rationale behind aspects of the plan or items 
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specific to the organization itself.- making it ctifficult for other organizations to 

effectively use it as a model. 

Despite its technica l language, the plan itself is very detailed . It contains 

information pertaining to the identification of a number of different possible crises 

the o rganization could be involved in and roles of each federal agency the 

organization is associated with in response to those crises. Although it might be 

difficult to use as a model, the plan illustrates the amount of detailed information 

that can be necessary in an organization's crisis management plan and shows the 

reader that crisis communication plans are specific to one organization. 

Other information culled from the J nternet proved useful in furthering the 

facts and research regarding the airline industry in general. One such website was 

www.ntsb.gov. This official NTSB website includes a search engine that allows its 

users to research various incidents and accidents in the airline industry. It 

provides a detailed summary of each investigation and its outcome, including 

information regarding the aircraft involved and its crew. This information is 

valuable for generating factual examples of various crisis situations in the airl ine 

industry for inclus ion in the crisis communication manual. 

Another useful website used for research in this project is www.faa.gov-the 

official website of the FAA. This website provides information regarding the 

organization and also includes a search engine to locate other crisis-related web 

pages. Many other research sources were found through this search capability. 

Materials that focus specifically on ALPA, including in-house 

communication vehicles, proved helpful in tailoring this project to the needs of 
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the Association's branch offices. In order to create a crisis communication plan. it 

is necessary to intimately understand the organization. Although most of the 

information on ALPA and its branch offices was gathered through personal 

experience and interviews, the written material provides additional information on 

the organization as a whole. For instance, although none of ALPA's fie ld offices 

have an extensive crisis communication plan, the collection of materials from 

various ALPA departments provides helpful examples of what to include in an 

overall crisis communication plan for ALPA branch offices. They also help 

acquire an overa ll perception of the union and how it deals with a crisis as a 

whole. 

One of the in-house materials used as reference for this project is a written 

script of a speech given by John Mazor, a media specialist from ALPA's 

communkation department. This speech was given to pilot members of the 

Critical incident Response Program (CIRP) which is a group that helps other 

pi lots and other pi lots' fami lies with emotional trauma. This speech, given Feb. 

14, I 996, deals directly with how the media covers the story of an airline accident 

and what to expect during the initial aftermath of a tragedy. Materia l contained in 

the speech is especially informative because it deals specifically with the airline 

industry and ALPA as a union. For example, Mazor says the following about the 

initial aftermath of a crisis: 

The first 24 hours after an accident produces a round of news 
stories that follow the classic journalistic model, describing the 



who, what, when, where, why, and how of a major news event. At 
this stage, there will be some questions about the crew, but more 
reporters will be scrambling to get the basic facts- bow many 
victims, the passenger I ists, what were the origin and destination 
points of the flight, and so forth. Questions about the crew usually 
are limited to infomiation about their identity, what happened to 
them after the accident if they survived, were they given drug tests, 
are they avajlable for interviews, etc. 
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This information is detailed and specific, giving the reader a clear idea of what a 

public relations practitioner, especially one for a pilots' union, might face in the 

initiaJ aftennath of an airplane accident. 

Other information in Mazor's speech details "gag" rnles for those involved 

with an accident investigation and how those rules affect ALPA 's response, the 

average life cycle of news coverage of an airline incident including when the press 

begins to speculate on reasons for the crash, and the natural targets of medja 

attention after an accident such as family members of victims. Again, this level of 

detail can be very useful when creating a crisis communication manual that must 

deal directJy and substantially with these issues. 

Another beneficial source of infonnation used as reference for the creation 

of a crisis commwucation plan for the TWA pilots is the ALP NNorthwest 

Airline's Air Safety Office Manual. This manual was created to assist staff 

members at the Northwest ALPA branch office if a pilot should call reporting an 

accident. AJthough the manual does not delve into the branch's communication 

response, but focuses only on the initial notification process, it is helpful to th is 

project because it is useful to see how the manual itself was constructed. 
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Because crises have numerous variables. it can be difficuJt to develop a 

usable plan. The Northwest MEC acknowledges these major variances in its 

manual by constructing the plan in a question/answer format. For example, the 

plan, which begins when an individual calls the branch office to report an 

accident, asks the reader ifthere is an ALPA safety representative in the office. lf 

there is, the reader moves on to a certain set of questions, if there is not, the reader 

is given different instructions. This type of format continues throughout the 

manual, giving readers a different set of options from which to work after 

answering situational questions. 

The plan also provides an information worksheet to help gather facts in the 

initial stage of a crisis. This worksheet facilitates the acquisition of necessary 

information, including the accident location, the aircraft type, the number of 

fatalities or injuries, the crew list, and the crew phone contact at the accident site. 

It is useful in that it is a lready personalized to the airline industry and, more 

specifically, a branch of the union dealing with a major incident or accident. 

Although Delta Airline's branch of ALPA does not have a complete crisis 

communication manuaJ, the communications group created a Communications 

Emergency Checklist that offers assistance in the event of a crisis. This checkJist 

involves four major areas: notification, dispatch, on-site involvement and field 

office operations. Although the document does not provide expanded or extensive 

information for response to crisis, it provides a quick reference for the 

communications group to follow in the event of an emergency. Some of these 

ideas can be used in a crisis communication manuaJ for a ll ALPA branch offices. 
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Flying the Line. written by George E. Hopkins, is another source of 

background information on the union that can be used as reference in this project. 

Th.is book details tbe first half-century of ALPA since its founding in 193 1. lt 

explores the purpose of the union and how it grew, what it focused on and how 

those goals were accomplished. The book also discusses various accidents in 

airline history and although it does not deta-iJ specific communication responses, it 

provides the union ' s general philosophy about safety, response, and ensuring 

proper communication with their pilot membership. The philosophy and ALPA 

motto of "Schedule with Safety" is at the heart of all ALPA communications, 

including their response to tragedy (Hopkins viH). 

Even with the most detailed, informative and practical information. it is 

clear that the creation of a crisis communication plan is a very personal and 

difficult task. Anticipating any number of different crises under any number of 

different circumstances, preparing for them and practicing the response can be 

daunting. Many organizations even turn to outside assistance to help them create 

such a plan. Big Apple Technolor,ries, a company whose planning division offers 

"a pre-disaster plan at a fraction of the cost you would expect to pay from your 

current contingency plan provider," advertises its services on the Internet. Big 

Apple supports the need for its services of tailoring crisis communication plans by 

providing statistics which illustrate the positive impact of crisis communication 

plans on organizations. These services are available because of the seemingly 

difficult task of collecting useful information and forming that information into a 

personalized plan. 
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However, no outside consultant organization is as intimate with a specific 

organization as members of the organization itself. Knowing the " ins and outs" of 

an organization can be vital when creating a crisis communication plan. 

Therefore, Jooking to the individuals who have that experience and intimate 

knowledge is necessary. They understand the culture of the organization, the 

staffing, the flow of communication, and, to some degree, the organization's 

response to crisis. Even if an organization has not experienced a major crisis, 

every organization and employee has experienced minor day-to-day crises such as 

the breakdown of a computer or problems with the organization's telephone lines. 

AJthough helpful in understanding the organization's response to stress, a day-to

day crisis is much different than a major crisis such as an airline accident. If one 

has never been involved in the response to a major crisis, it can be difficult to 

imagine. Books or articles can never truly relay the emotions, stresses, and 

confusion of a reaJ and specific crisis situation. Therefore, drawing on the first

hand experiences of those who have been involved in a major crisis can be 

helpful. 

This project is largely the result of research gathered from those who have 

responded to a major crisis situation- the tragedy of Flight 800. The TWA branch 

of ALPA is in a unique situation because even though the office staff and pilot 

volunteers responded to a major crisis situation without a crisis communication 

plan, they have first-hand, recent knowledge of the aftermath of a tragedy at their 

office. These individuals have the opportunity to use their experiences to build an 

accurate cris is plan if something should happen again. They know first-hand how 
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the culture of their organization lends itself to the response of a cns1s, what 

problems associa ted with a volunteer organization arise in these situations, what 

audiences need to be addressed, and what roles staff members and pilot volunteers 

must fill in order to accurately communicate with various audiences. 

Although this first-hand experience is invaluable in the creation of a crisis 

communication plan for ALPA pilot offices, the construction of the actual written 

plan is founded on the Literature of public relations professionals in the field. This 

literature provides the professional guidance with which to use these experiences 

to custom1ze a plan that is organtzed, complete and easily used. Despite some 

authors' brevity or struggle with the many variables associated with crisis 

management, most expert opinions are consistent with one another. Therefore, 

thjs research can be applied, using the personal accounts and experience of those 

who helped in the aftermath of TWA FLigbt 800, to create a crisis communication 

manual that is effective and personalized to ALPA's culture, staff and 

organiza6on as a whole. 



Chapter 01 

SELECTIVE REVIEW AND EVALUATTO OF RESEARCH 

The preparation for a crisis situation is essential in any organization and 

the assistance found through literature written by professionals in the field of 

crisis management or crisis communication can be substantial. However, the 

experience of those who have actually dealt with a crisis situation first-hand is 

invaluable. James E. Lukaszewski, author of the article "Building a Crisis 

Response Plan That Works," says, "The real value of crisis planning comes from 

the lessons people learn from participating in the process." Surely, speaking to 

those individuals who have experienced the management of a crisis situation can 

provide further insight to the extent of the varying situations and the wide range of 

audiences and emotions that must be addressed in the aftermath of a crisis. 

Although valuable to any organization planning a crisis response, these 

individuals' experiences provide a unique opportunity to the organization to 

which they belong. They have the knowledge of how that specific organization 

and its culture handle a crisis situation. what roles and personnel are best suited 

for crisis management response, what specific audiences must be addressed, what 

"pitfalls'' to avoid and what opportunities to se ize. These individuals already 

know the structure of the organization. its mission and goals, its relationships with 
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key '·parties" in the industry--basically, what ''works" and what doesn·t for that 

specific organization in a crisis situation. 

Perhaps the ALPA TWA branch office is one organization that is best 

served by the experiences of those individuals who responded to a crisis situation. 

The union's pecul iar and un ique hierarch y and duties, made up and shared by both 

ALPA staff members and pilot volunteers. would be difficult to understand and 

assimilate into a cohesive crisis communication plan by someone who has not 

worked in that environment. No one but those who actually work with the union 

office truly understand bow these unique aspects of the organization fit together 

and how they can affect a crisis response. 

The Association is fortunate in that many of the staff members and pilot 

volunteers who worked during the aftermath of Flight 800 still work with the 

organization today and can provide first-hand testimony and useful advice for the 

creation of a crisis manual. They personally experienced how a major airline 

accident affected their office environment. The work life of each staff member 

and pilot volunteer, from the front desk receptionist to the pilot chairman of the 

ALPA branch, was affected by this tragedy in a unique way. Each has a different 

perspective on what worked and what didn' t in their professional response to the 

accident, and each can contribute on how to fine-tune the union 's response if 

another should occur. Interviews with both ALPA staff members and p·ilot 

volunteers, as illustrated in this chapter, help apply the information from experts 

in the field to the specific crisis response plan for branch offices of ALPA. 
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The TWA ALPA office operates differently than most other offices. It 

relies on both the continuity of ALPA staff members and the direction and 

volunteerism of TWA pilots. The environment of the union is in a constant state 

of change. New pilot officers are elected to oversee the union and office, pilots 

become more or less involved in volunteer work, and p ilot committee chairmen 

take on additional tasks or delegate new tasks to staff members. As a result, even 

though there are certain key duties assigned to each staff member, there are no 

"rules" for what specific role each staff member plays and how the relationship 

between the pilot volunteers and staff member affects that role. This unique 

relationship between professional staff and pilot volunteers is illustrated in the 

stories of two individuals who provided valuable information regarding the work 

of the office: Suzi Menoni, an ALPA staff member, and Capt. Glenn Stieneke, a 

TWA pilot volunteer. Interviews with these individuals provide insight into the 

organization, how it works, and how it responds to crisis from both an ALPA staff 

and pilot volunteer perspective. This information is applied to the creation of 

crisis communication manual for ALPA field offices, using their unique 

experiences with the response to TWA's Flight 800 to improve ALPA's response 

to crisis in the future. 

ALPA Professional Staff 

Suzi Menoni is the ALPA TWA branch's office manager and has been 

with ALPA for 10 years. She came to the office as a receptionist and worked her 
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way up to the management level through an inner determination, tenacity and 

involvement, demonstrating her abi lities and dedication to perform the job. Her 

background, however, was not in the airline industry. She worked in a number of 

different fields including waitressing and selling cars while raising two small 

children before moving into support work aad joining ALP A. 

Active in her position as the TWA branch's office manager, Menoni 

supervised two clerical staff members and maintained an advocacy role for the 

other seven staff members--ensuring that everyone's needs were met and the 

office ran smoothly. However, her outgoing personality drew her into many 

experiences and tasks that were different than her counterparts' within ALPA. For 

example, administratively, she became a liaison to the TWA pilots' national 

ALPA office and was given responsibilities in the branch's internal budget. She 

also became a confidant of some staff members, elected pilot officers and pilot 

committee volunteers. Menoni used her position to involve herself in special 

projects, using the somewhat ambiguous guidelines of her job description to 

command a different level of responsibility and control. 

Based on her active participation and longevity within the union, Menoni 

offered the Association and every incoming TWA pilot officer one primary 

thing-a knowledge of what needed to be done. Many pilots are e lected as an 

officer of the union without substantial ALPA office work and do not know the 

day-to-day details of how the office is run. This can be a complicated task. Within 

a day, a newly elected officer is responsible for an over $3.5 million internal 

budget and ten professional and clerical staff members. He or she must ensure 
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that finances are examined, office equipment bought, paperwork completed, rent 

paid, meetings organized and staff problems solved. The staff, used to working 

independently in a changing environment, act as the continuity of the office in 

thei r particuJar field within the office structure. Each helps teach tJ1e new officer 

how the office functions from their specialized role, whether it be benefits, 

communications or legal. Although Menoni does not specifically work in these 

areas, she is the staff member with the most continuity and whose "macro" job 

touches most aspects of the union. Therefore, she knows who takes care of the 

tasks, how they have been handled in the past or who to call for more information. 

She is someone to whom pilots turn in the office for information and a sense of 

comfort from that knowledge. 

Menoni' s account of her experience m the aftermath of the tragedy is 

detailed. Like many, the crash of Flight 800 had a dramatic effect on her, 

personally and professionally. Her role in the crisis aftermath, like her role as 

office manager. was varied and evolved as events changed. Although she 

continued to fulfill the regular duties of her job supervising the administrative 

functions of the office, she assumed other roles as well. These roles played a large 

part in the union's internal communication efforts during the aftermath of the 

CflSJS. 

Upon bearing the news of a possible TWA airline crash, Menoni called the 

pilot officers who were already at the branch office and drove in to help in any 

way she could. At this time, Menoni and the five pilots who had come to the 

office (either union representatives or committee volunteers) did not know any 
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facts about the crash. They were learning what happened as the press was 

reporting Live from the accident site off the coast of Long Island, New York. "It 

was such a chaotic time in those first few hours," 

was try to collect our bearings, gather as much information as we could and figure 

out what we needed to do." These were not easy tasks because the union branch 

did not have a crisis management plan and no one had been intimately involved 

with an ALPA crisis response. In addition, they were just beginning to realize 

what a major crisis it actually was and that there were probably no survivors. 

Menoni' s main role in the initial aftermath was to act as a conduit of 

information between the pilot volunteers in the office and the TWA pilot safety 

volunteers who bad traveled to the accident site to help with the investigation. She 

helped answer tbe telephones, ensuring that the pilot officers received important 

incoming calls such as those from TWA personnel, ALPA national leadership or 

ALPA's legal counsel. Menoni's knowledge of the organization and the people it 

worked with allowed her to prioritize the incoming calls-handling those that 

were appropriate and interrupting the officers for the calls that needed immediate 

attention. Many of the incoming calls were from TWA pilots or family members 

of pilots who were wondering if a specific pilot was on Flight 800. Although the 

office was able to pull the list of passengers and crew off of a TWA computer 

system before the company removed it, the office declined to release any names to 

the individuals who called. It was the company's responsibility to verify and 

release the passengers and crewmember names. The ALPA office did not know if 

it was legal to disseminate any information or, more importantly, if the names 
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were I 00 percent accurate. (Since the crash of Flight 800, it is now federal law 

that the verification and release of all names will be handled solely by the Red 

Cross.) "That ' s one thing l don't know if any of us were prepared for that first 

night. .. taking those calls from family members and not being able to tell them 

Menoni said. 

In the chaos of the evening, the internal communication was cumbersome 

and chaotic. At that time, the office did not have as sophisticated communication 

tools as they do now. For example. they had no system to send mass email 

messages and information to TWA pilot members and had no website to post 

private information and facts about the crash. The staff and pilot volunteers a lso 

did not have pagers or digita l telephones with which to communicate quicl<ly. 

After working most of the night, Menoni went home for a few hours of 

sleep and returned the next morning. The normal work of the office had to 

continue but it did so in an emotional and hectic environment. Family members of 

pilots continued to call, television crews came in and out of the office, and staff 

members and pilots grieved the loss of friends and coworkers. As office manager. 

Menoni supervised her two clerical staff members whose duties were intensified 

by the additional paperwork, accounting and telephone calls. In addition. Menoni 

coordinated the logistical aspects of the union's crisis response including securing 

hotel rooms and rental cars at the investigation site and working to provide 

everyone the needed communication tools. 

Two days after the accident, Menoni was in direct contact with the TWA 

pilot investigators' command post at the accident site on Long Island. The 
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investigators learned in the first few days that it was harder and less efficient 

trying to get things done themselves, and called Menoni who offered any 

assistance she could. Due to her longevity within ALP A, she knew the people at 

ALPA's national headquarters in Herndon, Virginia weU and knew who to call to 

get things accomplished. As a contact for the investigators, she also passed along 

information to the staff and pilot officers in the office as well as to the CIRP pilot 

volunteers and investigators who were at different sites in New York. Everyone 

knew Menoni and therefore she was a link among the pilots involved. 

Reali.zing that the investigation would be substantially longer than 

expected, the investigators asked Menoni a few days later to travel to the accident 

site to help. At the command post in New York, she helped with the coordination 

of the pilot volunteers and acted as a liaison among their command post, the TWA 

pilots' chief investigator and the piJot investigators on site. Menoni helped these 

pi.lots by typing notes, setting up computer databases, driving people to and from 

the airport, taking care of the dry cleaning, keeping the command post stocked 

with beverages, and performing countless other tasks to help make their time at 

the investigation site easier. She also became a confidant of the investigators, 

listening to their concerns as they came off a shift. What she thought would be a 

three-day trip turned into a two-week trip, followed by subsequent visits in the 

next few weeks as ALPA's involvement in Flight 800 became a day-to-day 

operation. 

Menoni's "macro" role in the crisis touched many volunteers and staff 

members and offered her a unique sense of how the office worked during the 
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response to Hight 800, what problems it encountered, and what improvements 

could be made. Although she did not write press releases or perform the layout of 

pilot newsletters, Menoni assisted the Communications Committee with internal 

communication and saw what issues were a hindrance or stress to the committee. 

For example, she saw how the lack of communication from the national ALPA 

office created problems for the communications group. Spreading themselves "too 

thin," the committee created additional work for themselves because they did not 

have the advice from other communication professionals at the national office. 

Since there was a lack of communication between the branch and national office, 

they did not ask for additional personnel to travel to St. Louis to assist them with 

projects. She also saw that support staff or additional volunteers could have aided 

the commi.ttee who was overburdened by the mounting communication needs. For 

example, if the committee bad three or four individuals in the office the evening 

of the crash and in the days following who were tasked only with answering pilot 

calls, the staff communications specialist and other communications volunteers 

might have been freed to focus on other important communications tasks such as 

constructing talking points for the media and preparing the pilot chairmen for on

camera interviews. 

Other problems, such as the difficulty contacting key individuals such as 

the pi lot officers, accident investigators and staff members, were taken care of 

during the crisis. These individuals now have the necessary communications 

equipment such as laptop computers, digital telephones, and pagers if another 

crisis should occur. 
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As a source of infonnation from all different committees and staff 

members. Menoni spoke with countless volunteers as well as the staff throughout 

the investigation. She recognized the signs of stress on the communications group 

and others as a result of the accident. The office did not employ the assistance of 

mental health professionals to help the staff and pilot volunteers deal with the 

emotional impact of the crash. She said that as a result. many inclividuals involved 

could not concentrate, made simple mistakes or simply took too much on 

themselves and did recognize the need for time away. Since this time, she has 

pushed for the training of staff in CTRP and recommends that if another tragedy 

should occur, a mental health professional visit the office the day after an 

accident- regardless of the level of work activity. 

The various tasks that Menoni completed and the roles she asswned are 

not in her job description or outlined in a crisis communication manual. Most of 

these problems are ones that she identified and took care of on her own. However, 

it is necessary to be aware of how staff members like Menoni go beyond nonnal 

job descriptions to solve problems when they arise and interact with the parties 

involved to make the situation better. Although invaluable to this crisis response, 

this level of personal involvement cannot be assta11ed in future situations. Rather, 

the office should plan for a crisis in the event that individuals like Menoni are not 

around. 

It is also important to realize how effective communication relies on the 

efficient use of personnel, the coorclination between the communications group 

and other groups such as the accident investigation committee or the safety 
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committee, and the organization of the office as a whole to ensure proper support 

to complete projects and provide timely communication to the pilot group. The 

lines between crisis management and crisis communication are blurred and it is 

evident that the creation of a crisis communication manual must be part of a larger 

crisis management plan. 

ALPA Pilot Volunteers 

Capt. Glenn Stieneke, the TWA branch's former Communications 

Committee chaim,an, is illustrative of the other half of the union office's 

makeup--the pilot volunteer. Attending junior high and high schools in France 

and Gem,any, and graduating college from the Uruversity of Manchester in 

England, Stieneke experienced many different cultures at a young age. He 

continued his travels through his pursuit of a career in aviation and was hired to 

TWA as a flight engineer pilot in 1985. Since that time, he has flown five 

different aircraft for TWA and achieved captain status. 

Currently an active TWA MD80 pilot, Stieneke began ALPA work nine 

years ago, volunteering on the Commurucations Committee for most of that time 

and serving as Communications Committee chairman two years before the 

accident of Flight 800 occurred. As chairman, he worked along side the staff 

communications specialist to communicate the union's message to external 

audiences and the pilot group. This included a wide range of duties including 

handling press calls, writing, editing and performing the layout of union 
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newsletters and publications, assisting other colTUJllttee chairmen with graphics 

and presentations, deve loping the union' s electronic communication tools and 

acting as an advisor to the pilot officers on communication strategy. 

Stieneke was attracted to the Communications Committee largely due to 

his love for computers and electronic communication. (Besides flying for TWA, 

Stieneke previously worked part-time for Microsoft, Corp. testing new programs.) 

However, he brought to the Association and the Communications Committee 

more than technical knowledge. He also brought a fundamental asset to the 

Communications Committee-a pilot's point of view. 

Although the staff communications specialist is trained in the 

methodology, strategy and practicaJ application of communication tools, the pilot 

chairman of the Communications ColTUJllttee brings the pilots' perception and 

viewpoin t to the commw1ication. f or example, a staff communications specialist 

might know how to effectively write and edit copy, but a pilot would know what 

stories would be of interest to the pilot group and what distribution format might 

best suit the pilot's Lifestyle. 

Stieneke's "roll up your sleeves" work ethic, along with his intimate 

knowledge of the union' s communication tools, was essential in the 

communication response to f)jgbt 800. Living in the St. Louis area at the time, he 

came into the office minutes after learning about the crash and stayed throughout 

the night. Stieaeke provided timely information to the pilot group by recording a 

message on the pilots' frequently-called 800 hotline, explaining the known facts 

concerning the crash and informing the pilots that the hotline would be updated 
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regularly in the coming days. He answered telephone calls from fellow pilots 

inquiring about the 50 crew members aboard Flight 800 and helped devise talking 

points for the other pilots and staff who were also answering calls. Stieneke also 

established contact with the company's communication department to share 

information. 

By the second day, the local media bad their initial reports of the accident 

and began calling the union office for the pilots' point of view of the accident and 

for information regarding pilot-focused stories. For example, because there was 

no explanation for the crash, the press began to speculate on a cause for the 

accident- including pi lot error. They also heard rumors of possible crewmembers 

aboard Flight 800 and were calling to see if they could verify any names. "One 

thing the press is very good at in those situations- prying for information. It was 

important that everyone knew not to give out sensitive information," Stieneke 

said. 

The secretaria l staff took the mounting press messages, recording the 

stated focus of the story and the reporters' deadline. Meanwhile, Stieneke and the 

communications specialist prepared the pilot chainnan for on-camera interviews, 

conducting mock interviews to prepare for any unseen or difficult questions. By 

this time, it was evident that there were no survivors of the crash. If there had 

been surviving crewmembers, it would have been the Communjcations 

Committee's duty to work with those individuals, keeping them out of the press 

spotlight. They did. however, provide guidance to some family members of pilot 
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victims whom the press bad bombarded after the crewmember names were 

released. 

New information sporadically came to the office from the accident site. 

providing the officers and communications group an update on the investigation

even if it was to explain that there was no news at a ll. However, with each 

development, the "message" of the union changed and that message bad to be 

disseminated to a number of audiences i11cJuding ALPA pilot volunteers, staff, the 

pilot membership. the press and others. Stieneke describes how be and the 

communications speciaJist worked with the press during this situation: 

Because TWA was buried [with work] and weren' t talking to the 
press. [the media] came to us for information and we provided 
them the facts we knew. But, the relationship worked both ways. 
We had bui lt a good relationship with our local and national media 
contacts and so in some instances, the press called us to give us 
new information that they received from one of thei r other sources. 

A positive and proactive relationship with the media was not enough to 

thwart the erroneous information that was being reported about the accident. In 

addition. New York Mayor Rudolph Guiliani took a vocal position against TWA, 

criticizing the company for not providing the public more timely information. As 

a result, ALPA p lanned a press conference in New York with the flight 

attendants' and machinists' unions to clarify the distorted facts of the information. 

"We had to speak for our airline because TWA had gotten into a defensive 

position rather than an offensive one. Because of Guiliani's comments, anything 
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TWA said looked like a rebuttal." Stieneke said. It was important for the union to 

clarify misinformation in the press not only for the sake of accurate reporting, but 

also because negative press coverage could negatively affect the airline and 

therefore put pilot jobs in jeopardy. 

In New York, the pilot chairman of the union gave an address at the press 

conference and Stieneke traveled along to help prepare him and to provide the 

media any needed background information. Although the committee learned a few 

lessons regarding press conferences in fierce media battles (Mayor Guiliani 

upstaged the planned press conference five minutes earl ier with his own public 

address), the committee did clarify some misinformation and learned what they 

would do if ever confronted with a similar situation. As discussed later, the 

committee thought it would have been wise to keep specific infonnation regarding 

the press conference as private as possible in that environment until it was 

necessary to inform the media. 

As the chairman of the communications effort during the aftermath of 

Flight 800, Stiencke has distinct recommendations on what should be done 

differently and what should be included in a crisis communication manual. He 

believes that the use of simple checklists would have made their communication 

response to the crisis more efficient. These checklists would have helped to ensure 

that the correct information was gathered, specific individuals or groups were 

contacted and specific actions taken. For example, because the committee had not 

previously experienced a crisis of that magnirude, they did not know to send an 

ALPA spokesperson to the accident right away. Instead, it was three days after the 
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crash before the pi.lot chaim1an went to New York for the press conference. A 

spokesperson might have been able to clarify incorrect information sooner. 

Stieneke also suggests that up-to-date background information on the union, .its 

elected pilot representative and its relationship to TWA should be a large part of 

tbe manual. Tbe Communications Comrn.ittee had no background information or 

press kits on the union and therefore spent valuable time collecting hjstorical data 

and explaining information over the phone to the media when they could have 

concentrated on other efforts. "Time management in a crisis situation is extremely 

critical and if you spend 20-30 minutes on the phone with each reporter just 

satisfying immediate .information, there will not be time for anything else," 

Stieneke said. 

Stieneke' s contribution during the aftermath of Flight 800, just as that of 

many other pilots, went above and beyond reasonable expectations. His work and 

voluoteerism helped tremendously during the union' s response to the tragedy. 

However, it is essential to create a crisis communication plan without assuming 

that Stieneke, like Menoni, would take on as much work as he did or even be 

available at the time. As a pilot, be could have been out of the area or even the 

country when the accident occurred. No other pilot knew as mucb about the 

union's communication as he did and there was no manual to provide assistance 

in his absence. A crisis communication manual would guard against this situation, 

providing enough detail to help guide the communications team of an ALPA field 

office regardless if the Communications Committee chairman or any other one 

individual is present or not. 
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The wealth of infonnation gathered from these two individuals through 

personal interviews, as well as from the many other staff members and pilot 

volunteers who helped during the response to the tragedy, provide a level of 

practicality and depth to the creation of a crisis communication manual for ALPA 

fie ld offices. Menoni and Stieneke understand the unique re lationship of ALPA 

staff and pilot volunteers and have a sense of how that specific culture and 

environment handle crisis situations. Their experiences and perspective help mold 

an ALPA crisis communicatjon plan--drawing on their successes, avoiding their 

mistakes, and learning from their perspective of the office make-up in the 

aftermath of a tragedy. The application of this first-hand experience and 

knowledge unique to ALPA field offices is critica I in the creation of a crisis 

communication manual, provirung the kind of personalization that cannot be 

found in any book. 
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Introduction 

The th.rear of a crisis situation for those working in the airline 

industry, including the professional scaff and pilm volunreers 

of the Air Line Pilots Association, Intl. (ALPA) , is a daily 

reality. Our piloc groups' careers, reputations and job security 

rely on effective and efficient response to crisis that is based 

on external and imemal communication. However, knowing 

what to do (and knowing what not co do) in a crisis siruarion 

without any guidance can be difficulr- especially in the 

initial stages of a crisis when misinformation and uncenainty 

is the no rm. The key to effective crisis response is 

preparanon. 

This manual is designed to help ALPA field offices and their 

communication groups effectively respond to a crisis 

situation by idenrifyi.ng and explaining specific tasks and 

audiences chat should be addressed in a possible crisis 

situation. le also gives suggestions on when these tasks should 

be completed and by whom. Through the use of checklists, 

the manual helps the reader identify the type of crisis and 

respond to thar unique situation. Each checklist is followed 

by an extended explanation of each item, providing 

additional information and direction. The appendix should 

be completed by each individual field office to include 

important contact information and "how co" instructions for 

various communication vehicles and tasks. 

Navigate through the manual by beginning with the "Initial 

Checklisc-All Crises," (page 3). This check.list will help 

organize the communications group and identify the type of 

crisis: crash, criminal act, major mechanical incidenc o r pilot 

incidem. Once chis checklist is completed, follow the 

prompts co the next, crisis-specific section. Each checklist 

points the reader to the next step. Each section includes an 

1 
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inicial checklist for rhe first I 2 hours following rhe crisis and 

a checklisr for c.he 12-24 hours folJowing the accident/ 

incidenr. A narrative regarding communicarion efforts in rhe 

days and weeks after rhe crisis completes each section. 

Be aware that this manual is intended o nly as guide. lr 
cannot presuppose the varying circumstances of each crisis 

situation or replace common sense, but rac.her should be 

adapted to fir individual needs. 

It is important to review rhis crisis communication manual, 

updare ir frequently, and discuss possible situations and 

responses before c.hey occur. Alrhough one can ever reenact 

an acrual crisis, discussing response srrategies and practicing 

communication response ro crises will better prepare the 

communications group if rhe inevitable should occur. 

2 



All Crises 

Initial Response (0-12 hours) 
Pages 3-13 

The following checklist outlines the general steps to take 

once informed of a possible crisis situation involving an 

airline incidenr or accident. Before beginning the manual, 

determine if the incidenr/accidenc involves the possibility of 

serious injuries or death or extensive damage to ai rcraft- or 

other property. If it does, follow the checklist below. If the 

incidenr/accidenr does not, follow regular communication 

channels/ efforts. 

Checklist 

I. Confirm, to the best possible degree, che extent of the 

incident/accident with reliable sources 

2. Notify communications ream 

3. Dispatch appropriate team members co MEC office 

4. Assign/confirm che following roles: 

a) Emergency Communications Manager 

b) Internal Communicator 

c) Media Coordinator 

d) Spokesperson(s) 

e) Phone Bank Volunteers 

f) Phone Bank Supervisor 

g) On-sire Liaison 

h) Primary Sysop(s) 

5. Esrnblish conracr with company communications 

6. Record basic faces (who, what, when, where) 

7 1 

7. Idencify the rype of crisis and follow the corresponding 

checklists (page numbers provided) of specific crisis situation. 

a) Airplane Crash (facaJ and non-facaJ) - page 14 

b) Criminal Ace - page 37 

3 



c) MechanicaJ Inciden t - page 64 

d) Pilot Incident - page 88 

After identifying die cype of crisis situation, rum to the 

corresponding page to complete the 0-12 H our lniciaJ 

Checklist specific to the crisis rype. 

Extended explanation of this checklist begins on page 5. 

4 
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All Crises 

Extended Explanation and Direction 
Initial Response (0-12 hours) 

1. Confirm, to the best possible degree, the extent of the 
incident/accident with reliable sources 

2. Notify communications team 
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The chairman of the MEC communications commictee and/ 

or the staff communications specialist should be notified 

immediately in rhe event chat a possible incident or accident 

occurred. Once notified, rhese individuals should, in turn, 

notify the entire communications team and ocher key 
individuals necessary to help in rhe in itial aftermath of the 

crisis. Contact information for these individuals is located in 

Appendix Bl. An in itial urgent ASPEN message should be 

sent to the group of individuals, followed by an attempt co 

conract each individual via personal contact information. 

The following individuals should be contacted immediately 

in the initial aftermath of a crisis (in order): 

• MEC officers 

• Communicacions Committee chairman 

• MEC sea.ff communications specialise 

• Communications Comnurree members 

• MEC contract administrator 

• MEC Safety Committee 

• MEC office supervisor 

3. Dispatch appropriate team members to MEC office 
The MEC Communications Committee chairman, sea.ff 

specialise, or designated individual, should dispatch the 

following individuals to the TWA MEC office. 

• All MEC officers (if available) 

• MEC communications specialist 

5 



• MEC Communications Committee chairman 

• 2-4 Communications Commirree volunceers 

• MEC contract administrator 

Sysops (pilots who help with the MEC website and 

CompuServe forum) should be on "stand-by" to offer 

assistance if not in office. 

4. Assign/confirm roles 
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The following roles should be assigned by the 

Communications Commircee chairman or other individual 

in charge of communications in lieu of the chairman. These 

roles should be maintained throughout r.he entire crisis 

response. Individuals may assume multiple roles depending 

on resources and location. The Communications Committee 

chairman or ocher individual in charge of communications in 

lieu of the chairman should also be assigned a role-usually 

acting as the Emergency Communications Manager. 

a. Emergency Communications Manager: 

The Emergency Communications Manager will be 

responsible for the fo llowing general duties thro ughout 

the crisis response: 

• Ensure that all ream members are assigned the appropriate 

roles and have reported ro assigned locations. 

• Ensure chat appropriate communicatio ns and record

keeping procedures are being properly implemented. 

• Request additional communications equipment and 

repair through the office supervisor. 

• Review and approve all public information and media 

news rdeases. 

• Ensure 24--hour operations capability. 

• Establish communications with key on-sire and off-sire 

emergency personnel. 

• Coordinate all communication response activities. 

• Designate personnel co interface with law and 

government officials, company officiaJs, the MEC safety 

6 



and accident iovesrigation committees and other key 

parties of the crisis siruation. 

• Coordinate spokespersons. 
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• Prepare daily/weekly summary of events/activities for 

MEC officers, staff and other volunteers working with the 

crisis and distribute via ASPEN. 
• Consult daily with MEC officer(s) and communications 

specialist regarding communication strategy. 

b. Internal Communicator: 

The Internal Communicator will be responsible for the 

following general duties throughout the crisis response: 

• Act as liaison co ALPA National Communications 

Department. 
• Script, record and distribute telephone hotline message, 

ASPEN and eleccrooic communication updates to ensure 

consistent and steady stream of information. 

• Script and gain approval of press responses, ensuring they 

are up-to-date, legal and technically accurate. 

• Write and obtain approval of all news releases from an 

MEC officer. 

• Consult daily with MEC officer(s) and Emergency 

Communications Manager regarding communicacions 

strategy. 

• Prepare publicacions as needed. 

• Write Letters To All Pilots from the MEC chairman. 

c. Media Coordinator 

T he Media Coordinator will be responsible for rhe 

fo llowing general duties throughout the crisis response: 

• Write and gain approval of all press releases. 

• Send press releases to media contacts (or delegate to ALPA 

National). 

• Arrange and coordinate press interviews. 

• Arrange and coordinate press conferences. 

• Prepare spokespersons. 

7 
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• Arrange for the monitoring of press coverage including 

radio, TY and print and forward reporrs to the 

appropriate union officers. 

• Consult daily with MEC officer(s) and Emergency 

Communications Manager regarding communications 

strategy. 

d. Spokesperson(s) 

(Primary spokesperson should be a pilot, preferably an 

MEC officer. Most importantly, however, all 

spokespersons should be media trained and able to speak 

effectively with the press. When appropriate, "field" 

spokespersons should be prepared to speak in domici le at 

the request of the media coordinator.) 

The Spokesperson(s) will be responsible for the following 

general duties throughout the crisis response: 

• Work with media coordinator to prepare for interviews by 

discussing talking points and participating in mock 

in terviews. 

• Deliver union message co the media- print, on-camera 

and radio. 

• Act as visible representative of the union at various press 

relations and public relations functions. 

e. Phone Bank Volunteers: Communications Committee 

Volunteers ( 4-6) 

The Phone Bank Volunteers will be responsible for the 

following general duties duoughout the crisis response: 

• Read prepared statements to fellow pilots or ochers 

inquiring about the crisis. 

• Follow written phone bank volunteer guidelines. 

• Log calJs. 
• Notify MEC communications ream of any immediate 

issues char should be addressed. 

8 
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• Track pilor issues and norify communications team of any 

repecirive or "stand-our" questions that have not been 

answered in prior communication efforts. 

f . Phone Bank Supervisor 

T he Phone Bank Supervisor wiU be responsible for the 

following general duries chroughour the crisis response: 

• Schedule shifts of phone bank volunreers ro handle pilot 

calls, ensuring each volunreer has had enough rest. 

• Monitor volunteers ro ensure they follow che guidelines. 

• H andle any calls or inquiries char are no r addressed in 

talking points. 

g. On-Site Liaison: Communications Committee Volunteer 

The On-Site Liaison will be responsible fo r the following 

general duties rhroughour the crisis response: 

• Divert media away from any surviving crewmembers and/ 

or safery ream members ensuring they do not speak co rhe 

press. Refer rhe press ro the M EC office. 

• Act as a conduit of information berween the Safety 

Cornminee chairman and the MEC office. 

• Monitor local news media and inform field office and 

Safery Cornmircee o n-site coordinator of coverage, faxing 

percinenr newspaper articles to cornmunicacions staff. 

• Arcend aU on-sire press brjefings and report developments 

back to M EC office. 

• Prepare and coorrunace interviews of o n-site spokesperson 

when deemed appropriate by the Emergency 

Communications Manager. 

h . SysOp(s) 

The SysOp(s) will be responsible for the following general 

duties throughout the crisis response: 

• Be "on-caU" to upload information to the website and send 

email ro mass disrriburion list. 

• Post newsflashes. 

9 



• Monitor MEC website message board pilot questions/ 

issues and forward issues of particular concern co 

appropriate individual(s), copying fo rwarded messages co 

Emergency Communicatio ns Manager. 
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5. Establish contact with company communications 
deparnnent: Emergency Communications Manager 
Establish concacc with che head of che communications 

depanmem at che company immediacely. (See Appendix B4) 

1i-ade names and concacc in formation (including home, 

pager and ceU phones) of chose individuals who will be 

handling the response co che crisis. Review known facts ac the 

rime. Ask about the establishment of a company command 

cencer and requesc co be involved in any company conference 

calls. Sec up syscem of open line of communication co share 

faces and press responses in che hours ahead. 

6. Record basic facts (who, what, when, where,[why]}: 
Internal Communicator 
It is essential char che communications cornmirree keep an 

updaced fact sheer on che evolving crisis. T his up-co-date and 

accurate fact sheet should be used as the basis for all 

communications efforts. The Internal Communicator o r 

designated individual should record and save each fact sheer. 

These sheers can be found in che front pocket of chis manual 

or located in Appendix Al. 

During rhe firsc few hours of a crisis, many quescions 

(especially why rhe in cident/accident occurred) are not 

known. le is imperative chat no one speculates as co the cause 

or speci fic details of an incident or accident. Relay only 

proven facts; do not draw conclusions. 

The face sheer sho uld also include key "players" in che 

incidenc/accidenc and che investigation such as survivors, 

company personnel, family members of victims, local law 



enforcement, the military. rhe Federal Bureau of 

Investigation (FBI), National Transporcacion and Safety 

Board (NTSB), ere. Names, telephone numbers and any 

other pertinent information should be recorded for future 

use. 

7. Identify the type of crisis 
Airplane Crash: 
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An airplane crash involves any rype of significant damage ro 

an aircraft or coUjsion with an object. This could include 

those in the air or on rhe ground, mid-air collisions, or those 

with another aircraft. An "airplane crash" might be identified 

before a specific reason for the crash is known. Such reasons 

might fall into the categories of criminal act, mechanical or 

pilot incident. 

Examples of airplane crashes include: 

• On June 2, 1999, an American Airlines MD-80 aircraft, 

Flight #1420, artempred to land at the Llccle Rock, Ark. 
airport during severe thunderstorms. The aircraft slid off 

che runway and crashed into a pole, killing nine people 

and injuring dozens. Ac the rime of cllis writi ng, the crash 

has been speculated in the press to be caused by weather 

factors, quality of radar equipment, poor pilot decision 

and/or poor Air Traffic ConcroUer communjcacion. This 

accident is illustrative of a crash chat would necessitate 

responses relating to possible mechanical incident and 

pilot error as well. 

• On July 1996, Trans World Alllines Flight #800 crashed 

inro the Atlantic Ocean just off the coast of New York, 

killing all 230 people on board. The crash is an example 

of an accident of which cause was not determined. In a 

case like Flight #800, all scenarios or possible causes were 

examined including mechanical failure and criminal acr. 

Ac the time of this writing, the invescigation bas proven 

the case inconclusive. 

11 
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Criminal Act: 

A criminal ace could involve any terrorise act, hostage raking, 

assault co a crewmember or passenger, shootings. bombings 

or extreme criminal violence on or about the aircraft. 

Example of criminal aces include: 

• On Sept. 5, 1986, a Pan Am B747, Flight #73, was 

highjacked in Karachi, Pakistan by four Palestinian 

terrorises who srormed aboard che aircraft as it was 

preparing for departure. The terrorises demanded to be 

flown to Cyprus ro release three terrorists who were in 

prison there. Approximately 390 passengers and 13 

flighrcrew personnel were caken hostage. The pilots on rhe 

aircraft, aware of the attack as ic was in progress, escaped 

through the cockpit windows. Tnis escape transformed 

the aircraft from a mode or transportation co a "building." 

Sixteen hours of negoriacions ensued. Before rhe four 

terrorises were apprehended, ac least 22 individuals were 

killed and approximately 125 were injured. 

• On December 2 1, 1988, Pan Am Flight #203, bound 

from London to New York, crashed into che Scottish 

rown of Lockerbie, killing all 259 people aboard and 1 I 

Lockerbie citizens. The cause of the crash stemmed from a 

bomb hidden in the radio system, which blew up at 

31,000 feet. Ar rhe rime of chis wri ring, the invesrigatioo 

of che case is srill open. 

Mechanical Incident: 

A mechanical incident involves any major incident or 

accident incurred due to aircraft or aircraft component 

malfunctions. Examples of mechanical incidents include: 

• On April 28, 1988, Aloha Airline's Flighr #243 

experienced extreme "airframe failure" while en-route 

from Hilo, HI to Honolulu. Approximately 18 feet of 

cabin skin and aircraft structure separated or "peeled» 

from the aircraft. One Aighc attendant was swept our of 

12 
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rhe aircrafr-rhe only farali ry. T he pilots landed the plane 

safely. The cause of the accident stemmed from structural 

weather fatigue. 

• O n July l9, 1989, United Airlines Flight #232 suffered a 

severe mechanical failure when rhe DC- lO's #2 engine 

separated from the aircraft. This separation led to the loss 

of rhe three hyd rolic systems which powered rhe flight 

controls. The p ilo ts had difficulty controlling the ai rcraft 

and rhe plane crashed during an emergency landing in 

Sioux Ci ty, IA, killing 111 people. T he cause of the 

accident was deemed failw·e co derecr a fatigue crack. 

Pilots Incident: 
A pi.lot in cident is any major damage or injuries caused by a 

cockpit crewmember o r a major med ia event caused by 

cockpit crewmembers. Examples of pilot incidences are 

incoxicacion, mental instability, pilot e rror, p i.lo t 
. . 
mcarceranon , ere. 

Examp les of pilo t incidenrs include: 

• Swissair Flight # 11, an MD- I I aircraft, crashed into the 

A tlantic O cean on Sept. 2 , 1999, ki.lli11g a.II 229 people on 

board. Although the official cause of che accident was 

cired as a mechanical error, the pilots were highly 

cricicized in rh e press for responding coo slowly, 

insinuating cha r if che p ilo ts had acted differently, rhey 

could have saved passenger lives. T nis is an example of 

bow a pilo r gro up might be faced wi ch a pilo t incident 

even tho ugh the actual cause of cbe incidenr/accidenr was 

not cited as pilot erro r. 

• ln the mid- I 9 80s, che pilots of a major U.S . a irline were 

caught flying while intoxicated. After the incident, the 

three pilots we re. fired from the compan y and the capra in 

served a jail sem ence. T his incident inci ted wide media 

attencion. (The de rails of the inciden t are nor recorded 

due ro ongoing legal proceedings.) 

13 



Airplane Crash 

Initial Response (0- 12 hours) 
Pages 14- 29 
Follow the checklisr below after the All-Crises Initial 

Response Checklist (page 3) has been completed and 

"Airplane Crash" is identified as che cause of rhe crisis. 

Checklist 

I . Determine if there are any fatalities 

2. Obtain a list of cr,ewmembers on board 

3. Identify acceptable sources of information 

4. Con tact ALPA Narional Communications Department 

5. Contact local law enforcement, establish liaison and gather 

information 

6. Contact rhe NTSB, establish liaison and gather information 

7 . Conracc che FM. esrablish liaison and garher information 

8. lf crash occurred in or around an airpo rt, con race the airport 

manager's office, esrablish liaison and gather informarion 

9. If crash occurred in a foreign country, conract che scare 

department and consider translators 

10. Distinguish between public and non-public inforrnarion 

11. Record relephooe hotli ne message wirh basic public faces 

I 2. Send our a mass Email message 

13. Upda re website with message 

14. Begin a lisr (using form) of media ca.Hs 

I 5. Develop simple sea cement to press 

16. Deliver union message ro press 

17. Conract press contacts local ro crash sire 

18. Develop talking points for those answering telephones of 

non-media caJ ls 

19. Ensure office has adequate phone ports for phone bank 

through M EC office manager 

82 

20. Oisparch a local communications volunteer co sire (if necessary) 

Extended explanation of this checklist begins on page 15. 
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Airplane Crash 

Extended Explanation and Direction 
Initial Response (0-12 hours) 

1. Determine if there are any fatalities: Designated 
Communications Volunteer 

83 

Whether o r not crewmembers survive an airplane crash, the 

union's priority remains focused on the representation of 

rhose pilots involved-both as individuals and represencatives 

of che entire piJot group. H owever, the direction of the 

communication dcpartmenr changes dramatically depending 

on fatalities of the crewmembers as well as passengers- both 

in message and in focus. For example, if there are fata li ties, 

the communications group migbr give additionaJ focus to the 

families. If there are survivors, the communfrations group 

nughr help protect those individuals from rhe media and act 

as their "spokesperson." 

Concact the company, union officers, pilor investigators, 

local law enforcemenr or any other officia l parry in the 

investigation to determine fatalities. 

2. Obtain a list of crewmembers on board: Designated 
Communications Volunteer 
Obtaining the names of crewmembers on board the aircraft 

helps the communications group formulate statements, 

p repare background information and concencrare on ocl1er 

communication initiatives. Names of crewmernbers can be 

obtained through the airline's computer system. This 

information should be obrained as quickly as possible 

because the company will blank our rhe information

sometimes as quickly as within cbe first hour after rhe crash. 

The names of crewmembers are extremely sensitive. Do not, 

under any circumstances, release this information to anyone, 

including fellow pilots. The names should ONLY be released 

after they are officially released by the Red Cross. 
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3. Identify acceptable sources of information 
A variecy of individuals will provide rhe communications 

ream wirh "inside information" regarding rhe crisis. Rumors 

are widespread during this rime and alchough some of rhe 

sources might be useful, do nor dissem inate speculative, 

unverified, or second-hand information. Only the following 

sources, unril otherwise indicated, are trusted and accepred 

sources of informarion for possible dissemination: 

• ALPA N ational 

• MEC Safecy Comrnirrce 

• Narional government 

• Local/State government or law enforcemenr 

• Mil itary 

• NTSB 

• FBI 
• FM 

4. Contact ALPA National Communications Department: 
Internal Communicator 
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The Internal Communicator or designated individua l should 

contact the director of ALPA's communication department 

and the communications supervisor assigned to rheir specific 

airline. Brief rhem on the faces of the accident, explai n 

tentative communication plans and ask fo r any direction, 

advice or modific.nion of the plans. 

S. Contact local law enforcement, establish liaison and 
gather informatio n: Emergency Communications 
Manager 

The Emergency Communications Manager or designated 

ind ividual should call the sheriff and/or police deparrmenr 

local ro che crash si te. Explain who you are (representative of 

the Air Line Pilots A5sociatio n) and ask ro establ ish contacr 

with a liaison in order co share information. Information 

ohcained from local officials could include evolving facts in 

the case, names of victims, etc. 
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6. Contact the NTSB, establish liaison and gather 
information: Emergency Communications Manager 

85 

The Nariona l Transportation and Safety Boa.rd (NTSB) is rhe 

primary investigating branch of the Dept. of Infrastructure 

and Lnterior (formally Departmenr of Transportation) in 

charge of accident investigation. The board investigates and 

submits a report to the FM regarding the cause of the crash. 

They also make recommendations stemming from their 

investigation relating tO aircraft construction, flight safety 

procedures, ere. 

Since rhe NTSB is involved in any crash that occurs in the 

U nited States, it is imporra.nt rbat the Emergency 

Communications Manager or designated individual contact 

the board, explain who he/she is (rep resentative of the Air 

Line Pilots Association) and ask ro establish contact with a 

liaison in order to share information. L1fon11ation from the 

NTSB can be valuable. For example, during the invesrigation 

of the crash ofT WA's Flight 800 , the NT SB gave a press 

briefing everyday. Establishing contact with the board might 

afford the opportunity ro attend these briefings and gather 

updated information. 

Note: Jf the crash occurs in a country other than the U.S., the NTSB 
will not be the primary investigators. Contact the safety board 
specific to that country. 

7. Contact the FAA, establish liaison and gather 
information: Emergency Communications Manager 
The Emergency Communications Manager or designated 

individual should contact the Federal Aviation 

Administration (FAA), explain who he/she is (representative 

of the Air Line Pilots Associacion) and ask ro escablish 

contact with the Principal Operations L1specror (POI) for 

their carrier or ocher liaison in order ro share informa.rion. 

(Each airline has an FM represencacive or POI assigned co 

work primarily with that carrier.) Inquire whed1er there is 

any possibili ty or discussion regarding actions raken against 

d1e pilots. 
18 
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Developing a relationsh ip with the FM is important in a 

crash siruario n, especially if there is any chance of an accion 

or violation taken against a pilot. As the administrative 

branch of aviation community, the FM is concerned with 

pilot-related issues during a crash including the 

determination of negligibility or piloc error. Any information 

obtained before the actions occur could help the union 

prepare for the representation of che pilots and 

communication of events to their membership. 

8 . If crash occurred in or around an airport, contact the 
airport manager's office, establish liaison and gather 
information: Emergency Communications Manager 
T he Emergency Communications Manager o r designated 

individual should call the manager's office at the airpo rt ar or 

around where the crash occurred. Explain who he/she is 

(representative of the Air Line Pi lots Association) and ask co 

establish contact with a liaison in order to share information. 

Information obtained from the airport in a crash siruacion 

could include airport and runway diagrams, airport security 

personnel contact, initial informacion from chose individuals 

first on the scene, etc. 

9. If crash 0CCU1"red in a foreign country or over international 
waters, contact the U.S. State Department and consider 
translators: Emergency Communications Manager 

A crash in a fo reign counu-y mover internacional waters 

poses different guidelines and chalJenges. The Emergency 

Communications M anager or designated individual should 

contact rhe U .S. Scace Department to establish liaison and 

gather informatio n. If necessary, elicit help from rhe pilot 

group via the telephone hotline for translators or consider 

assistance from a Language of Destination (LOD) flighr 

arrendanc. (Mose aiilines have flight attendants who speak 

the lan guage of i nrernational destinations called LO Ds.) T he 

Emergency Com munications M anager should coordinate an 

LOO by contacting rhe company. 
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10. Distinguish between public and non-public information: 
Internal Communicator 
As the pilots' union, ALPA's primary goal is ro represenr any 

crewmember involved in the crisis and act as an advocate of 

rhe pilot group as a whole. To diis end, the communications 

ream should provide as much clear, honest and timely 

information co the pilots as possible. H owever, some 

information is non-public and, therefore , cannor be 

disseminated to the pilot group as a whole--even through 

"private" channels. In a crash sicuarion, ALPA is considered 

an official "parry to the investigation." Therefore, the union 

cannot provide any information that could jeopardize their 

participation in the investigation. The union cannot 

speculate or provide any information char is nor deemed as 

public facts by the NTSB. If rhey do, ALPA will be b:umed 

from the investigation. 

Although some information cannot be disseminated ro die 

pilots, it is the communications team's responsibility to 

explain what the union can and cannot say and why. This 

provides pilots with d1e most information possible and builds 

trust within the union. 

Below are some of the many items char the union is 

prohibited from disseminating. As a general rule, if rbere is a 

question whether or nor rhe information is publ ic, do not 

release the information until ir has been approved by a 

contract administrator, ALPA National and/or an MEC 

officer. 

• Names of crewmembers 

• Names of passengers 

• Special accident circumsrances 

• Faces known by " insiders" to the investigarion/siruacion 

• Any speculative information 
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11. Record telephone hotline message with basic public facts: 
Internal Communicator 
The relephone hotline, sometimes referred to as the "code-a

phone," is an effective rool ro disseminate rimcly, non

sensitive information to rhe pilot group and "cell our story" 

to the public and press who regularly call the hotline. Pilors 

should know ro caU rhe hotline if there is any rype of 

emergency. 

T he Incernal Communicator should write the hotline 

message and have ic approved by the Emergency 

Communications Manager and/or an MEC officer. The 

lnternal Communicator should record the telephonic 

me-Ssage. 

Schedule: Special hotline messages should be recorded 

frequently during a crisis situation to disseminate breaking 

news or keep the pilot group updated on the situation. 

H otline messages should give basic facts regarding the crisis, 

cell pi lots how ALPA is involved , thoroughly and honestly 

explain answers co frequently asked questions (received by 

communication volunceers manning the phones) and give 

pilots an idea of when che hotline will be updated again. lf 
possible, che communications ream should also continue ro 

maintain chc regular schedule of hotline updates. 

Tips to rem ember: Although the hotline is an opportunity to talk 
directly to the pilot group, be wary of how the hotline is worded 
and what iriformation is disseminated. The press regularly quote 
directly from the update. 

Regardless of che message, every code-a-phone message 

during a crisis should: 

l. Give the facts immediately 

2. Bring up any issues of importance co the pilots ro mitigate 

any questions and maintain an open communication policy 

(Tell the pilots what you do not know and why) 
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3. Explain what ALPA is doing 

4. Tell pilots when rhe nexr update will occur 

EXAMPLE HOT LINE: 

Give the facts immediately. Your MEC has learned rhrough 

concacr wirb che FAA and company officials char a TraJlS 

G lobal Airline's B767 aircraft has crashed in the desert, jusr 

outside of Tempe, Arizona. Flight #502 departed Phoenix 

airport for St. Louis ar 1 :39 p.m. and crashed ar 

approximately 1:45 p.m. CST. Acknowledge information not 

known at the time-. Ar chis rime, we do noc have any further 

confirmed informat ion from rhe FAA or NTSB including the 

cause of rhe crash, number of passengers or possibil iry of any 

survivors. What is ALPA doing. We are currently in direcr 

contact with the FAA, local law enforcement, and NTSB and 

will pass on more detailed info rmation as soon as it is 

availabl.e. ALPA accident investigators are currently travelling 

to th e crash sire to provide pilot expertise in the invesrigarion 

of chis rragedy. Tell when next update will occur. We expect 

additional information from the NTSB within the next few 

hours and will update this h otline at approximately 5 p.m. 

CST to provide an update on new i.nformation. 

Trans Globttf MEC Communications 

3:05 p.m. (CST) 

12. Send a mass Email message: SysOp 
The mass email system should nor be used as primary means 

of communication, bur rather should supplemenr al most 

every other communication effort. Any telephone hotline 

message, newsflash, press release and Letter To All Pilots 

should also be sent via mass em ail immediately. Mass emails 

can also notify pilots of events such as press conference times 

or special union meetings and po int them to additional 

information such as expanded reports on the websi te. 
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At this stage of the crisis, che lmernal Communicaror should 

direct a SysOp to mass email the text of the hocl ine message. 

If a SysOp is not avaiJable, the Internal Communicator 

should mass email the message. 

13. Update Website with message: SysOp 
One of the greatest obstacles of the communications team 

during a crisis is to be as open and honest as possible and nor 

disseminate any unlawful informacion as a "parry to the 

investigation" or legal insider. 

All irems posted on the website should be considered public 

information. The "pilots private" side of the website should 

be reserved fo r more sensitive information bur be aware of 

the probability that anything posted on the website mighr be 

given co the press. 

Pose all hotline messages, news flashes, press releases, Letters 

To All Pilots and p ublications on the website. Additional 

pictures or graphics chat might add meaning co the accidenc/ 

incident can be posted as well. 

The public side of the website may also be used to provide 

information ro the press. For example, complicated , lengthy 

or non-sensitive background information of im erest ro the 

press during chis rime (such as pilot training history, history 

of the airline, ere.) should be posted on the web to save time. 

At this stage of the crisis response, the lmernal 

Communicator sbouJd direct a SysOp ro pose the text of the 

hotline message on the website. If a SysOp is not available, 

the lnrernal Communicaror should post the message. 

14. Begin a list (using form-Appendix A2) of media calls: 
Phone Bank Volunteers and/or MEC Office Staff 
During the first few hours after a crash, che med ia will 

primarily be concerned with gathering basic facts (rhe who, 
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what, when, where and why) from the company, accident site 

coord inators, local law enforcement, ere. Therefore, the 

MEC office usually doe-s not receive as many media ca lls in 

the first 12 hours following a crisis as ir does in the days after. 

Regardless of the num ber o f calls, begin using rhe media 

form immediately. Besides helping rhe media coordinator 

later on to prioritize calls and prepare for interviews more 

efficiencly, rhe form will crack media inquiries from the 

beginning of a crisis and get chose answering rhe phones in 

rhe habit of using rhe form. 

Provide a media form to each staff member and volunteer 

who is apt to rake a message from a repo rter. Through chis 

form, che followin g information should be recorded: 

• The date 

• The reporter's name and time of call, 

• T heir news organization, 

• The deadline they are working under, 

• The general premise of the story (if possible). 

15. Develop simple statement to press: Media Coordinator 
lf possible, the Media Coordinacor should prepare a simple, 

factual scacemenr ro the press in the first few hours after an 

accident. This message should be in Line with the direction of 

che MEC chairman and reviewed by the E mergency 

Communications Manager. 

When preparing a statement to the press, begin by answering 

rhe questions, "What do you wanr to accompl ish?" and 

"Who is your audience?" D o not deviate rhe message from 

these goals. Remember, rhe message is not supposed to 

"create" news. lt is only intended to be responsive co rhe press 

by providing factual information and representing the 

inreresrs of rhe pilor group. Ocher factual messages can be 

given to the press ro clarify information such as who releases 

rhe names of victims, what parties are involved in rhe 

investigation, etc. 
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The sea cement to the press will continually change as evenrs 

occu r or more information is made ava ilable. Update chis 

statement wicb faces from the fact sheet. 

Use these tips as a general rule: 

• Keep it simple. 

• Srick only to the facts. Do no t speculate on any a.speer of 

the investigation. Provide only public facts in a clear, 

understandable manner. 

• Always put pilots' interests first. Speak as a representative 

of tht: pilots. For example, "The pilots are dedicated to 

the cask of uncovering the cause of th is accident. As 

leaders of safety of the industry, we ... " 

• Be ho nest and o pen; share as much public and verified 

information as possiblc---even if it's bad news. 

• Explain whar ALPA is doing co help. For example, "The 

pilors a.re currently assisting the NTSB in the 

investigation of tbis crash. Tbis investigation is ongoing 

and even though we are prohibited from speculating on 

the cause of the crash, we want to assttre you that 

everything is being done co get co che bottom of ch.is case. 

Our pilots are at the scene now providing their expertise 

in the investigation of this tragedy." 

• Always check the legality of the written press response 

with a conrracc administrator. If a contract adminiscracor 

is not available, have someone at ALPA National's legal 

department review the statement. 

• If there are any verified fatalities, injuries or 

inconvenience to passengers, be sympathetic. For 

example, "The pilots ofTrans G lobal Airline,5 are 

sympathetic to those whose family members who have 

been lost in this tragedy. We too have lost XX of our 

crewmembers and friends. We are dedicated to assisting 

the FBI in the investigation of rhis incident." 

Note: Do not base messages on supposed facts. Ensure the fatalities, 
injuries, etc. have been proven befor-e disseminating this message. 
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16. Deliver union message to press: Spokesperson(s) 
Spokespersons should be well prepared before speaking ro 

"b k d " any reporter or press contact-even on ac groun . 

Spokespersons should participate in mock interviews with 

the Media Coordinator and others to brainstorm possible 

questions and practice answers. All answers ro reporters' 

questions should revere ro rhe union "message." 

Spokespersons should not deviate from the message. 
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The Media Coordi_nator should carefully consider the 

benefits of doing o n-camera interviews at rhis rime. The only 

information ALPA can provide the press is public facts and 

should avoid "getting out ahead" of che infonnacion. 

H owever, if no other sources are providing factual 

information, if the facts concinue to be misreported or if the 

siruarion requires ALPA to visibly represent the pilot group's 

interests, o n-camera in terviews might be beneficial. If there is 

a question regarding on-can1cra inrerviews, contact ALPA 

National or the MEC communicacions speciaJjst. 

Below are rwo important rules co remember when 

participating in interviews. Additio nally, spokespersons 

should revjew ALPA's gujdelines o n dealing with the press. 

(See Appendix 0 2) 

• Never say "no comment" 

"No comment" connotes guilt. If a reporter asks a 

difficult question or one chat you cannot answer, go back 

to the original message or defer ro "party of investigation" 

excuse if necessary. Expla in co the reporter why you 

cannot answer tht' question directly due to ALPA's status 

as a "parry to the investigacion" while still maintaining 

rapport with the reporter and bringing our what ALPA is 

do ing to help in che investigation. 

• Do not specula te 

If a reporter is asking you co speculate on che cause of che 
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crash o r any ocher unverified facts, explain only the public 

facts you know and can comment on. Do not, under any 

circumstances, specula te on rhe crash. 

17. Contact press contacts local to crash site: Media 
Coordinator 
The Media Coordinator should call and establish conract 

with the press local to the accident site. Exphin who he/she 

is and what information che Associacioo can provide 

throughout the crisis. T hese calls are not meant to generate 

media artention, b ur rarh er ro ensure accuracy of reports at a 

rime when rumors are rampant. Expect the press to report 

incorrect information often during this time. 

18. Develop talking points for those answering telephones/ 
talking to the media: Internal Communicator and/or 
Media Coordinator 
From the fact sheet, the Internal Communicator and/or 

Media Coordinator should develop talking points fo r 

incoming telepho ne calls to the MEC office from fellow 

pilots and friends or family of pilots. These talking points 

should be approved by the Emergency Commw1ications 

Manager and/or an MEC officer. They should also be 

reviewed by an MEC contract adminisrraror. 

Some o f these talking points can also be used for discussions 

with the media. T he talking points anticipate guestions thar 

these individuals might ask-providing the pilot group with 

adequate information and preparing for unseen questions so 

as not to pass on incorrect or legally damaging in formation. 

The talking points arc the "official" position of the union. 

Some questions the talking points might address are as 

fo llows: 

• What happened? 

• Did a bomb, m issile o r mechanical failure bring the 

airplane down? 

• W hy can'r you tell me anything? I'm a dues-paying 
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• How many crewmembers were on boa.rd? 

• Are there any sw-vivors? 

• When will names be released? Who will release them? 

• Do you know if ____ was on rhe Aight? 

• What was the number of rhe aircraft? 

Phone bank volunteers should adhere to the following rules: 

DO: 
• Identify yourself as a representative of the Air Line Pilots 

Associati,on, 
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• Require the caHer ro identify himself/herself and provide a 

payroll number, and confirm char the individual is an 

XYZ pilot through che pilot roster, 

• Refer to cbe talking points, 

• forward any calls requiring immediate am:ntion to the 

phone bank supervisor, and 

• Record any questions you cannot answer and note the 

best way co get back in couch with the pilots (email, ere.). 

DON'T: 

• Respond to questions from anyone ocher chan an XYZ 

pilot, 

• Don't freelance answers, 

• D on't make commitments on behalf of ALPA or XYZ 

airlines, and 

• Don't bring your personal views into the process. 

Phone bank volunteers should be prepared for emotional 

calls and shou ld be cautioned NOT ro speculate on any 

information that has not been verified as fact. 

19. Ensure office has adequate phone ports for phone bank 
through the MEC office manager: Emergency 
Communications Manager 
Ln anticipation of the phone bank, ask the MEC office 

manager to ensure that enough free phone po rts are available 

ro adequately answer pilot calls in the office. Depending on 
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rhe size of the pilot group and the accident, phone stations 

should range from 3-1 O+ ports. 

20. Dispatch a local communications volunteer (On-Site 
Liaison) to site (if necessary): Emergency 
Communications Manager 
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The Emergency Communications Manager, with the 

approval of an MEC officer, should dispatch a volunteer 

spokesperson to rhe site ro divert media arrenrion away from 

rhe investigators/ crewrnembers. This On-Sire Liaison should 

ace as a spokesperson by providing the media che union's 

message fro m the talking poin ts. This volunteer sho uld also 

gather infonnarion ro pass 011 to rhe communications group. 
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Airplane Crash 

12- 48 Hours Following the Crash 
Pages 30- 35 
Follow the checklist below after che "lniriaJ Response

Ai rplane Crash" checklist is completed (page 9). 

Checklist 

I. Set up, scaff and schedule phone bank 

2. Continue updating evolving faces on fact sheet 
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3. Continue to updare communication channels including 

telephone hotl ine, website and mass email, giving specifics of 

whar kind of communication pilors can expect in next few 

days 

4. Concinue using media List form to organ ize press cal ls 

5. Continue to fine-nme key union message 

6. Prepare primary spokesperson 

7. ALPA spokesperson deliver message to press 

8. Contact crewmembcrs who survived 

9. Contact the hospital if survived crew is under medical care, 

establish li aison and gacher information 

10. Set-up conference call with main pilot investigator (or 

designee) 

11. Dispatch a communicarions volunteer to incident if one 

hasn't been dispatched already (if appropriate) 

12. Plan CIRP debriefings for communication volunteers and 

sea.ff 

Extended explanation of this checklist begins on page 3 1. 
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Airplane Crash 

Extended Explanation and Direction 
12- 48 Hours Following the Crash 

1. Set up, staff and schedule phone bank: Emergency 
Communications Manager 
Review wich the office manager the number of phone pores 

available in the office for use by the phone bank. The 
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number of available pores and the demand for ca lls determine 

the number of phone bank vol unteers working at any given 

time. Do not schedule more volunteers than available phone 

pons. 

Schedule phone bank volunteers in shifts so as nor to "run 

down" volunteers. Shifrs should be approximately one h alf of 

a day in lengch, wich ample time fo r breaks. Keep volunteers 

co the schedule even if they want co do "extra" work co ensure 

proper resc time. Talk co each vol unteer often. Inquire about 

rbeir emo tional and physical scare before scheduling them for 

more volunteer work. (See CIRP enrry in chis section-page 

35.) 

2. Continue updating evolving facts on fact sheet: Internal 
Communicator 
Events change quickly in a crisis and even though you may 

know the latest verified informat ion, do nor assume everyone 

else does. To eliminate confusion regarding che situation and 

ro help ensure consistent messages, the Internal 

Communicator or designated individual shou ld concinue 

updati ng the face sheer as new information is learned and 

verified. 

3. Continue to update communication channels including 
code-a-phone, website and mass email, giving specifics of 
what kind of communication pilots can expect in next 
few days: Internal Communicator 
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T he Internal Communicator or designaced individual should 

continue to provide pilots consistent informarion through all 

communicarion channels. Ir is essential to maintain frequent 

communication during chis cime. Reinforce messages. Do 

not asswne every pilot knows the latest informacion. If 

possible, provide pilots an overview of what kind of 

communication rhey can expecr in the next few days (hocline 

update every day or rwice a day, review of company press 

conference hdd on Tuesday, etc.) 

4. Continue using media list form to organize press calls: 
Phone Bank Volunteer and/or MEC office staff 
During rhe days after a crisis situation , the M.EC office wi ll 

be inundated with media calls. The use of the media form is 

very important during this cime to reduce confusion and help 

the media coordinator prioririze calls and help prepare for 

interviews more efficiently. Anyone apt to take a message 

from a reporter should continue to record the following 

informarion on the form: 

• The dace 

• The reporter's 111ame and time of call, 

• Their news o rganization, 

• The deadline chey are working under, 

• The general premise of the story (if possible) . 

5. Continue to fine-tune key union message: Internal 
Communicator 
As events occur and additional information is made available, 

rhe union's message will change. Use the fact sheet co 

continually fine-tune the message to reflect recent 

developments. 

6. Prepare primary spokesperson: Media Coordinator 
During the 12-48 hours following a crash, the media bas 

already gathered the basic facts of the accident (the who, 

what, when and where) and are beginning to speculate on the 

cause of rhe accident. They are also trying to find out who all 
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the "players" are in rhe crisis, crying ro fol.low up o n rumors, 

and tracking down the crew and fami ly. 

As rhe message aod focus of the p ress changes, rhe 

spokesperson(s) muse conrinual.ly prepare fo r these new issues 

in rhe interviews. T he Media Coordinator should conduce 

mock interviews with the spokesperson(s), anticipating new 

questions or issues and developing concise responses char are 

aligned with rhe key unio n message. Any respo nses rhar sec 

union policy or that deviate from the key union message 

should be approved by an M EC officer if necessary. The 

spokesperson(s) sho uld also practice taking con tro l of rhe 

interview and shifting the focus back tO the key union 

message. (See Appe nd ix D2 for ALPA's tips on dealing with 

the media) 

7. D eliver message to press: ALPA Spokesperson(s) and 
Media Coordinator 
Spokesperson(s) should deliver message to the press as 

practiced with the M edia Coordinator. The Media 

Coordinator sho uld schedule inrerviews char wo uld be 

advantageous to rhe siruation. (This does not mean 

scheduling incerviews that will only provide positive press.) 

Interviews that wo uld be beneficial to the situation would 

clarify misinfo rmation, provide informa tion ro reassure the 

pubLi.c of the work bein g done, and provide the public 

sympathy and goodwill on behaJf of rhe pilot group. These 

comments should not interfere in any way with the 
. . . 
10vest1ga uo n. 

8. Contact crewmembers who survived: MEC Officer and/or 
Emergency Communications Manager 
Before attempting to contact crewmembers or their families, 

research the situation and establish his or her conditio n such 

as injuries or extreme emo tio nal rrauma. Approach each 

crewmember with sensiciviry. Do not be pushy. 
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T he crew, and the union representative accompanying them, 

is-usu:1Jly sequeS"tered after an airplane crash. The MEC 

officer, Em ergency Communications Man ager, or designated 

individual should contact the MEC Safety Commicree 

chairman or union officer to find o ur the ir location- usually 

in a ho tel o r airport room. Offer (either directly or through 

the union represenracivc) the crew your assistan ce and warn 

the pilots of possible media acccn cion. Advise chem nor co 

speak to the press, buc co direct inquiries co rhe med ia 

coordinator instead of saying "no comment." D iscuss the 

necessity of sending a communications volunteer to rhwarc 

media attempts. 

9. Contact the hospital if survived crew is under medical 
care, establish liaison and gather infonnation: Emergency 
Communications Manager 
T he Emergency Communications Manager or designa ted 

individual should contact the hospital if the survived is under 

med ical care. Explain who you are (reprcsem atjve of the Air 

Line Pilots Association) and ask to establish contact with a 

liaison in order to share in formation. I nformacion obtained 

from the hospital in a crash si tuatio n could include the 

medical status of the crew, security information to keep out 

media interference, etc. 

10. Set-up conference call with main pilot investigator (or 
designee): Emergency Communications Manager 
T he Emergenc.-y Com munications Manager should establish 

a system with the investigation ream co share information 

possibly every few hours during an ini tial crisis siniation. 

Although the accident investigation ream will be extremely 

busy during this cime, srress che importance of receiving 

good info rmation in order to correct m isleading news stories 

and provide the pilocs and others accurate and up-co-dace 

information. Conference calls can be sec up through che 

MEC office. 
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11. Dispatch a communications volunteer to accident site if 
one hasn't been dispatched already: Emergency 
Communications Manager 
If a communications volunteer has nor already been 

dispatched co the accidenr site, the Emergency 

Communications Manager should dispatch someone to be 

the On-Site Liaison ac this time. This individual muse be able 

to follow specific d uties and be able to speak co che press. 

The O n-Site Liaison should work behind the scenes to make 

the investigators' jobs easier and provide info rmation to the 

MEC office. T he On-Site Liaison should divert media 

attention away from the pilot investigators and any surviving 

crewmembers. H e or she should also act as a co nduit of 

information by receiving infosmation from the MEC Safety 

Commicree d 1airman and passing it on ro the 

communications grroup or Internal Communicator. 

While ar the site, rhe On-Site Liaison should monitor the 

local news media and inform the MEC office and MEC 

Safety Comminee chairman of the coverage, faxing pertinent 

newspaper a rticles to the communications group. 

12. Plan CIRP debrie.fings for communication volunteers and 
staff: MEC Office Manager 
Discuss with che MEC office manager the need for Critical 

Incident Response Program (CIRP) debriefi ngs and 

assistance for the entire MEC office staff and pilot 

volunteers. A ClRP team should be dispatched to the MEC 

office and accident site co help chose dealing with the 

accident. 

Ac the rraining, the Emergency Communications M anager 

should discuss with the team signs co recogn ize in the 

communications group of emotional fatigue. The Emergency 

Communications Manager should put communications 

volunteers and staff members' health fu-sr and allow for 

ample "time off" away from the communications response if 

necessary. 
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Airplane Crash 

48+ Hours Following the Accident 

By the 48th hour following a crisis situation, the 

communications group should have an effective and efficient 

system of internal and external communication established. 

Roles should be assigned and carried-out and a schedu le of 

volunteers should be set. In the days and even weeks 

following a majo r airplane crash, this system of 

communication should be maintained. The communicatio ns 

group should continue to focus on providing consistent, 

factual and frequent communication to pilots using alJ 

communication vehicles maintained during rhe initial 

response to the crisis. Additional focus may also be puc on 

external communication with the media and various 

government officials. At chis time, ALPA will have more 

info rmation co provide these o utside sources although all 

external communication should remain based on facts only. 

D uring chis time, the communications group should also 

evaluate what additional communication efforts are needed 

depending on the unique circumstances of the crisis 

situation. For example, the pilot group might wane the 

union's perspective on rhe crisis, further details, or questions 

answered . Possible communication tools to consider during 

this rime are Leners To All Pilots (Appendix C5), special 

publications (Appendix C8) press releases and press 

conferences (Appendix CG, C7). These tools should be 

carefully examined befo re use to determine if us ing these 

rools will further che MEC's goa ls. For more info rmation and 

explanation of these communication tools, see the 

corresponding append.ix. 
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Criminal Act 

Initial Response (0-12 hours) 
Pages 37-55 
Follow the checklist below after rhe "All C rises Initia l 

Response Checklist'' (page 3) is completed and "Criminal 

Ace" is idemified .as the cause of the crisis. 

Checklist 

I. Determine if there are any fatalities 

2. Obtain a list of crewmembers on board 

3. Idenr.ify acceptable sources of information 

4. Contact ALPA National Communications Department 

5. Contact local law enforcement, establish liaison and gather 

information 

6. Contact rhe FBI, establish liaison and gather information 

l04 

7. Contact the N TSB, establish liaison and gather information 

8. Contact the FAA, establish liaison and gather informatio n 

9. If criminal act occurred in or around an ai rport, contact the 

airporr manager's office 

10. lf criminal act occurred in a foreign country, contact the stare 

department and consider translators 

l 1. lf rhe airplane's mission was military, contact union rep 

closest to military establish liaison and gather information 

12. Distinguish between public and no n-public information 

13. Record telephone message with basic public faces 

14. Send a mass Email message 

15. Update website with message 

16. Begin a list (using form) of media calls 

17. Develop simple statement co press 

18. Deliver union message to press 

19. Contact press contacts local co incident site 

20. Develop talking points fo r those answering telepho nes of 

non-media calls and for possible media inquires that relates 
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to possible dynamics of a criminal situation 

2 1. Ensme office has adequate phone pores fo r phone bank 

through the MEC office manager 

22. Dispatch a local commuoicatjo ns volunteer to site (if 

practical) 

105 

Extended .Explanation of this checklist begins on page 40. 
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Criminal Act 

Extended Explanation and Direction 
Initial Response (0-12 hours) 

1. Determine if there are any fatalities: Designated 
Communications Volunteer 
Whether or nor crewmembers survive a criminal act, the 

union's priority remains focused on the rep resentation of 

chose pilots involved-both individuaUy and as 

representatives of the entire pilot group. However, the 

direction of the communication department changes 

dramatically depending on fatalities of the crewmembers as 

well as passengers-both in message and in focus. For 

example, if there are fata lities, the conununications group 

might give additional focus on rhe famil ies. If there are 

survivors, the communications group might help protect 

chose individuals from the media and act as their 
" k ., spo csperson. 

Contact the company, union officers, pilot investigators, 

local law enforcement or any ocher official parry in the 

investigation ro determine faralit.ies. 

2. Obtain a list o f crewmembers on board: Designated 
Communications Volunteer 
O btaining the names of crewmembers on board the aircraft 

helps the communications group formulate statements, 

prepare background information and concentrate on other 

communicatio n initiatives. Names of crewmembers can be 

obtained through the airline's computer system. T his 

informat ion should be obtained as guickly as possible 

because the company will blank out the information

sometimes as quickly as within the first hour after the crash. 
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The names of crewmembers are extremely sensitive. Do nor, 

under any circumstances, release this information to anyone, 

including fellow pilots. The names should ONLY be released 

after they are officially released by the Red Cross. 

3. Identify acceptable sources of information 
A variety of individuals will provide the communications 

ream with "inside informatio n" regarding the crisis. Rumors 

are widespread during chis time and although some of the 

sources mighr be useful, only rhe following sources, until 

otherwise indicated, are trusted and accepted sources of 

info rmation for possible dissemination: 

• ALPA Nationa l 

• MEC Safety Committee 

• White H ouse 

• Local/State government 

• Military 

• NTSB 

• FBI 
• Anti-Terrorist Team 

4. Contact ALPA National Communications Department: 
Internal Communicator 
The l ncernal Communicator should contact rhe director of 

ALPA's communication department and the communications 

supervisor assigned ro their specific airline. Brief chem on rhc 

faces of the incident, explain tentative communicacioa plans 

and ask for any di rection, advice or modification of the plans. 

5. Contact local law enforcement, establish liaison and 
gather information: Emergency Communications 
Manager 
The Emergency Commw1icacions Manager or designated 

individual should call the sheriff and/or police department 

local co cbe incident site. Explain who you are (representative 

of the Air Line Pilots Association) and ask to establish 
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contact with a liaison in order to share info rmation. 

lnformation obtained from local officials could include 

evolving facts in the case, names of victims, ere.) 

6. Contact the FBI, establish liaison and gather 
information: Emergency Communications Manager 

108 

T he FBI, rhe investigative branch of rhe federal government, 

is in charge of criminal investigations involving airline 

incidents. T he FBl can be an important contact when 

forming communication responses to pilots in a crisis 

situation. The Emergency Communications Manager or 

designated individual should contact the FBI, explain who 

he/she is (represencative of the Air Line PiJots Association) 

and ask ro establish contact with a liaison in order to share 

information. The FBI can give ALPA a "heads up" on 

information or events in order co aJlow ALPA to prepare a 

communications response. ln return, ALPA can provide rhc 

FBI necessary information such as crew information, etc. 

7, Contact the NTSB, establish liaison and gather 
information: Emergency Communications Manager 
The Natio nal Transportation and Safety Board (NTSB) is the 

primary i.nvesrigating branch of the Dept. of lnfrastruccure 

and lnterior (formerly Department ofTransporcation) in 

charge of accident investigation. The board investigates and 

submits a report ro the FAA regarding the cause of the 

incident. They also make recommendations stemming from 

their investigation relating co aircraft construction, flight 

safety procedures, etc. 

Since the NTSB is involved in any incident that occms in 

United Scares, ic is imporranc char the Emergency 

Communications Manager or designated individual contact 

the board, explain who be/she is (representative of the Air 

Line Pilots Association) and ask to establish contact with a 

liaison in order ro share information. Information from the 

NTSB can be valuable. For example, during the investigation 
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of the crash ofTWA's Flight 800, the NTSB gave a press 

briefing everyday. Establ ish ing contact with the board might 

afford che opporcw1ity co attend these briefings and gather 

updated information. 

Note: If the incident occurs in a coimtry other than the US., the NTSB 
wiLL not be the primary investigators. Contact the safety board 
specific to that country. 

8. Contact the FAA, establish liaison and gather 
information: Emergency Communications Manager 
The Emergency Communicatio ns Manager o r designated 

individual should contact rhe Federal Aviation 

Administration (FAA), explain who he/she is (representative 

of the Air Line Pilots Association) and ask to establish 

contact with the Principal Operations Inspector (POI) for 

their carrier o r other liaison in o rder to share information. 

(Each airline has a n FAA representative or POJ assigned ro 

work primarily with char carrier.) Inquire whether there is 

any possibility or discussion regarding actions taken against 

the pilo ts. 

Developing a relationship with the FAA is important in a 

criminal incident situation, especially if there is any chance of 

an action o r vio la'tion raken against a piloc. As the 

administrarive branch of aviation community, the FAA is 

concerned with piloc-rdated issues during a airline incident 

including the dererminacion of negligibility o r pilor error. 

Any information obtained before the actions occur could 

help the union prepare for the rep1·csentation of the piJots 

and communicat£on of events to the membership. 

9. If criminal act occurred in or around an airport, contact 
the airport manager's office: Emergency Communications 
Manager 
The Emergency Communications Ma11ager or designated 

individual should call che manager's o ffice at the airport at or 
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around where rhe i.ncidenr occurred. Explain who he/she is 

(representative of the Ai r Line Pilots Association) and ask co 

escablish contacr wirh a liaison in order to share information. 

In formation obtained from rhe airport in a criminal situation 

could indude such as airport and runway diagrams, airport 

security personnel contact, initial information from chose 

first on rhe scene, ere. and may also include information on 

perperrator(s) , explosions, damage from bom bs or weapons 

and injuries. 

IO. If the incident occurred in a foreign country or over 
international waters, contact the U .S. state department 
and consider translators: Emergency Communications 
Manager 
A criminal incident in a foreign country or over international 

waters poses different guidelines and challengers. The 

Emergency Communications Manager or designated 

individual should contact che U.S. Stare Deparrmenr to 

establish a liaison and gather information. Tf necessary, elicit 

help from pilot group via the telephone horline for 

cranslatoss or consider assistance from a Language of 

Destination (LOO) flight attendant. (Most airlines have 

Aight attendan ts who speak the language of international 

destinacions called LODs.) The Emergency Communications 

Manager should coordinate an LOO by contacting the 

company. 

11. If the airplane's mission was military, contact union rep 
closest to military to make contact: MEC Officer 
Through direction from the MEC chairman, the chairman of 

the Military Affairs Committee or designated individual 

shou ld contact the military branch char is related to rhe 

incident. The Mili tary Affairs Committee chairman should 

establish a liaison to exchange information. Examples of a 

siruacion when contact with the military might be helpful: lf 
there is a mid-air collision with an Air Force cargo plane, 

contact rhe Air Force. If a Civil Reserve Air Fleer (CRAF) 
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mission is shor down by the Navy, work with rhe Navy 

branch to gather information. 

I ll 

12. Distinguish between public and non-public information: 
Internal Communicator 
As rhe pilots' union, ALPA's primary goal is ro represent any 

crewmember involved in rhe eris.is and act as an advocate of 

the pilot group as a whole. To th.is end, the communications 

team should provide as much dear, honest and timely 

information to the pilots as possible. However, some 

information is non-public and therefore cannot be 

disseminated to the pilot group as a whole-even through 

"private" channels . In a criminal act siruarion, ALPA is 

considered an official "parry to the investigation." Therefore, 

the uruon cannot provide any information char could 

jeopardize their participation in the investigation. The union 

cannot speculate or provide any information char is not 

deemed as public facrs by the NTSB. lf they do, ALPA will 

be banned from the investigation. 

Although some information cannot be disseminated to rhe 

pilors, it is the communications team's responsibility to 

explain what the union can and cannot say and why. This 

provides pilots with the most information possible and builds 

trust within rhe union. 

Below are some of the many items char che union is 

prohibited from disseminating. As a general rule, if there is a 

question whether or nor the information is public, do noc 

release the information until it has been approved by a 

contract administrator, ALPA National and/or MEC an 

officer. 

NON-PUBLIC 

• Names of crewmembers 

• Names of passengers 

• Special incident circumstances 
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• Facts known by "insiders" ro the investigarion/siruario n 

• Any speculative information 
13. Record telephone hotline message with basic public facts: 

Internal Commu.nicator 
The telepho ne hotline, sometimes referred ro as rhe "code-a

pho ne" is an effective tool ro dissemi nare timely, non

sensitive information to the pilot group and ''cell our story" 
to the public and press who regularly caU the hotline. Pilots 

should know to call rhe hodine if there is any rype of 

emergency. 

The Interna l Cornmw,icaror should write the hotline 

message and have it approved by the Emergency 

Communications Manager and/or an MEC officer. The 

Internal Communicator should record tbe telephonic 

message. 

Schedule: Special hodine messages sho uld be recorded 

frequently during a crisis situation co dissem inate breaki ng 

news or keep the pilot group upda ted on the situation. 

Hotline messages should give basic facts regarding the crisis, 

tell pilots how ALPA is involved, thoroughly and honestly 

explain answers to frequently asked questions (received by 

communication volw,reers manning the pho nes) and give 

pilo ts an idea of when the hotline will be updated again. If 
possible, rhe communications team should also continue to 

maintain the regular schedule of hotline updates. 

Tips to remember: Although the telephone hotline is an opportunity to 
talk directly to the pilot group, be wary of how the hotline is 
worded and what information is disseminated. The press regularly 
quote directly from the update. 

Regardless of the m essage, every code-a-p hone message 

dming a crisis should: 

1. Give the facts immediately 

2. Bring up any issues of importance to che pilots to mitigate 
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a11y questions and maintain an open communication policy 

(Tell the pilots what you do not know and why) 

3. Explain whar ALPA is doing 

4. Tell pilocs when the nexr updace will occur 

EXAMPLE HOTLINE: 

Give the facts immediately. Your M EC was notified by the 

FBI late this afternoon tbat a T rans Global B767 ai rcraft has 

been highjacked o n the ground ar C hicago's O 'H are airport. 

Flight #208 was board ing passengers at approximately 5:10 

p.m. CST bound for New York's La G uardia airport when 

two passengers allegedly pulled guns on tbe crew. T he gate 

agents estimated l 20-1 30 hostages were on board, including 

the crew, before the aircraft's doors were closed. Acknowledge 

information not known at tlie tim e. T he gunmen have been 

in contact with airport officials. However, at chis rime we do 

not know the details of those conversations or if chere have 

been any injuries. T he FBI is wo rking with airport officials 

bur d ue co security reasons, no further infom1ation is being 

released. What is ALPA doing. ALPA has made contact with 

tbe FBI and will pass on more in fo rmatio n when it is made 

available. Tell when next update will occur. We expect 

additional information in che next few hours and will update 

this hocline at 7:30 p.m. CST (approximately two boms) to 

p rovide an update on new information. 

Trans Global M EC Communications 

5:1 5 p.m. ccsn 
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14. Send a mass Email message: SysOp 
The mass _email system should not be used as primary means 

of communication , bur rather should supplement almost 

every other communication effort. Any telephone hotline 

message, newsflash , press release and Letter To All Pilots 

should also be sent via ma.~s email immediately. M ass emails 

can also notify pilors of evenrs such as press conference rimes 

o r special union meetings and point them to additiona l 

info rmation such as expanded reports on the website. 

At this stage of the crisis response, the Inrernal 

Communicator should direct a SysOp ro mass email the text 

of the hotl ine message. lf a SysOp is not avai lable, c.he 

Internal Communicator should mass email rbe message. 

I 5. Update Website with message: SysOp 
One of the greatest obstacles of the communications ream 

during a crisis is to be as open and honest as possible and, ar 

rhe same time, not disseminate any unlawful information as a 

"pa rry to the invesrigarion" or legal insider. 

All items posted on the website should be considered public 

information. The "pilots private" side of the website should 

be reserved for more sensitive information bur be aware of 

rhe probability char anything posted on the website might be 

given to the press. 

Post all hotline messages, news flashes, press releases, Letters 

To All Pilots and publications on the website. Additional 

picrures or graphics that might add meaning to the incident 

can be posted as well. 

T he public side of the website may also be used to provide 

information co the press. For example, complicated, lengthy, 

or non-sensitive background information of interest to the 

press during this time (such as pilot training history, history 

of the airline, etc.) should be posted on the web to save time. 
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At this stage of the crisis response, the Internal 

Communicator shmJd direcr a SysOp to upload the text of 

the hotline message to the website. If a SysOp is not 

available, the Internal Communicator should upload rhe 

message. 

16. Begin a list (using form-Appendix A2) of media calls: 
Phone Bank Volunteers and/or MEC Office Staff 
During the first few hours during and after a criminal 

incident occurs, the media will primarily be concerned with 

gathering basic facts from the company, FBI , local law 

enforcement, ere. (the wbo, what, when and where of the 

crisis.) Therefore, the MEC office usually does not receive as 

many media calls in che fi rst 12 hours fo llowing a crisis as it 

does in the days after. Regardless of the number of calls, 

begin using the media form immediately. Besides helping the 

media coordinator later on to prioritize calls and prepare for 

imerviews more efficiently, the form will track media 

inquiries from the beginning of a crisis and ger cl1ose 

answering che phones in rhe habit of usi ng rhe form. 

Provide a media form to each staff member and volunteer 

who are apt co take a message from a reporter. T hrough chis 

form, cl1e fo llowing information should be recorded: 

• The dace 

• The reporter's name and rime of call, 

• Their news organization, 

• The deadline rhey are working under, 

• The general premise of rhe story (if possible). 

17. Develop simple statement to press: Media Coordinator 
ff possible, the Media Coordinator should prepare a simple, 

factua l sraremenr ro che press in the first few hours after an 

incident. This message should be in line wicl1 the direction of 

the M EC chairman and reviewed by the Emergency 

Communications Manager. 
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When preparing a scatemem ro rhe press, begin by answering 

the questions, "What do you want to accomplish?" and 

"Who is your audjence?" Do not deviate the message from 

these goals. Remember, the message is not supposed to 

"create" news. It is usually only incended co be responsive ro 

rhe press by providing facrual information and representing 

tbe interests of the pilot group. In some cases, however, the 

message should proactively seek co clarify a sicuation before ir 

becomes a negative issue in the press. The example below, 

expanding on rhe siruarion described o n page X under 

Criminal Act, illustrates this point: 

T he pilots of Pan Am Flight #73 escaped the aircraft through 

the cockpit window upon learning that terrorises were 

anempcing to highjack the aircraft. These pilots were heavily 

criticized in the media for "abandoning their passengers." ln 
reality, the pilots were doing as they had been crained. By 

leaving the aircrafr through the cockp.it windows, the pilots 

made the highjacked aircraft inoperable. It was no lo nger a 

mode of transportation, bur a bui lding. As a result of this 

action , rhe hostages could be rescued. T hese types of 

misunderstandings and public relations issues shou ld be 

recognized and proaccively addressed through union's 

messages. 

Also, other facrual messages can be given to che press to 

clarify information such as who releases the names of victims, 

what parties a re involved in the investigation, etc. 

This statement will continual ly change as events occur or 

more information is made available. Update this statemen t 

with facts from the fact sheer. 

Use these tips as a generaJ rule: 

• Keep it simple. 

• Stick only ro the faces. Do not specu late on any aspect of 
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the investigation. Provide only public facts in a dear, 

understandable manner. 

117 

• Always put pilors' interests fi rst. Speak as a representative 

of the pilots. 

For example, "The pilots are very concerned about this 

siruacion and cake seriously any threats that could affect 

the safety of passengers or crewmembers. The XYZ pilots 

are actively participating in c.his investigation and are 

working with the FB1 co do everything we can to ensure 

char ch.is situation ends successfully." 

• Be honest and open; share as much public and verified 

information as possible--even if it's bad news 

• Explain what ALPA is do ing co help 

For example, "The pilots are currently assisting che FBI in 

the investigation of this incident. We are working closely 

with all parties involved to share om experience and 

expertise as pilots to improve secu rity in these matters." 

• Always check rhe legality of the wrirren press response 

with a conrracc adn1inistrator. 

If a contract administracor is nor available, have someone 

at ALPA Nacional's legal department review the 

statement. 

• If there are any verified fata lities, injuries or 

inconvenience co passengers, be sympathetic. For 

example, "The pilots ofXYZ Airlines are sympathetic co 

those whose family members have been lost in this 

tragedy. We too have lost XX of our crewmembers and 

friends. We are dedicated to assisting the Fill in che 

investigation of th.is incident." 

Note: Do not base messages on supposed fiicts. Ensu1·e the fatalities, 
injuries, etc. have been proven before disseminating this message. 
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18. Deliver union message to press: Spokesperson(s) 
Spokespersons should be well prepared before speaking ro 

any reporter or press contact. Spokespersons should 

participate in mock interviews wich rhe Media Coordinator 

and others to brainstorm possible questions and practice 

answers. All answers ro reporters' questions should revert 

back co the union "message." Spokespersons should no t 

deviate from the message. 

T he Media Coordinator should carefully consider the 

benefits of doing on-camera interviews at this time. T he only 

information ALPA can provide the press is public faces and 

should avoid "gerring om ahead" of the information. 

H owever, if no ocher sources are p roviding faccual 

information, if the faces continue to be misreported or if the 

sicuati.on requires ALPA to visibly represent chc pilot group's 

interests, such as in rhe Pan Am example, on-camera 

interviews ruight be beneficial. If there is any questions 

regarding on-camera imerviews, contact ALPA National. 

Below are rwo in1ponanr rules to follow when participating 

in interviews. Spokespersons should also review ALPA's 

guidelines on dealing with the press (See Appendix 02). 

N .. " • ever say no comment 

"No comment" connotes guilt. If a reporter asks a 

d ifficult question o r one that you cannot answer, go back 

ro the original message or defer to "party of investigation" 

excuse if necessary. Explain co the reporter why you 

cannot answer rhe question directly due to ALPA's status 

as a "parcy to the investigation" while still maintaining 

rapport with the reporter and bringing out what ALPA is 

doing to help in the investigation. 

• Do nor speculate 

lf a reporter is asking you to speculate on derails of rhe 

incident or any other unverified facts, explain only the 
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public facts you know and can comment on. D o not, 

under any circwnstances, speculate on the incident. 

19. Contact press contacts local to incident site: Media 
Coordinator 

I 19 

T he Media Coordina tor should calJ and establish conracr 

wit h the press local to the incident site. Expl.ain who you are 

and what information you can provide throughout the crisis. 

These calls are not meanr to generate media attention, bur 

rather to ensure accuracy of reports ac a rime when rumors 

are rampant. Expect the press to report incorrect information 

often during this rime. 

20. Develop talking points for those answering telephones of 
non-media calls and for possible media inquires that 
relate to possible dynamics of a criminal situation: Media 
Coordinator and/or Internal Communicator 
From the fact sheer, the lnre rnaJ Communicator and/or 

Media Coordinator should develop ra.lking points for 

incoming telephone calls co the MEC office from fel low 

pilots and friends or family of pilo ts. These talking points 

should be approved by the Emergency Communications 

Manager and/or an MEC officer. They should also be 

reviewed by the MEC contract administrator. 

Some of these talking points can also be used for discussions 

with the media. The talking poincs anticipate questions that 

these individuals might ask- providing the pilot group with 

adequate information and preparing for unseen questio ns so 

as not ro pass on incorrect or legally damaging information. 

The talking points a re rhe "official" position of the union. 

Some questions rhe talking points might address a re as 

follows: 

• What happened? 

• Why can't you tell me anything? I'm a dues-paying 

member! 

• Has there been any injuries? 
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• Are there any survivors? 

• When will names be released? Who will release chem? 

• Do you know if ____ was on the flighr? 

• What was the number of the aircraft? 

Phone bank volunteers should adhere ro the following rules: 

DO: 
• Identify yow-self as a representative of the Air Line Pilots 

Association, 

• Require the caller to identify himself/ herself and provide a 

payroll number, confum that the ind ivid uaJ is an XYZ 

pilot through the pilot roster, 

• Refer to the talking points, 

• Forward any calls requiring immediate anencion ro che 

phone bank supervisor, and 

• Record any guesrions you cannot answer and no te the 

best way to gee back in touch with the pilots (email, e tc.). 

DON'T: 
• Respond to questions from anyone other than an XYZ 

pilot, 

• Don't freelance answers, 

• Don't make commitments on behalf of ALPA or XYZ 

airlines, and 

• Don't bring yow- personal views into the process. 

Phone bank volunteers should be prepared fo r emotional 

calls and should cautioned NOT ro speculate on any 

i11formation that has not been verified as face. 

21. Ensure office has adequate phone ports for phone bank 
through the MEC office manager: Emergency 
Communications Manager 
1n anticipation o f the phone bank, the Emergency 

Communications Manager should ask che M EC office 

manager to ensure char enough free pho ne ports arc available 

to adequately answer pilot calls in rhe office. Depending on 
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the size of the pilot group and the accident, phone stations 

shouJd range from 3-1 O+ pores. 
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22. Dispatch local communications volunteer (On-Site Liaison) 
to site: Emergency Communications Manager 
T he Emergency Communications Coordinator, with the 

approval of an MEC officer, should dispatch a volunteer 

spokesperson co the sire temporarily to divert media 

attention away from rhe investigators/crewmembers. This 

On-Sire Liaison sho uld act as a spokesperson by providing 

the media the union's message from the talking points. This 

volunteer should also gather informatio n to pass on the 

communicanons group. 
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Criminal Act 

12- 48 Hours Following the Incident 
Pages 56- 62 
Follow the checklist below after the "Initial Response-

Crim inal Ace" C hecklist is completed (page 37). 

Checklist 

I . Sec up, staff and schedule phone bank 

2. Continue updating evolving faces on face sheet 

3. Continue co update comm unjcation channels including 

telephone hodine, website and mass email, giving specifics of 

what kind o f commu nication p ilots can expect in the next 

few days 

4. Continue using med ia list form to organize press calls 

5. Continue to fine-rune key union message 

6. Prepare primary spokesperson 

7. Deliver union message co press 

8. Contact crewmembers who survived 

9. Contact the hospita l if survived crew is under medical care, 

establish liaison and gather information 

10. Ser-up conference call wirh main pilot investigator (or 

designee) 

11. Dispatch a communications volunteer to incident if one 

hasn't been dispatched already (if appropriate) 

12. Plan CIRP debriefings fo r communication volunceers and 

sea ff 

Extended explanation of this checklist begins on page 57. 
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Criminal Act 

Extended Explanation and Direction 
12- 48 Hours Following the Incident 

1. Set up, staff and schedule phone bank: Emergency 
Communications Manager 
Review with the office manager the number of phone ports 

available in the office for use by rhe phone bank The 

number of available po rts and the demand for calls determine 

the number of phone bank volunteers working at any given 

time. Do no t schedule more volunteers than available phone 

pons. 

Schedul.e phone bank volwn eers in shifts so as nor to "run 

down" volunreers. Shifts should be approximately one half of 

a day in lengch, with ample rime for breaks. Keep volunteers 

to rhe schedule even if chey want to do ''extra" work to ensure 

proper rest rime. Talk to each volunteer often. Inquire abouc 

their emotio nal and physical scare before scheduling chem for 

more volunteer work. (See C IRP entry in this section- page 

61.) 

2. Continue updating basic facts on fact sheet: Internal 
Communicator 
Events change quickly in a crisis and even though you may 

know che lacesc verified info rmation, do nor assume everyone 

else does. To eliminate confusion rega rd ing che sicuacion and 

to help ensure consistent messages, the Internal 

Communicator or designated individual should continue 

updati ng the fact sheet as new info rmation is learned and 

verified. 

3. Continue to update communication channels including 
code-a-phone, website and mass email, giving specifics of 
what kind of communication pilots can expect in next 
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few days: Internal Communicator 
The Internal Communicator or designated individual should 

continue to provide pilots consistent and accurate 

informarion rhrougb all communication channels. le is 

cssenrial ro maintaiJ1 &equenr commw:ucation during this 

time. Do not assume every pilot knows the latest 

informarion. lf possible, provide pilots an overview of what 

ku1d of communication they can expect in the next few days 

(hotline update every day or rwice a day, review of company 

press conference held on Tuesday, etc.) 

4. Continue using media list form to organize press calls: 
Phone Bank Volunteer and/or MEC office staff 
During che days after a crisis siruation, the MEC office will 

be inundated with media calls. The use of the media form is 

very imporranr during this rime co reduce confusion and help 

the media coordina tor prioritize calls and help prepare for 

interviews more efficiently. Anyone apt co cake a message 

from a reporter should continue to record the following 

information on the form: 

• T he date 

• The reporter's name and time of caJ l, 

• Their news organization, 

• T he deadline they are working w1der, 

• T he general premise of the story (if possible) . 

5. Continue to fine-tune key union message: Internal 
Communicator 
As events occur and addi.cional information is made available, 

the un ion's message will change. Use the fact sheet to 

concurnally fine-tune the message co reflect recent 

developments. 

6. Prepare primary spokesperson: Media Coordinator 
During che 12-48 hours following a criminal incident, the 

media have already gathered the basic facts of the incident 

(the who, whar, when and where) and arc beginning to 
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fo llow up o n rumors. They axe also trying to find out who all 

the "players" are in che crisis and tracking down the crew and 

family. 

As the message and focus of the press changes, the 

spokesperson(s) must continuaUy prepare for these new issues 

in the interviews. The Media Coordinator should conduct 

mock interviews wirh the spokesperson(s), anticipating new 

questions or issues and developing concise responses that are 

aligned with the key union message. Any responses that set 

union policy or char deviate fro m the key union message 

sh.ould be approved by an MEC officer if necessaxy. The 

spokesperson(s) should also practice raking control of rhe 

inrerview and shifting rhe focus back to the key union 

message. (See Appendix 02 for ALPA's tips on deal ing with 

the media) 

7, Deliver message to press: ALPA Spokesperson(s) and 
Media Coonlinato.r 
Spokesperson(s) sho uld deliver message to rhe press as 

practiced with rhe M edia Coordinator. The Media 

Coordinator should sd1edule interviews char wo uld be 

advantageous to the situation. (This does not mean 

scheduling inte rviews thar will o nly give positive press.) 

Interviews that would be beneficial to rhe siruarion would be 

o nes that clarify misinformation, provide inJormation to 

reassure the public of the work being done, and provide the 

public sympathy and goodwilJ on behalf of the pilot group. 

These comments should not interfere in any way wirh the 
. . . 
111vesrigat1on . 

8. Contact crewmembers who survived: MEC Officer and/or 
Emergency Communications Manager 
Before attempting to contact crewmernbers o r their families, 

research the situation and establish his or her condirion such 

as injuries or extrem e emotional trauma. Approach each 

crewmember with sensitiviry. Do nor be pushy. 
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The crew, or the union representative accompanying t hem, 

are usually sequestered after a criminal incident. The MEC 

officer, Emergency Communications Manager, or designated 

ind ividual should contact the MEC Safety Committee 

chairman or union officer to find out their location- usually 

in a hotel or airport room. Offer (either directly or through 

the union representative) the crew your assistance and warn 

the pilots of possibl.e media attention. Advise them not to 

speak to the press, but to disect inquiries to the media 

coordinator instead of saying "no comment." Discuss the 

necessity of sending a communications volunteer to thwart 

media attempts. 

9. Contact the hospital if survived crew is under medical 
care, establish liaison and gather information: Emergency 
Communications Manager 
T he Emergency Communications Manager or designated 

individual should contact the hospital where the survived 

crew is under medical care. Explain who he/she is 

(representative of the Air Line Pilots Association) and ask to 

establish contacl with a liaison in order to share information. 

[nformation obtained from the hospital in an aircraft 

Incident could include the medical status of the crew, security 

information to keep out media interference, etc. 

10. Set-up conference call with main pilot investigator (or 
designee): Emergency Communications Manager 

The Emergency Com:mu.nkations Manager or designated 

individual should estabUsh a system with the Investigation 

team to share information posslbly every few hours dur1.ng a 

initial crisis situation or until the actual criminal act or 

si.tuation is resolved. (Some hostage situations and other 

terrorist acts have continued for days.) Although lhe accident 

investigation team wiU be extremely busy during this time, 

stress the importance of receiving good informaLion in order 

to correct misleading news stories and provide the pilots and 

others accurate and up-to-date information. Conference calls 

can be set up through the MEC office manager. 
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11. Dispatch a communkations volunteer to incident site if 
one hasn't been dispatched already: Emergency 
Communications Manager 
Ir a communications volunteer has not already been 

dispatched to the incident site, the Emergency 

Communications Manager should dispatch someone to be 

lhe On-Site Liaison this time. This Individual must be able 

to follow specific duties and be able to speak to the press. 

The On-Site Liaison should work behind the scenes LO make 

the investigators' jobs easier and provide Information Lo the 

MEC office. The On-Site Liaison should divert media 

attention away from the pilot investigalOrs and any surviving 

crewmembers. He or she should also act as a conduit of 

information by receiving lnformallon from the MEC Safety 

Committee chairman and passing It on to the 

communications group or Internal Communicator. 

While at the site, the On-Site Liaison should monitor the 

local news media and Inform the MEC office and MEC 

Safety Committee chairman of the coverage, faxing pertinent 

newspaper articles to the communications group. 

12. Plan CIRP debriefings for communication volunteers and 
staff 
Discuss with the MEC office manager the need for C ritical 

Incident Response Program (CI RP) debriefings and 

assistance for the entire MEC office staff and pilot 

volunteers. A CIRP team should be dispatched to the MEC 

office and incident site Lo help those dealing with the crisis. 

At the training, Lhe Emergency Communications Manager 

should discuss with the team signs to recognize in the 

communications group of emotional fatigue. The Emergency 

Communications Manager should put communications 

volunteers and staff members' health first and allow for 

ample "time off" away from the communications response if 

necessary. 
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48+ Hours Following the Incident 
By the 48th hour following a crisis situation, the 

communicatio ns group should have an effective and efficient 

system of internal and external communication established. 

Roles should be assigned and carried-out and a schedule of 

volunteers should be ser. ln rhe days and even weeks 
following a major criminal act, chis system of commun ication 

should be maintained. The communications group should 

continue to focus on providing consiscenr, factual and 

frequent commUJ1icarion to pilots using all communication 

vebjcles maintained during the initial response to the crisis. 

Additional focus m ay also be pur on external communication 

with the media and various government offic ials. Ar chis time, 

ALPA will have mo re information to provide these outside 

soLu·ces although aH external commw1ication should remain 

based on faces only. 

During this rime, the commw1ications group should also 

evaluate what additional communication efforts are needed 

depending on the unique circumstances of the crisis situation. 

For example, the pilot group migh r want che union's 

perspective on the c risis, furthe r derails, or questions 

answered. Possible communication tools to consider during 

this time are Leners To All Pilo ts (Appendix C5), special 

publications (Appendix CS) press releases and press 

conferences (Appendix C6, C7). These cools should be 

carefully examined before use tO determine if using these 

tools will further the MEC's goals. For more information and 

explanation of these communication cools, see the 

corresponding appendix. 
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Mechanical Incident 

Initial Response (0-12 hours) 
Pages 64-80 
Follow the checklist below after the All Crises Initial 

C hecklist (page 3) has been completed and "Mechanical 

lncidenc" has been identified as the cause of the crisis. 

Checklist 

1. Determine if chere are any fatal icies 

2 . Obcain a list of crewmembers on board 

3 . Identify acceptable sources of information 

4 . Contact ALPA Natio nal Communications Department 

5. Contact local law enforcement, establish liaison and gather 

information 
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6. Contact the NTSB, establish liaison and gacher information 

7 . Contact the FAA, establish liaison and gather informatio n 

8. Contact the aircraft man ufacturer, escablish liaison and gather 

information 

9. Contact component manufacrurer(s) (if applicable), establish 

liaison and gather information 

10. If incident occurred in or around an ai rport, conracc the 

airport manager's office, establish liaison and gather 

information 

11. If incident occurred in a foreign country, contact the scare 

department and consider cranslacors 

12. Distinguish between public and non-public information 

13. Record telephone hodine message with basic public faces 

I 4. Send mass Em ail message 

I 5. U pdate website with message 

I 6. Begin a list (using form) of media calls 

17. Develop simple statement co press 

18. Deliver union message to press 

19. Develop talking points for those answering telephones of non-
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media calls 

20. Conracc press conracts local to crash site 

2 1. Ensure office has adequate phone pons for phone bank 

through MEC office manager 

22. Dispatch a local communications volunteer to site (if 

practical) 

1.30 

Extended explanation of this checklist begins on page 66. 
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Mechanical Incident 

Extended Explanation and Direction 
Initial Response (0-12 hours) 

1. Determine if there are any fatalities: Designated 
Communications Volunteer 
Whether or not crewmembers survive a mechanical incident, 

the union's prioriry remains focused on the represenrarion of 

those pilots involved-both individually and as 

representatives of the enrire pilor group. However, the 

direccion of the communication deparcmenr changes 

dramacically depending on fatal ities of the crewmcmbers as 

well as passengers- both in message and in focus. For 

example, if there are fatalities, the communicarions group 

might provide additional focus to the families. If rhere are 

smvivors, rhe communications group might help protect 

those individuals from the media and acr as their 

"spokesperson." 

Contact the company, union officers, pilot invesrigacors, local 

law enforcement o r any other official parry in the 

iJwestigacion to determine fatalities. 

2. Obtain a list of crewmembers on board: Designated 
Communications Volunteer 
Obtaining the names of crewmembers on board the aircraft 

helps rhe communications group formulate statements, 

prepare background information and concentrate on other 

communication initiatives. Names of crewmembers can be 

obtained through the airline's computer system. This 

information should be obtained as quickly as possible because 

the company will blank our rhc information- sometimes as 

quickly as within the first hour after the incident. 
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The names of crewmembers are exuemely sensitive. Do nor, 

under any circumstances, release this information to anyone, 

including fcllow piJors. The names should ONLY be released 

after rhey are officially released by the Red Cross. 

3. Identify acceptable sources of information 
A variety of individuals will provide the communications 

team wirh " inside informarion" regarding the crisis. Rumors 

are widespread during chis rune and although some of rhe 

sources might be useful, only the foUowi11g sources, until 

otherwise indicated, are trusted and accepted sources of 

information for possible dissemination. 

• ALPA National 

• MEC Safety Committee 

• White House 

• Local/Seate government 

• Military 

• NTSB 

• FBI 

4. Contact ALPA NationaJ Communications Department: 
lnternaJ Communicator 
T he Internal Communicator should contact rhe director of 

ALPA's communication department and the communications 

supervisor assigned co their specific afrline. Brief them on the 

facts of tbe incident, explain tentative communication plans 

and ask for any direction, advice or modification of the plans. 

5. Contact locaJ law enforcement, establish liaison and gather 
information: Emergency Communications Manager 
The Emergency Communications Manager or designated 

individual should call the sheriff and/or police department 

local to rhe incident sire. Explain who you are (representative 

of the Air Line Pilots Association) and ask to establish contact 

with a liaison in order to share informarion. Information 

obtained &om local officials could include evolving facts in 
the case, names of victims, etc.) 
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6. Contact the NTSB, establish liaison and gather 
information: Emergency Communications Manager 
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The National Transportation and Safery Board (NTSB) is rhe 

primary investigative brand1 of the Dept. of Infrascrucrn re 

and lncerior (formerly the Department ofTransportation) in 

charge of accident investigation. The board investigates and 

submics a report co the FAA regarding the cause of the 

mechanical incident. They also make recommendations 

stemming fro m their investigation relating co aircraft 

construction, £light safety procedures, ere. 

Since rhe NTSB i.s involved in any incident that occurs in 

United Stares, ir is imponant chat the Emergency 

Communications Manager or designated individual contact 

the board, explain who he/she is (representative o f the Air 

Line Pilots Association) and ask co establish contact with a 

liaison in order ro share information. Info rmation from che 

NTSB can be valuable. For example, during rhe investigation 

of the crash ofTWA's Flight 800, che NTSB gave a press 

briefing everyday. Establishing contact with che board might 

afford the opportun iry to attend these briefings and gather 

updated informatio n. 

Noce: If d1e incident occurs in a country ocher than the U.S., 

che NTSB will not be the primary invesrigacors. Contact me 
safety board specific co char counrry. 

7. Contact the FAA, establish liaison and gather information: 
Emergency Communications Manager 
The Emergency Communicatio ns Manager or designated 

ind ividual should contact rhe Federal Aviation 

Administration (FM), explain who he/she is (representative 

of che Air Linc Pilots Association) and ask to establish contact 

with the Principal Operations Inspector (POI) for their 

carrier or other liai.son in order co share information. (Each 

airline has an FAA representative or POI assigned co work 
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primarily witb chat carrier.) inquire wherher there is any 

possibility or discussion regardjng accions taken against the 

pilots. 
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Developing a relationship with the FM is important in a 

crisis situation, especially if there is any chance of an action or 

violation taken against a pilot. As rhe administrative branch 

of the aviation community, the FM is concerned wirh pilot

related issues during any kind of incident including rhc 

determination of negligibility or pilot error. For example, 

many rimes a number of factors or causes for an incident are 

explored (such as pilot error and/or criminal act) before 

mechanical incident is determined. Any informarion obtained 

before the actions occur could help d1e union prepare for the 

representation of che pilots and communicacion o f events to 

the membershi p. 

8. Contact the aircraft manufacturer, establish liaison and 
gather information: Emergency Communications Manager 
T he Emergency Communicarions Manager or designated 

individual should contact the aircraft manufactu rer, explain 

who be/she is (representative of the Air Line Pilots 

Associacion) and ask to establish contact with a liaison in 

order co share information. Information obtained might be 

diagrams of the aircraft and specific structural information. 

9. Contact the component manufacturer (if applicable, 
establish liaison and gather information): Emergency 
Communications Manager 
T he Emergency Communications Manager or designated 

individual should contact the manufacturer of a specific 

component if it is in quescion or is a source of d iscussion 

regardjng the incident. Establish contact with a liaison and 

offer ro share information. lnformation that could be 

obtained is derailed mechanjcal information, resting and 

historical usage facts. 
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10. If incident occurred in or around an airport, contact the 
airport manager's office, establish liaison and gather 
information: Emergency Communications Manager 
The Emergency Communications Manager or designated 

individual should call the manager's office at the airport at or 

around where the incident occurred. Explain who he/she is 

(representative of the Air Line Pi lots Association) and ask to 

establish contact with a liaison in order to share information. 

Information obtained from the airport in a mechanical 

incidenr could include runway diagrams, airport security 

personnel contact, initial information from those individuals 

fi rst on the scene, ere. 

11. If incident occurred in a foreign country or over 
international waters, contact the U.S. State Department 
and consider translators: Emergency Communications 
Manager 
A mechan ical incident i11 a foreign country or over 

international waters poses d ifferent guidelu1es and challenges. 

T he Emergency Communications Manager or designated 

individual should contact the U.S. State Department co 

establish Liaison and gather information. If necessary, elicit 

help from pilot group via the telephone hotline for translators 

or consider assistance from a Language of Destination (LOO) 

fligh t attendant. (Mosr airlines have flight attendants who 

speak the language of international destinations called 

LODs.) The Emergency Communications Coord inacor 

should coordinate an LOO by contacting rhe company. 

12. Distinguish between public and non-public information: 
Internal Communicator 
As the pilots' union , ALPA's primary goal is to represent any 

crewmembcr involved in the crisis and acr as an advocate of 

rhe p ilot group as a whole. To this end, the communications 

team should provide as much clear, honest and tunely 

information to the p ilots as possible. However, some 

information is no n-public and therefore cannot be 
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disseminated ro the pilot group as a whole-even through 

"private" chan nels. Jn a major mechanical incident, ALPA is 

considered an official "parry ro the investigation." Therefore, 

the union cannot provide any information char could 

jeopardize their panicipation in the investigation. The union 

cannot speculate or provide any information that is uot 

deemed as public facts by rhe N TSB. l f they do, ALPA will 

be banned from the investigation. 

Although some information cannot be disseminated to the 

pilots, it is the communications team's responsibility to 

explain what the union can and cannot say and why. This 

provides pilots with the most information possible and builds 

trust within the union. 

Below are some of the many items that the w1ion is 

prohibited from disseminating. As a general rule, if there is a 

question whether or not the information is public, do not 

release the information until it has been approved by a 

contract administrator, ALPA National and/or MEC an 

o fficer. 

NON-PUBLIC 

• Names of c rewmembers 

• N ames of passengers 

• Special incident circumstances 

• Facts known by " insiders" to rhe investigation/situation 

• Any speculative information 

13. Reco.rd telephone hotline message with basic public facts: 
Internal Communicator 
The telephone hocline, sometimes referred ro as the "Code-a

Phone," is an effective cool to dissemina te timely, non

sensitive information ro the pilot group and "cell our story" co 

the public and press who regularly call the hodine. Pilots 

should know to call rhe hotHne if chere is any rype of 

emergency. 
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The Internal Communicator should write the hotline 

message and have ic approved by cbe Emergency 

Communications M anager and/or an MEC officer. T he 

Jncernal Communicator should record rhe telephonic 

message. 
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Schedule: Special hotline messages should be recorded 

frequently during a crisis siruacion co disseminate breaking 

news or keep the pilor group updated on the situation. 

H otl ine messages should give basic facts regarding rbe crisis, 

cell pilots how ALPA is involved, thoroughly and honestly 

explain answers to frequently asked questions (received by 

communication volunteers manning the phones) and give 

pilots an idea of when the h otline will be updated again . Lf 
possible, the communications team should also continue to 

maintain the regular scbedLJe of hotline updates. 

T ips to remember: Although the hotline is an opportunity to talk 
directly to the pilot group, be wary of any sensitive information 
and the wording of the hotline. The press regularly quote directly 
ft-om the updo.te. 

Regardless of the message, every hotline message during a 

crisis should: 

I. Give the facts immediately 

2. Bring up any issues of importance to rhe pilots to mitigate any 

questions and maintain an open communication policy (lell 
the pilots what you do not know and why) 

3. Explain what ALPA is do ing 

4. Tell pilots when th e next update will occur 

EXAMPLE HOTLINE: 

Give the facts immediately: Your MEC has learned through 

contact with the FAA and company officials that a Trans 

Global MD80 was fo rced to make an emergency landing at 

St. Louis Lambert Field this afternoon (M ay l 9, I 999). The 
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aircraft reportedly had trouble with the air cond itio ning 

system and the captain decided to make a.n unscheduled 

landing. T he aircraft, originating from San Jose, California, 

was bound fo r Orlando, F lorida. Aclmowledge information 

not known at the lime: Ar thjs time, we have confirmation 

rhat rhere have been injuries as a resuh of the evacuation after 

landing but we do not know the extent of rhose injuries. We 

also do not know the cause of this problem What is ALPA 

doing;· bur ALPA is currently working wirh the FM, NTSB, 

and company to investigate rhis situation. Tell when next 

update w j}J occur: We expect addirional information from the 

NTSB within the next few hours and will update rhis hocline 

at 5 p.m. CST (approximately rwo hours) ro provide an 

update on new information. 

Tram Global MEC Communications 

3:05 p.m. (CST) 

14. Send a Mass Email message: SysOp 
The mass em ail system should not be used as primary means 

of communication, but rather should supplement almost 

every orher commu nication effort. Any telephone horline 

message, newsflash, press release and Letter To All Pilots 

should also be sent via mass email immediately. Mass emails 

can also notify pilo ts of events such as press conference rimes 

or special union meetings and point them to addfrional 

information such as expanded reports on the website. 
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Ar chis stage of the crisis, the Internal Communicator should 

direct a SysOp to mass email the text of the hodine message. 

If a SysOp is not available, the lncernal Commun icaror 

should mass email rhe message. 

15. Update website with message: SysOp 
One of the greatest obstacles of the communications team 

d uring a crisis is co be as open and ho nest as possible and nor 

disseminate any tmlawful information as a "parry co rhe 

investigation" or legal insider. 

All items posted on the website should be considered p ublic 

information. The "pilots private" side of the website should 

be reserved fo r more sensitive in formatio n but be aware of the 

probability that anything posted o n rhe website might be 

given co the press. 

Post all hotl ine messages, news flashes, press releases, Lecrers 

To All Pilots and publications on the website. Additional 

pictures or graphics that might add meaning to the incidenr 

can be posted as well. 

T he public side of rhe website may also be used co provide 

info rmation co the press. For example, complicated, lengthy, 

or no n-sensitive background information of i11teresr to the 

press du ring tl1is tim e (such as pilot ,raining history, history 

of the airline, e re.) should be posted on the web to save rime. 

At this stage of rhe crisis response, the Internal 

Communicator sho uld direct a SysO p to update the websire 

with the rexc o f the hoclinc message. If a SysOp is not 

available, rhe Internal Communicator should update the 

website. 

16. Begin a list (using form- Appendix A2) of media calls: 
Phone Bank Volunteers and/or MEC office staff 
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During rhe first few hours after a mechanical incident, the 

media will primarily be concerned with gathering basic faces 

from the company, incident site coord inators, local law 

enforcement, etc. (-che who, what, when, where and why of a 

crisis.) Therefore, the MEC office usually does nor receive as 

many media calls in the first 12 hours following a crisis as ir 

does in the days afrer. Regardless of the number of cal ls, begin 

using the media fo rm immediately. Besides helping the media 

coordinator lacer on to prioritize calls and prepare for 

imerviews more efficiently, the form will crack media 

inqwries from the beginning of a crisis and gee chose 

answering the phones in t he habit of using rhe form. 

Provide a media form co each staff member and volunreer 

who is apr ro take a message from a reporter. Through chis 

form, the following info rmation should be recorded: 

• The dare 

• The reporter's name and rime of call, 

• Their news organization, 

• The deadline rhey are working under, 

• The general premise of the srory (if possible). 

17. Develop simple statement to press: Media Coordinator 
If possible, tbe Media Coordinator should prepare a simple, 

facrual statement to the press in the first few hours after a 

major incident. This message should be in line with the 

direction of the MEC chairman and reviewed by the 

Emergency Communications Manager. 

When preparing a statement co the press, begin by answering 

rhe questions, "What do you want to accomplish?" and 

"Who is your audience?" Do nor deviate che message from 

these goals. Remember, the message is nor supposed ro 

"create" news. Ir is only intended ro be responsive co the press 

by providing facrual information and representing rhe 

interests of tbe pilot group. Ocher factual messages can be 
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given to the press ro clarify in formation such as who releases 

the names of victims, what pru·cies are involved in the 

investigation, ere. 

This statement wiU continually change as events occur or 

more information i.s made available. Update chis statement 

with facts from the fact sheet. 

Use these tips as a general rule: 

• Keep ir simple. 

• Stick only ro the facts . Do not speculate on any aspect of 

the investigation. Provide only public faces in a dear, 

understandable manner. 

• Always puc pilots' interests first. Speak as a represencative al 

the pilots. 

For example, "The pilots are dedicated co che task of 

uncovering the mechanical events that led to this inc ident. 

As leaders of safery of the industry, we ... '' 

• Be honest and open; share as much public and verified 

information as possible--even if it's bad news. 

• Explain what ALPA is doing to help 

For example, "The pi lots are cturencly assisting the NTSB 

in the investigation of chis inciden to help ensure chat the 

safety of both passengers and crewmembers are addressed 

in this case." 

• Always check the legaliry of the wrirten press response wicl1 

a conrract adm.inisrracor. 

If a contract adminiscraror is nor avai lable, have someone at 

ALPA National's legal department review the statement. 

• If there are any verified fatalities, inju ries or inconvenience 

to passengers, be sympathetic. For example, "The pilots of 

XYZ Airlim:s are sympathetic to chose whose family 
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members have !been lost in this tragedy. We roo have lost 

XX of our crewmembers and friends. We are dedicated to 

assisting the NTSB in the investigation of this incidenr." 

Note: Do not base messages on supposed facts. Ensure the fatalities, 
injuries, etc. have been proven before disseminating this message. 

18. Deliver union message to press: Spokesperson(s) 
Spokespersons should be well prepared befo re speaking co any 

reporter or press contact-even on "background." 

Spokespersons sho uld parricipace in mock interviews with the 

media coordinator and ochers co brainstorm possible 

guestions and practice answers. AJI answers co reporters' 

questions should revert back to rh e union "message." 

Spokespersons sho uld not deviate from rhe message. 

T he Media Coordinator should carefully consider the benefits 

of doing on-camera interviews at rh is rime. The only 

information ALPA can provide rhe press is public facts and 

should avoid "gert ing our ahead" of the information. 

H owever, if no ocher sources are provid ing facrua l 

information, if che facts continue co be misreported or if the 

situation requires ALPA to visibly represent cbe pilot group's 

interests, on-camera interviews might be beneficial. lf there is 

an y question regarding on-camera interviews, contact ALPA 

National. 

Below are two important rules co fo llow while participating in 

interviews. Spokespersons should review ALPA's guidelines on 

dealing with the press (page D 2) . 

N 
cc ,, 

• ever say no comment 

"No comment" connotes gui lt. If a reporter asks a difficult 

question or one char you cannot answer, go back to the 

original message or defer to "party of investigation" excuse 

if necessary. Explain to che reporter why you cann ot 

answer the question directly due to ALPA's status as a 
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"par ry to the investigation" wh ile still maintaining rapport 

wirh the reporrer and bringing out what ALPA is doing to 

help in the invesrigarion. 

• Do no t speculate 

If a reporter is asking you ro speculate o n any unverified 

facts, explain only the public facts you know and can 

comment on . Do nor, under any circumstances, speculate 

o n the incident. 

19. Develop talking points for those answering telephones of 
non-media calls and for possible media inquires that 
relates to possible dynamics of a major mechanical 
incident: Media Coordinator and/or Internal 
Communicator 
From the fact sheer, the Incemal Communicator and/or 

Media Coordinator should develop talking points for 

incoming telephone calls ro the M EC office from fellow 

pilots and friends or fam ily of pilots. These talking points 

should be approved by the Emergency C ommunicatio ns 

M anager and/or an MEC officer. They should also be 

reviewed by the MEC contract administrator. 

Some of rhese talking points can also be used fo r d iscussions 

with the media. Th.e talking points anticipate questions thar 

these individuals might ask- providing the pilot group with 

adequate informatio n and preparing fo r unseen questions so 

as not to pass on incorrect or legally damaging information. 

The talking points are rhe ''official" position of the union. 

Some questio ns the talking points might address are as 

follows: 

• Whac happened ? 

• Why can't you cell me anything? l'm a dues-paying 

member! 

• H as there been any injuries? 

• Am I in jeopardy in flying a similar aircraft? 

• What is the maintenance history on the aircraft? 
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• Are there any survivors? 

• When will names be released? Who will release chem? 

• Do you know if ____ was o n rhe fljgbr? 

• What was the number of the aircraft? 

Phone bank volunteers should adhere to rhe following rules: 

DO: 
• Identify yourself as a representative of the Air Line Pilots 

Association, 

• Re9 uire che caller to identify h imself/herself and provide a 

payroll number, confirm thac rhe individual is an XYZ 

p ilot through the pilot roster, 

• Refer co cbe talking points, 

• Forward any calls requiring immediace attencion co the 

Pbone Bank Supervisor, and 

• Record any questions you cannot answer and note rhe best 

way ro get back in touch with the pilots (email , ere.) . 

DON'T: 
• Respond ro questions from anyone other than an XYZ 

pilot, 

• Don't freelance answers, 

• Don't make commitments on behalf of ALPA or XYZ 

airlines, and 

• Don't bring your personal views into the process. 

Phone bank volunteers should be prepared for emotional calls 

and should caucioned NOT to speculate on any information 

that has not been verified as fact. 

20. Contact press contacts local to incident site: Media 
Coordinator 

The Media Coordinator should call and establish contact 

with the press local to the incident site. Explain who you are 

and what information you can provide throughout the crisis. 

These calls are not meanc ro generate media attention, but 

rather co ensure accuracy of reports ar a time when rumors are 

rampant. Expect rh.e press co report incorrect in formation 

often during this time. 
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21. Ensure office has adequate phone ports for phone bank 
through MEC office manager: Emergency 
Communications Manager 
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Ln anticipation of the phone bank, the Emergency 

Communications Manager should ask the MEC office 

manager co ensure char enough free phone ports are available 

co adequately answer pilot calls in the office. Dependi ng on 

the size of the pilot group and the incident, phone stations 

should range from 3-1 O+ pores. 

22. Dispatch local communications volunteer (On-Site Liaison) 
to site: Emergency Communications Manager 
The Emergency Communications Manager, with the 

approval of an M EC officer, should dispatch a volunteer 

spokesperson to the site temporarily ro divert media atcention 

away from the investigators/crewmembers. This On-Sire 

Liaison should act as a spokesperson by providing the media 

rhe union's message from the talking points. This volunteer 

should also gather information to pass on the 

commu n1canons group. 
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Mechanical Incident 

12- 48 Hours Following the Incident 
Page 81 - 86 
Follow the checklist below after the "Lli6al Response-

Mechanical Incident" (page 64) is completed.. 

Checklist 

J. Sec up, staff and sch edule phone bank 

2. Continue updating evolving facts on fact sheet 

3. Continue to update communication channels including 

telephone hotline, website and mass email, giving specifics of 

what kind of com m unication pilots can expect in next few 

days 

4. Continue using media list form co organize press calls 

5. Contjnue to fine-tune key union message 

6. Prepare primary spokesperson 

7. Deliver union message to press 

8. Contact crewmembers who st1Ivived 

9. Contact the hospital if survived crew is under medical care, 

escablish liaison and gather info rmation 

10. Set- up conference call wirh m ain pilot investigator (or 

designee) 

11 . Dispatch a commu rucations volunteer ro in cident if one hasn't 

been dispatched already (if appropriate) 

12 . Plan C IRP debriefi ngs fo r communication volunteers and sraA 

Extended explanation of this checklist begins on page 82 . 
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Major Mechanical Incident 

Extended Explanation and Direction 
12-48 Hours Following the Incident 

l. Set up, staff and schedule phone bank: Emergency 
Commllllications Manager 
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Review with the office manager the number of phone pons 

available in the office for use by the phone bank. T he number 

of available ports and the demand for calls determine rhe 

number of phone bank volunteers working at any given time. 

D o not schedule more volunteers than available phone pores. 

Schedule phone bank volunteers in sh.ifrs so as nor to "run 

down" volunteers. Shifts should be approximately one half of a 

day in length, with ample time fo r breaks. Keep volunteers to 

the schedule even if they wane to do "exrra" work to ensure 

proper rest time. Talk co each volunteer ofren. Inquire abour 

rbeir emotional andi physical state before scheduling chem fo r 

more volunteer work. (See CIRP entry in chis section- page 86.) 

2. Continue updating evolving facts on fact sheet: Internal 
Commllllicator 
Evencs change quickly in a crisis and even though you may 

know the latest verified information, do not assume everyone 

else does. To eliminate confusion regarding che situation and 

to help ensu re consistent messages, the lnceroal 

Communicator or designated individual should continue 

updating rhe fact sheer as new info rmation is learned and 

verified. 

3. Continue to update communication channe.ls including 
code-a-phone, website and mass email, giving specifics of 
what kind of communication pilots can expect in next few 
days: Internal Communicator 
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The Interna l C ommunicator or designated individual should 

continue to provide pilots consistent and accurate 

info rmat io n through all communicatio n channels. Ir is 

essentiaJ co maintai n frequent communication during this 

time. Rein fo rce messages. Do not assume every pilot knows 

the latest informat ion . If possible, provide pilots an overview 

of what kind of communication rhey can expect i n the next 

few days (ho tline Ujpdate every day or twice a day, review of 

company press conference held on Tuesday, ere.) 

4. Continue using media list foan to organize press calls: 
Phone Bank Volunteers and/or MEC office staff 
During the days afrer a crisis situation, the M EC office will 

be inundated with media calls. T he use of the media form is 

very important during this time to reduce confusion and hel p 

the media coordinator prioritize calls and help prepare for 

interviews mo re efficiently. Anyone apt to take a message 

from a reporter sho uld continue to record the following 

information on the form: 

• T he date 

• T he reporter's name and time of caJI , 

• T heir news organization, 

• T he deadline t hey are working under, 

• The general premise of the story (if possible). 

5. Continue to fine-tune key union message: Internal 
Communicator 
As events occur and additional information is made ava ilable, 

che union's message will change. Use rhe fac r sheer to 

continually fine-rune the message to reflect recent 

developments. 

6. Prepare primary spokesperson: Media Coordinator 
During the 12-48 hours following a major mechanicaJ 

incident, the media have already gathered the basic facts of 

che incident (the who, what, when and where) and are 

beginning to speculate on the cause of rhe incident. T hey are 
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also crying ro find our who all the "players" are in che crisis, 

crying co fo llow up on rumors, and u·acking down the crew 

and family. 
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As the message and focus of the press changes, che 

spokesperson (s) must continually prepare for these new issues 

in rhe interviews. The Media Coordinaror should conduce 

mock interviews with the spokesperson(s), anticipating new 

questions or issues and developing concise responses that are 

aligned with the key union message. Any responses that set 

union policy or char deviate from che key union message 

should be approved by an MEC officer if necessary. The 

spokesperson (s) should also practice raking control of the 

interview and shifting rhe focus back ro the key union 

message. (See Appendix D2 for ALPA's tips on dealing with 

che media) 

7. D eliver union message to press: ALPA Spokesperson(s) and 
Media Coordinator 
Spokesperson(s) should deliver message ro the press as 

practiced with the Media Coordinator. The Media 

Coordinator should schedule interviews that would be 

advantageous co the situation. (This does nor mean 

scheduling interviews that will only give positive press.) 

Interviews that would be beneficial ro rhe sicuacion would 

clarify misinformacion, provide information to reassure the 

pub.lie of the work being done and provide the public 

sympathy and goodwill on behalf of the pilot group. These 

comments should nor interfere in any way with the 

investigation. 

8. Contact crewmembers who survived: MEC Officer and/or 
Emergency Communications Manager 
Before attempting to contact crewmembers or their fami lies, 

research rhe siruation and establish his or her condition such 

as injuries or extreme emotional trauma. Approach each 

crewmember with sensitivity. Do not be pushy. 
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The crew, and the u nion represencacive accompanying them, 

are usually sequestered after a major incident. Contact the 

MEC Safety Committee chairma n or union officer co fmd 

out their locarion- usually in a hoed or a irport room. Offer 

(either directly or through che union representative) the crew 

your assistance and warn the p ilots of possible media 

attention. Advise them nor co speak co rhe press, but to direct 

inquiries to the media coordinator instead o f saying "no 

comment.'' Discuss che necessity of sending a 

communications volunteer co thwart media attem pts. 

9. Contact the hospital jf survived crew is under medical care, 
establish liaison and gather information: Emergency 
Communications Manager 
T he Emergency C ommunications Manager o r designated 

individual should concacc the hospital where rhe survived 

crew is tuider medical care. Explain who you are 

(representative of the Air Line Pilots Association) and ask co 

escablish contact with a liaison in order to share information. 

Information obtained from the hospital during the aftermath 

of a major mechanical situation could include the medical 

srarus of the crew, security information to keep our media 

interference, ere. 

10. Set-up conference call with main pilot investigator (or 
designee): Emergency Communications Manager 
The Emergency Communications Manager or designated 

individual should establish a system with rhe invesrigarion 

ream co share information possibly every few hours during an 

initial crisis situatio n. Although the accident investigation 

team will be extremely busy during chis time, stress rhe 

importance of receiving good information in order to co rrect 

misleadjng news stories and provide the pilots and others 

accurate and up-co-dace information. Conference calls can be 

set up through the MEC office manager. 
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11. Dispatch a communications volunteer to incident site if 
one hasn't been dispatched already 

lf a comrnunications volunreer has noc already been 

dispatched to rhc incidenc sire, the Emergency 

Communications Manager should dispatch someone to be 

the On-Sire Liaison at chis rime::. This individual musr be able 

co follow specific duties and be able co speak ro the press. 

The On-Sire Liaison should work behind the scenes to make 

the investigators' jobs easier and provide information co the 

M EC office. Tbe On-Site Liaison should divert mcdfa 

attention away from the pilot investigators and any surviving 

crewmembers. He or she should also act as a conduit of 

information by receiving information from the MEC Safety 

Committee chairman and passing it on to the 

communications group or internal Communicator. 

While at rhe sire, the On-Sire Liaison should monitor che 

local news media and inform rhe MEC office and MEC 

Safety Committee chairman of che coverage, faxing pertinent 

newspaper articles to the communications group. 

12. Plan CIRP debriefings for communication volunteers and 
staff: MEC Office Manager 
Discuss with the MEC office manager the need for Critical 

incident Response Program (CIRP) debriefings and assistance 

for the entire MEC office staff and pilot volwueers. A ClRP 

team shm1ld be dispatched to the MEC office and incidenr 

sire to help those dealing with the incident. 

Ar rhe training, the Emergency Communications Manager 

should discuss with the team signs to recogn ize in rhe 

communications group of emotional fatigue. The:: Emergency 

Communications Manager should put communications 

volunteers and staff members' health first and allow for ample 

"time off" away from the communications response if 

necessary. 
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Mechanical Incident 

48+ Hours Following the Incident 
By the 481

1, hour foUowing a crisis situation, rhe 

communications group should have an effective and efficient 

system of internal and external communication established. 

Roles should be assigned and carried-out and a schedule of 

volunreers should be set. In the days and even weeks 

following a major m echanical incident, this system of 

communicat ion sho uld be maintained. The communicarions 

group should continue ro focus on providing consistent, 

factual and frequem commun ication to pilots using all 

communication veh icles maintained during the initial 

response to the crisis. Addiri.onal focus may also be put on 

external communicarioo with the media and various 

governmem officials. Ar this time, ALPA will have more 

info rmation to provide these outside sources although all 

external commw1icarion should remain based on facts only. 

During this rime, rhe communica tions group should also 

evaluate what additional communication efforts are needed 

depending o n the unique circumstances of rhe crisis situation. 

For example, rhe pilot group mighr want the union's 

perspective on the c risis, further details, or questions 

answered. Possible communication tools to consider during 

chis time are Leners To All Pi.lots (Appendix CS), special 

publications (Appendix CB) press releases and press 

conferences (Appendix CG, C7). These tools should be 

carefully examined before use co determine if using these 

cools will further the M EC's goals. For more in formation and 

explanarion of rhese cornmunicarion tools, see che 

corresponding appendix. 
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Pilot Incident 

Initial Response (0- 12 hours) 
Pages 88-104 
Follow the checklist below after the "All C rises lnirial 

Response Checklist" (page 3) is completed and "Piloc 

lnciden r" is idcncified as the cause of the crisis. 

Checklist 

I . Determine if there are any fatalities 

2. Obtain a ljsc of crewmembers oo board 

3. Identify acceptable sources of info rmation 

4. Contact ALPA N n iona1 Communications Depart ment 

5. C ontact local law enforcement, esrablish liaison and gather 

information 

6. Contact the FBl, establish liaisoo and garher info rmation 
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7. Contact the N TSB, establish liaison and gather in fo rmation 

8. Contact the FAA, establish liaison and gather information 

9. If incident occurred in or around an ai rporc, contact rhe 

airpo rt manager's office, establish liaiso n and gather 

information 

10. If incident occurred in a foreign country, contact che scare 

department and consider translators 

11 . Distinguish berween public and non-pubJjc information 

12. Record telephone hotline message with basic public facrs 

13. Send a mass Email message 

14. Update website with mc:ssage 

15 . Begin a list (using fo rm) of media calls 

16. Develop simple sta tement co press 

17 . Deliever union message co press 

18. C ontact press contacts local ro crash site 

19 . Develop rallcing points for those answering telephones of non

media calls 
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20. Ensure office has adequare pho ne ports fo r phone bank 

rhrough MEC office manager 

2 1. Dispatch a local communications volunreer to sire (if 
pracrical) 
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Extended explanation of this checklist begins on page 90. 
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Pilot Incident 

Extended Explanation and Direction 
Initial Response (0-12 hours) 

1. Determine if there are any fatalities: Designated 
Communications Volunteer 
Whether or not crewmembers or passengers survive an 

incident, the union's priority remains focused on the 

representation of ch e pilots involved- both individually and 

as representatives of the emire pilot group. However, the 

direction of the com munication department changes 

dramatically depending on facaliries of the crewmembers as 

well as passengers-both in message and in focus. This is 

especially true if the Lncident allegedly involves pilot. For 

example, if there are facaliries, the communications group 

m.ighr give additional focus on the families. Lf there are 

survivors, rhe communications group might help protect 

chose individuals from the med ia and act as their 

" k " spo esperson. 

Contact the company, union officers, pilot investigators, local 

law enforcement or any ocher official parry in the 

investigation to decermine fatalities. 

2. Obtain a list of crewmembers on board: Designated 
Communications Volunteer 

Obtaining the names of crewmembers on board the ai rcraft 

helps the communications group formulate statements, 

prepare background information and concentrate on ocher 

communication initiatives. Names of crewmembers can be 

obtained through the airline's computer system. Th.is 

information should be obtained as quickly as possible because 

the com pany will blank our the information-sometimes as 

quickly as within rhe fi rst hour after the mcidenr. 
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The names of crewmembcrs are extremely sensirive. Do not, 

under any circumstances, release this information to anyone, 

including fellow pilots. The names should ONLY be released 

after they are officially released by the Red Cross. 

3. Id.entify acceptable sources of information 
A variety of individuals will provide rhe communications 

team with " inside information" regarding the crisis. Rumors 

are widespread during this time and alchough some of the 

sources might be useful, only rhe following sources, until 

otherwise indicated, are trusted and accepted sources of 

info rmation for possible dissemination. 

• ALPA National 

• MEC Safety Commitee 

• White House 

• Local/Seate government 

• Military 

• NTSB 

• FBl 
• Anti-Terrorist Team 

4. Contact ALPA National Communications Department: 
Internal Communicator 
The Internal Communicator should conracr the director of 

ALPA's communication deparrmenr and the communications 

supervisor assigned ro their specific a irline. Brief chem on the 

faces of the incident, explain tentative communication plans 

and ask for any direction, advice or modification of the plans. 

5. Contact local law enforcement, establish liaison and gather 
information: Emergency Communications Manager 
The Emergency Communications Manager or designated 

individual should call the sheriff and/or police department 

local to rhe incident sire. Explain who you are (representative 

of the Air Line Pilots Association) and ask to establish concact 

with a liaison in order to share informat ion. Information 
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obtained from local officials couJd include evolving facts in 

rhe case, names of victims, general in fo rmation on the pilots, 

ere. 

6.Contact the FBI, establish liaison and gather information: 
Emergency Communications Manager 
T he FBI, rhe investigative branch of the federal government, 

is i_n charge of criminal investigations involving airline 

incidents. The FBI can be an imporcam conracr when 

fo rming communication responses ro pilots ia a crisis 

situation. The Emergency Communications Manager or 

designated individual should contact the FBI, explain who 

he/she is (representative of the Air Line Pilots Association) 

and ask to establish contact with a Liaison in order ro share 

information. The FBI can give ALPA a "heads up" on 

information or events in order co allow ALPA to prepare a 

communications response. Ln rerurn, ALPA can provide rhe 

FBI necessary information such as general facts regaiding the 

crew, ere. 

7. Contact the NTSB, establish liaison and gather 
information: Eme.rgency Communications Manager 
The National Transporrarion and Safety Board (NTSB) is the 

primary investigative branch of the Depr. of Infrastructure 

and L1rerior (formally Department ofTransporration) in 

chaige of rbe investigation. Tlie boaid investigates and 

submits a report to the FM regaiding the cause of the 

incident. They also make recommendations stemming from 

their investigation relat ing ro aircraft constrncrion, fl ight 

safery procedrnes, training, etc. 

Since rhe NTSB is involved in any incident char occrns in rhe 

Unired Srares, ir is imporranr rhat the Emergency 

Communications Manager or designated individual. contact 

the board, explain who he/sh e is (represenrarive of che Air 

Line Pilots Association) and ask to establish contact with a 

liaison in order to share information. J nformarion from the 
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NT SB can be valuable. For example, during the investigation 

of the crash ofTWA's Flight 800, the NTSB gave a press 

briefing evc:ryday. Establishing contact with the board might 

afford tbe opportun ity ro attend these briefmgs and gather 

updated information. 

N ote: If the incident occurs in a country other than the U.S., the NTSB 
wilt not be the prirnary investigators. Contact the st,Jety board 
specific to that country. 

8. Contact the FAA, establish liaison and gather information: 
Emergency Communications Manager 
T he Emergency Communications Manager or designated 

individual should contact the Federal Aviation 

Administration (FAA), explain who he/she is (represencative 

of the Air Line Pilors Association) and ask to establish conract 

wi th the Principal O perations lnspector (POI) fo r their 

carrier or other liaison in order co share information . (Each 

airline has an FAA representative or PO I assigned to work 

primarily with char carrier.) Inquire whether there is any 

possibility or discussion regarding actions taken against the 

pilots. 

Developing a relationshjp with the FAA is important in an 

incident in which p ilots are directly involved, especially if 

there is any chance of an action or violation taken against a 

pilot. As the administrative branch of aviation community, 

the FAA is concerned with p ilot-related issues during an 

incident including rhe determination of negligibility or pilot 

error. Any in formation obtained before tbe actio ns occur 

could help cbe union prepare fo r the representation of the 

pilots and the communications group co prepare fo r the 

communication of events. 

9. If incident occurred in or around an airport, contact the 
airport manager's o ffice: Emergency Communicatio ns 
Manager 
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The Emergency Communications Manager or designated 

individual should call the manager's office ar the airport ar or 

around where rhe incident occurred. Explain who you a re 

(representative of the Air Line Pilots Association) and ask to 

establish concacr wi th a Liaison in order to share information. 

In formation obtained from the airpo rt in a crisis siruarion 

could include information such as airport and runway 

diagrams, ai rport security personnel contact, initial 

information from those individuals first on the scene, etc. 

I 0. ff incident occurred in a foreign country or over 
international waters, contact the U.S. State Department 
and consider trans lators: Emergency Communications 
Manager 
A pilot incident in a fo reign coun try or over in ternational 

waters poses different gu idelines and challenges for rhe 

communications grnup. The Emergency Conununications 

Manager or designated individua l should concacc the U.S. 

Scace Department co establish liaison and ga ther information. 

lf necessary, elicit help from rhe pilor group via rhe telephone 

hodine for tra nslato rs or consider assistance from a Language 

of Destination (LOO) Aighr attendant. (Most airl ines have 

flight attendants who speak the language of international 

destinations called LODs.) The Emergency Communications 

Coordinator should coordinate an LOD by contacting the 

company. 

I I. Distinguish between public and non-public information: 
Internal Communicator 
As the pilots' union , ALPA's primary goal is to represenc any 

crewmember involved in the crisis and act as an advocate of 

che ptlor group as a whole. To this end, the communications 

ream should provide as much dear, ho nest and timely 

information to the pilots as possible. However, some 

information is non-public and therefore cannot be 

disseminated ro rhe pilot group as a whole-even through 

"private" channels. Ln a crisis situation, ALPA is considered an 
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officiaJ "party to the investigation." Therefore, rhe union 

cannot provide any information chat could jeopardize their 

parricipacion in the investigation. They also should not 

provide any information that could jeopardize rheir legal 

representation of the pilots involved. The union cannot 

speculate or provide any information that is nor deemed as 

public facts by the NTSB. If rhey do, ALPA will be banned 

from the investigation. 

Although some information cannot be disseminated to the 

pilots, it is the communications ream's responsibility to 

explain what the u nion can and cannot say and why. This 

provides pilots wich the most information possible and builds 

trust within the union. 

Below ai·e some of the many items that the union is 

prohibited from disseminating. fu a general rule, if there is a 

question whether or not the information is public, do not 

rdease it until it has been approved by a contract 

administraror, ALPA NationaJ and/or an MEC officer. 

NON-PUBLIC 
• Names of crewmembers 

• Names of passengers 

• Special crisis circumstances 

• Facts known by "inside rs" to the investigation/situation 

• Any speculative information 

12. Record telepbone botline message with basic public facts: 
Internal Communicator 

The telephone ho tline message, sometimes referred to as the 

"code-a-phone," is an effective tool to disseminate timely, 

non-sensitive information ro the pilot group and "cell our 

story" to the pub! ic and press who regulai·ly call the hotline. 

Pilots should know to call the hotline if there is any rype of 

emergency. 
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The lnrernal Communicator should wrire rhe hocline 

message and have ir approved by rhe Emergency 

Communications Manager and/or an MEC officer. The 

lnrernaJ Communicator should record the telephonic 

message. 
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Schedule: Special hotline messages should be recorded 

frequently during a crisis sicuation to Jisseminare breaking 

news or keep the pilot group updated on cl1e siruarion. Code

a-Phone messages should give basic faces regarding rhe crisis, 

tell pilots how ALPA is involved, thoroughly and honestly 

explain answers to frequenrly asked questions (received by 

communicarion volunteers manning the phones) and give 

pilots an idea of when che horline will be updated again. If 
possible, the communications team should aJso continue to 

maincain the reguJar schedu le of hotline updates. 

Tips to remember: Although the horline is an opportunity to ralk 
directly to rhe pilot group, be wary of how rhe hotline is 
worded and what information is disseminared. The press 
regularly quote direccly from the update. 

Regardless of the message, every code-a-phone message 

during a crisis should: 

I. G ive the facts immediately 

2. Bring up any issues of importance to the pilots to mitigate any 

questions and maintain an open communicacion policy (Tell 

che pilots what you do not know and why) 

3. Explain what ALPA is doing 

4. Tell pilots when the next update wUI occur 

EXAMPLE HOTLINE: 

Give tl1e facts ilnm ediately: Your MEC was notified by the 

U.S. Scare Department and company officials late tbis 

afternoon char a B767 cockpit crew have been arrested in 

Tripoli, Iran afcer making an emergency landing at the Tripoli 
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airport for unspecified mechan.ical problems. T he Iranian 

government is holding the pilots on alleged espionage 

charges. Trans G lobal F ligh t #209 left London Heatherow 

airport at approxim ately 3:45 a.m. CST, 60W1d for Delhi, 

lndia. Acknowledge information not known al the time: At 

this time, we have no fu rther details on the situation. What is 

ALPA doing: H owever, ALPA will continue to be in conract 

with the Seate Department and is p reparing to send 

representatives of the piloc group to assist company officials 

on ch is matter. Tell when next update wj/J occur:We expect 

additional information chis afternoon and will update this 

hotline no later than 6:00 p.m. CST. 

Trans G lobal M EC Communications 

12:05 p.m. (CST ) 

13. Send a mass Email message: SysOp 
T he mass email system should no r be used as primary means 

of communication, but rather should supplement almost 

every other commu nication effort. Any telephone hotline 

message, newsflash , p ress release and Letter To All Pilots 

should also be sent via mass email immediately. Mass emails 

can also notify p iJors of events such as press conference rimes 

or special w1ion meetings and poin t them to additional 

information such as expanded reports on the website. 

At th is stage of the crisis, the lnrernal Communicator should 

d irect a SysOp co mass email rhe text of rhe hotli ne message. 

If a SysOp is nor available, the Internal Communicator 

should mass email the message. 
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14. Update website with message: SysOp 
One of the greatest obstacles of rhe communications ream 

during a crisis is to be as open and honest as possible and not 

disseminate any unlawful information as a "parry to the 

investigation" or legal insider. 

All items posted on the website should be considered public 

information. The "pilors private" side of the website should 

be reserved for more sensitive information but be aware of chc 

probabiliry thac anything posted 011 che website mighr be 

given to the press. 

Post all hotline messages, news flashes, press releases, Leners 

To All Pilots and publications on the website. Additional 

pictures or graphics that might add meaning to the incidenr 

can be posted as weU. 

The public side of the website may also be used co provide 

information co the press. For example, complicated, lengthy, 

or non-sensitive background information of imerest to the 

press during chis rime (such as pilot traini ng history, history 

of the airline, etc.) should be posted on rhe web ta save time. 

Ar this stage of rhe crisis response, the lntcrnal 

Communicator should direct a SysOp to update the website 

with rbe text of the hotline message. 1f a SysOp is not 

available, the Internal Communicator should update the 

website. 

15. Begin a list (using form-Appendix A2) of media calls: 
Phone Bank Volunteers and/or MEC office staff 
During a crisis situation involving a pilot incident, the MEC 

office wi ll be inundated with media calls- possibly even 

during the first few hours after the crisis occurs. To red uce 

confusion, provide a media form to each staff member and 

volunteers who is apt to take a message from a reporter. 
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Through this fo rm, the following info rmation should be 

recorded: 

• The dare 

• The repo rter's name and time of call, 

• Their news organization, 

• The deadline they are working under, 

• The general premise of the story (if possible). 

This information will help the media coordinator prioritize 

calls and help prepare for interviews more efficiently. 
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lf the media needs immediate information, the individual 

answering the phone can pass the call to a designated 

spokesperson volunceer(s). These individuals should be 

media-trained and arc able to speak effectively and 

responsibly on background. The volunteer can read a pre

scripted factual message to the reporter. The phone bank 

volunteer should not, however, answer any questions or 

speculate o n the incident. Even rhough he or she might feel 
they know the correct answer or message, facts of the 

situation and the u nion's position on chose facts change 

quickly. If the reporter needs additional info rmation, the 

phont: bank volunteer should notify the media coordinaror. 

16. Develop simple statement to press: Media Coordinator 

If possible, the Coordinator should prepare a simple, factual 

statement to the press in che first few hours after an incident. 

T his message should be in line with the direction of the MEC 

chairman_and reviewed by the Emergency Communications 

Manager. 

When prepari11g a statement to the press, begin by answering 

the questions, "What do you want to accomplish?" and 

"Who is your audience?" Do not deviate cl1e message from 

these goals. Remember, the message is not supposed co 

"create" news. It is only intended co be responsive to the press 

by providing factual informatio□ and representing rhe 
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interests of the pilor group. Ocher factual messages can be 

given to the press to clarify information such as wbo releases 

the names of victims, what parties are involved io the 
. . ' 
10vest1ganon, etc. 

This statement winl continually change as events occur or 

more information is made available. Updare this statement 

with facts from the facr sheer. 

Use these tips as a general rule: 

• Keep it simple. 

• Stick only ro rhe facts. Do noc speculate on any aspect of 

the investigation. Provide only public facts in a clear, 

understandable manner. 

• Always put pilots' interests first. Speak as a representative ol 

the pilots. 

For example, "ALPA is actively researching the accusations 

brought against the pilots of Flight #)(J(. We are providing 

full assistance to get to the borrem of this matter and 

representing our pilot group's interests in every way." 

• Be honest and o pen; share as much public and verified 

information as possible-even if it's bad news 

• Explain what ALPA is doing to help 

For example, "The pilots are Fully assisting the NTSB in 

the investigation of this incident. We a.re relieved that no 

injuries occurred regarding this situation and are working 

closely with all parries involved to resolve this situation 

successfully." 

• Always check rhe legality of the written press response with 

a contract administrator. 

If a contract administrator is not available, have someone 

at ALPA National's legal deparrmenr review the statement. 
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• If there are any verified fatalities, injuries or inconvenience 

ro passengers, be sympathetic. For example, "The pilots of 

)(YZ Airlines are symparheric ro chose whose fam ily 

members have been lost in this tragedy. We too have lost 

XX of our crewmembers and friends. We are dedicated co 

assisting the FBl in the investigation of chis incident. " 

Note: Do not base messages on supposed facts. Ensure the fatalities, 
injuries, etc. have been proven before disseminating this message. 

17. Deliver union message to press: Spokesperson(s) 
Spokespersons should be well prepared before speaki11g to 

"b k d" any repo rter or press contacr-even on ac groun . 

Spokespersons should participate in mock interviews with the 

media coordinator and others ro brainstorm possible 

guescions and practice an swers. All answers to reporrers' 

questions should revert back to rhe union "message." 

Spokespersons should nor deviate from the message. 

The Media Coordinator should carefulJy consider che benefits 

of doing on-camera interviews at this time. ALPA should be 

viewed as being open co the public regarding the situation bur 

be wary chat the only information ALPA can provide the 

p ress is public facts and should avoid "getting our ahead" of 

the information. Spokespersons should be carefully prepared 

fo r these interviews. lf spokespersons are not adequately 

prepared, postpone in terviews until that time. If there is any 

question regarding on-camera interviews, contact ALPA 
National. Spokespersoo (s) should review ALPA's guidelines 

o n dealing with the press. 

Spokespersons should also follow these rwo important 

guidelines: 
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N u » 
• ever say no comment 

"No comment" connotes guilr. ff a reporter asks a difficulr 

question or one thar you cannot answer, go back to the 

original rnessage or defer to "party of investigation" excuse 

if necessary. Explai n to the reporter why you cannot 

answer the question c.ii rectly due co ALPA's status as a 

"party co the investigation" while still maintaining rapport 

wirh rhe reporrer and bringing out whar ALPA is doing co 

help in the investigation. 

• Do not speculate 

If a reporrer is asking you to specu late o n specific derails of 

the incidentor any other unverified facts, explain on.ly the 

public facts you know and can comment on. Do not, 

under any circumstances, speculate on the situation. 

18. Contact press contacts local to incident site: Media 
Coordinator 
T he Media Coordinator should cal.I and establish contact 

with the press loca..l to the incident site. Explain who you are 

and what information you can provide throughout the crisis. 

These ca..lJs are not meanr to generate media actenrion , bur 

rather to ensure accuracy of reports at a ti me when rumors are 

rampant. Expect the press co report incorrect information 

often during this rime. 

19. Develop talking points for those answering telephones of 
non-media calls and for possible media inquires that 
relates to possible dynamics of a pilot-related crisis 
situation: Media Coordinator and/or Internal 
Communicator 
From rhe face sheet, che Internal Communicator and/or 

Media Coordinato r should develop talking points for 

incoming telephone calls to the MEC office from feUow 

pilots and friends o r fami ly of pilots. These talking points 

should be approved by the Emergency Commw1icarions 

Manager and/or an MEC officer. T hey should also be 

reviewed by the MEC contract administrator. 
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Some of these talking points can also be used for discussions 

with the media. T he talking points anriciparc questions that 

these individuals might ask-providing the pilot group with 

adequate information and preparing for unseen questions so 

as not co pass on incorrect or legally damaging information. 

The talking points are the "official" position of the union. 

Some questions the talki ng points might address are as 

follows: 

• Whachappened? 

• Why can't you cell me anything? I'm a dues-paying 

member! 

• H as there been any injuries? 

Have there been any arrests? 

• Are there any survivors? 

• When wil l names be released? Who will release chem? 

• Was ____ the captain of the flight? 

• W hat was rhe number of the aircraft? 

Phone bank volunteers should adhere co the following rules: 

DO: 
• Iden tify yourself as a representative of rhe Air Line Pilots 

Association, 

• Require the caUer ro identify himself/herself and provide a 

payroll number, confirm char the individual is an ')(YZ 

pilot through the pilot roster, 

• Refer to cbe talking points, 

• Forward any calls requiring immediate attention co rhe 

phone bank supervisor, and 

• Record any questions you cannot answer and note che best 

way co gee back in couch with the pilots (email, ere.). 

D ON'T: 

• Respond to questions from anyone ocher than an XYZ 

pilot, 

• Don't freelance answers, 

• Don't make commitments on behalf of ALPA or XYZ 

airlines, and 
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• D on't bring your personal views in to the process. 

Phone bank volu.nccers should be prepared for emotional calls 

and should cautioned NOT to speculate on any informatio n 

char has not been verified as fact. 

20. Ensure office has adequate phone ports for phone bank: 
MEC Office Manager 
1n anticipatio n of rhe phone bank, ask rhe MEC office 

manager to ensure char enough free pho ne ports are available 

co adequately answer pilot calls in the office. D epending on 

the size of the pilot group and rhe incident, phone stations 

should range from 3-1 O+ pon s. 

21. Dispatch local communications volunteer (On-Site 
Liaison) to incident site: Emergency Communications 
Manager 
T he Emergency Communications Manager, with the 

approval of the M EC officer, should dispatch volunteer 

spokesperson to rhe site temporarily co divert media attention 

away from the investigators/crewmembers. T his On-Site 

Liaison should acr as a spokesperson by providing rhe media 

che union's message from the tal king points. T his volunteer 

should also gather information to pass on the 

commumcanons group. 
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Pilot Incident 

12- 48 Hours Following the Pilot 
Incident Page 10 5- 111 
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Follow the checklist below afrer rhe "Initial Response- Pilot 

l ncidenr Checklist" is completed (page 88). 

Checklist 

1. Set up, sraff and schedule phone bank 

2. Continue updating evolving facts on fact sheer 

3. Continue to update communication channels including 

telephone hotline, website and mass email, givi ng specifics of 

what kind of communication pilo ts can expect in nexr few 
days 

4. Continue using med ia list fo rm co organize press calls 

5. Continue co ftoe-tuoe key union message 

6. Consider disseminating a press release 

7. Prepare primary spokesperson 

8. Deliver union message to the press 

9. Contact crewmembers who survived 

10. Contact the hospital if survived crew is under medical ca.re, 

establish liaison and gather information 

11. Dispatch a communications volun teer ro incident if one hasn't 

been dispatched already (if appropriate) 

12. Ser-up conference call with main pilot investigator (or 

designee) 

13. Plan CIRP debriefings for communication volunteers and scaA 

The extended explanation of this checklist begins on page 

106. 
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Pilot Incident 

Extended Explanation and Direction 
12-48 Hours following the Incident 

1. Set up, staff and schedule phone bank: Emergency 
Communications Manager 
Review with the office manager the number of phone porrs 

available in the office for use by the phone bank. The number 

of available ports and the demand for calls determine rhe 

number of phone bank volumeers working at any given time. 

Do not schedule more volunteers than available phone pons. 

Schedule phone bank volunteers in shifts so as nor to "run 

down" volunteers. Shifts should be approximately one half of 

a day in length, with ample time for breaks. Keep volun teers 

to the schedule even if they wam ro do "extra" work ro ensure 

proper rest time. Talk to each volunteer often. inquire abour 

rheir emotional ~tnd physical state before scheduling them for 

more volunteer work. (See ClRP entry in chis section-page 

110.) 

2. Continue updating evolving facts on fact sheet: Internal 
Communicator 
Events change quickly in a crisis and even though you may 

know the laresc verified informarion, do nor assume everyone 

else does. To eliminate confusion regardjng the situation and 

to help ensure consistent messages, the Internal 

Communicator or designated indjvidual should continue 

updating the fact sheet as new information is learned and 

verified. 

3. Continue to update communication channels including 
code-a-phone, website and mass email, giving specifics of 
what kind of communication pilots can expect in next few 
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days: Internal Communicator 
The Internal Coordinator or designated individual should 

continue co provide pi lots consistent and accm ate 

information thro ugh all communication channels. It is 

essential co maintain frequent communication during this 

rime. Reinforce messages. D o not assume every pilot knows 

che latest information. If possible, provide pilots an overview 

of whar kind of communication they can expect in the next 

few days (hotline update every day or twice a day, review of 

company press conference held on Tuesday, etc.) 

4. Continue using media list form to organize press calls: 
Phone Bank Volunteer and/or MEC office staff 
The media interesc and inquires in the MEC office in days 

after d-1e crisis wi II most likely continue to be heavy. Continue 

to use the media fo rm durin g d-iis tim e as in the fi rst few 

hours after the incident. This will reduce confusio n an d hel p 

che Med ia Coord inator prioritize calls and help prepare for 

interviews more efficiently. 

5. Continue to fine-tune key union message: Internal 
Communicator 
As events occur and additional information is made available, 

the union's message will change. Use the face sheet to 

conrinuaUy fine-tune the message to reAecc recent 

developments. 

6. Consider disseminating a press release (if appropriate): 
Media Coordinator 
If the union's message during the crisis sicuation will have a 

di rect effect o n th e lives, careers or reputation of p ilots in the 

p ublic and/or p ress, the Media Coordinator should consider 

disseminating a p ress release to get the message our. Review 

the appropriateness of a press release wi d-i ALPA National 

communications if necessary. (See Appendix C6 fo r 

instructions.) 
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7. Prepare primary spokesperson: Media Coordinator 
During the 12-48 hours following an incident, che media has 

already gathered the basic faces of che incident (the who, 

what, when and where) and a.re beginning to follow up on 

rumors. They are also trying to find out who all rhe "players" 

are in che crisis and cracking down rhe crew and family. 

As the message and focus of the. press changes, che 

spokesperson(s) must continually prepare for these new issues 

in the interviews. The Media Coordinator should conduct 

mock interviews w ith che spokesperson(s), anticipating new 

questions or issues and developing concise responses chat a.re 

aligned with the key union message. Any responses char sec 

union policy or chat deviate from the key union message 

should be approved by an MEC officer if necessary. T he 

spokcsperson(s) should also practice caking control of rhe 

interview and shifring the focus back ro the key union 

message. (See Appendix 02 for ALPA's tips on dealing wirh 

the media) 

8. Deliver message to press: ALPA Spokesperson(s) and Media 
Coordinator 
Spokesperson(s) should deliver message ro the press as 

practiced with the Media Coordinator. The Media 

Coordinator should schedule interviews chat would be 

advantageous to the situation. (This does not mean 

scheduling interviews chat will only give positive press.) 

In terviews that would be beneficial to the situation would be 

ones chat clarify misinformation, provide information to 

reassure the public of the work being done, and provide cbe 

public sympathy and goodwill on behalf of the pilot group. 

These comments should not interfere in any way with the 
. . . 
invesaganon. 

9. Contact crewmembers who survived: MEC Officer and/or 
Emergency Communications Manager 
Before artempting ro concacc crewmembers or their families, 
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research the situation and establish his or her condition such 

as injuries_or extreme emotional rrauma. Approach each 

crewmember with sensitivity. Do not be pushy. 

T he crew, and the union representative accompanying chem, 

are usually sequestered after a pilot-related incident. Tbe 

MEC chairman, Emergency Commtmicarions Manager and/ 

or designated individual should contact the Central Air Safety 

Chairman or union officer to find out their locacion- usually 

in a hotel or airport room. Offer (either directly or through 

rhe union representative) the crew your assistance and warn 

che pilots of possible media attention. Advise them noc co 

speak co the press, but ro direct inquiries co the media 

coordinator instead of saying "no comment." Discuss d1e 

necessity of sending a communications volunteer co thwart 

media attempts. 

10. Contact the hospital if survived crew is under medical care, 
establish liaison and gather information: Emergency 
Communications Manager 
The Emergency Commun.icarions Manager or designated 

individual should contact hospitality where the survived crew 

is under medical care. Explai11 who he/sbe is (representative of 

the Air Line Pilots Association) and ask co establish contact 

with a liaison in order to share information. Information 

obta ined from the hospital in a pilot-rdated incident 

situation could include the medical status of che crew, 

security information tO keep our media interference, etc. 

11. Dispatch a communications volunteer to incident site if 
one hasn't been dispatched already: Emergency 
Communications Manager 
If a communications volunteer has nor already been 

dispatched to the incident sire, the Emergency 

Communications Manager should dispatch someone to be 

the On~Sire Liaison at this rime. T his individual muse be able 

to follow specific duties and be able co speak co rhe press. 
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The On-Sire Liaison should work behind the scenes co make 

the investigators' jobs easier and provide in fo rmation ro the 

MEC office. Tbe On-Sire Liaison should divert med ia 

arrenciou away from rhe pilot investigarors and any surviving 

crewmembers. H e or she should also act as a conduir of 

informat ion by receiving information from the MEC Safety 

Committee chairman and passing ir on to the 

communications group or Internal Communicator. 

While at rhe sire, the O n-Sire Liaison should monitor the 

local news media and inform the MEC office and MEC 

Safety Commitree chai rman of rhe coverage, fax ing pertinent 

newspaper articles to the communications group. 

12. Set-up conference call with main pilot investigator (or 
designee): Emergency Communications Manager 
The Emergency Communications Manager should esrablish a 

system w ith the invesrigarion ream ro share information 

possibly every few hoW's d W'ing a initial crisis situation. 

Although the pilo t investigarion ream wi ll be extremely busy 

during rhis rime, stress rhe importance of receiving good 

information in order to correct misleading news stories an d 

provide the pilots and ochers accurate and up-ro-dare 

information. Conference calls can be sec up through the 

MEC office manager. 

13. Plan CIRP debriefings for communication volunteers and 
staff 
Discuss with the MEC office manager the need fo r C ritical 

incident Response Program (CIRP) debriefings and assistance 

for rhe entire MEC office staff and pilot volw1reers. A CIRP 

ream should be dispatched ro the MEC office and incident 

site co help chose dealing wirh rbe crisis. 

Ar the training, the Emergency Communications Manager 

should discuss wit h the team signs co recognize in the 

communications group of emotional fatigue. T he Emergency 
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Communications Manager should pur communications 

volunteers and staff members' health first and allow for ample 

"time off" away from the communications response if 
necessary. 
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Pilot Incident 

48+ Hours Following the Incident 
By rhe 48'h hour following a crisis simation, the 

commW1icarions group should have an effective and efficient 

system of internal and external communication established. 

Roles should be assigned and carried-out and a schedule of 

volunteers should be set. In che days and even weeks 

fo llowing a piloc incident., this system of communication 

should be maintained. The communications group should 

continue to focus on providing consistent, facrua..l and 

frequent communication co pilots using a..1..1 communication 

vehides maintain,ed dming rhe ini tial response to the crisis. 

Addi tio nal focus m ay also be put on external communication 

with the media and various government officials. At this time, 

ALPA will have more information co provide these outside 

sources altho ugh all external comn1Lmicati.on should remain 

based on facts only. 

During chis time, the commW1icarions group should also 

evaluate what additional commW1ication efforts are needed 

depending on the unique circumstances of the crisis siruation. 

For example, rhe pilot group might want the union's 

perspective on the crisis, further derails, or questions 

answered. Possible communication tools to consider during 

this time are Letters To All Pilots (Appendix CS), special 

publications (Appendix C8) press releases and press 

conferences (Appendix C6, C 7). These tools sh ould be 

carefully examined before use ro determine if using these 

tools will further the MEC's goals. For more information and 

explanation of these communication tools, see the 

corresponding appendix. 
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Appendices 

A. Forms 

1. Fact Sheet 

2. Press Con tact/Message List 

B. Contact Names and Numbers 

l. Communications Response Team contact info rmation 

2. Pilot Officers, Representatives, Committee Yolunrcers ~d 

Office Scaff Members contact in formation 

3. Press Contacts 

4. Other "Key" Parties involved in an lncid.enr (Airline 

Personnel, 1AM, NTSB, ALPA National) 

5. Support Contacts (PR Firms, Union Printers, etc.) 

C. How To: 

1. Leave a Telephone Hotline Message 

2. Disseminate a Pilots' Mass Email Message 

3. Update the ALPA MEC Website 

4. Send a Letter To All TWA Pilots 

5. Send a Press Release 

6. Hold a Press Conference 

7. Send a Special Publication 
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D. Background Information 

1. Piloc Officer and Representative Bios 

2. ALPA's Media Guide 

3. ALPA/Pilot Group History 

4. Pilots' Training Qualifications 

5. Airline Pilots' Safecy Hiscory 
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Chapter V 

DISCUSSION 

Having completed the written portion of the crisis communication manual 

for field offices of the Air Line Pilots Association, an explanation of various 

aspects of the manual is necessary to more fully understand the document itself, 

how it was created, and its intended use. This chapter focuses on aspects such as 

the manual 's fom1at, writing style and attention to detail (or lack thereof). It also 

explains the writing process and how consideration was given to the intended 

audience of the manual-unionized commercial airline pilots and the ALPA staff 

who work with them- by using these individuals as consultants on the project. 

Lastly, this chapter assesses the effectiveness of the document itsel f and its 

potential use within the Association. 

The Written Manual 

Format: 

The crisis communication manual addresses four maJor possible crisis 

scenarios: airplane crash, crimina l act, mechanical incident and pilot incident. ft 

was grouped into these four sections after researching past i11cidents and accidents 

in the airl ine industry and reviewing these crisis situations with pilots. After 
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gathering the information and examining major characteristics or trends, it seemed 

as if each unique incident or accident fell into one of these four general categories. 

It is necessary to have these different categories because response to and 

involvement with various types of airline crises differ dramatical ly. For example, 

the union 's message to the media would be much different for an incident 

involving pilot error than for a mechanical error because the union has special 

representational obligations to those pilots. As the manual explains, however, 

there are times when a specific crisis situation may fall into more than one of 

these categories. For example, an airplane may have experienced a major 

mechanical error and subsequently crashed. However, it was apparent from the 

research that each of the four categories is different enough and necessitates 

different enough responses and considerations that separate categories were 

necessary. 

The manual is formatted by using two distinct types of sections: the 

checklist and the extended explanation of the checklist. This format was used 

because it would be recognizable and easily understood by pilot volunteers in the 

event of a crisis situation. This format mirrors the flight manuals, called Jeppessen 

manuals, that pilots have been trained with and use every day to ensure that each 

fljght procedure is followed correctly and any type of emergency is identified and 

controlled. They are accustomed to quickly completing a series of checklists and 

referring back to an extended explanation if necessary. 

Al l Jeppessen manuals, consistent for every airline and type of aircraft, are 

formatted to fit a six-hole, 5 X 7-inch document and are kept in special six-hole 
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Jeppessen binders. The crisis communication manuaJ wiJl also be formatted in this 

size. Again, pilots wi lJ be more comfortable with a manual that is familiar to them 

and will be easy to carry and store. 

The manual begins by guidjng the user through a "general crisis" checklist. 

This checklist accomplishes four important things: I) Jt helps the reader identify if 

use of the crisis manual is necessary, 2) It guides the user to contact the 

appropriate individuals immediately, 3) It helps the user create a communications 

team or structure to more effectively handle the crisis and 4) It aids the user in 

identifying the type of crisis situation and directs the user to the approp.riate crisis

specific secti.on of the manual. 

The crisis-specific sections are broken into three time groups: Initial 

Response (0-12 hours), 12-48 hours after the crisis, and 48+ hours after the crisis. 

The manual was broken up this way to give the user an idea of response priorities, 

not to impose strict instructions. While interviewing a number of ALPA staff and 

TWA pi lot volunteers who responded to the TWA Flight 800 crash, it was evident 

that certa in tasks should be completed before others. For example, it was 

necessary to establish contact with certain individuals immediately so they could 

complete other tasks. On the other hand, sometimes it was important to wait until 

later in the response to begin a task. For example, the communications group 

could not schedule briefings with the accident investigators right away because 

the investigators had to have time to actually get to the scene and set up base 

operations. While these checklists can never presuppose the timing of every 

action, they can give general guidelines on how to prioritize responses to a 
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specific crisis and serve as a kind of "checks and balances" to ensure that the 

necessary procedures were not forgotten. 

The actual ti me amounts (0-l 2 hours, 12-48 hours, and 48+ hours after 

the crisis) were also established through discussions with those ALPA staff and 

TWA pilot volunteers who were involved in the aftermath of Fl ight 800. These 

individuals described how they responded to the crisis, how they would change 

that response, and what tasks they would recommend be included in this manual. 

It seemed as if the recommended timing of those tasks fell into three general 

categories: those that must be completed right away, those that must be completed 

after the initia l response is organized and initial contacts are made, and those that 

must be maintained in the days and weeks after the crisis. These general 

categories were assigned hourly time frames to give the manual more structure 

and allow for easier navigation. That is , the user might identify easier with the set, 

hourly time frames instead of subjective categories. 

Although both the "l nitial Response (0-12 hours)" and "12- 24 Hours 

Following the Crisis" sections follow t he general format of checklist and extended 

explanation, the ''48+ Hours Following the Crisis" sections do not follow the 

same format. Instead of a checklist and extended summary, a narrative on what 

response efforts to maintain and actions to consider is included. This section was 

purposely not done in a checklist format because response to the crisis situation in 

the days after a crisis is more subjective. The individuals who need to be 

contacted have already been contacted and the appropriate communication efforts 

have been initialized. Tbis is not to say that the work of the communications 
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I:,JToup is done; rather, the role of the communications group is to maintain those 

contacts and continue comm unication efforts. A checklist of these "maintenance•· 

items would be redundant. Therefore, the text is primarily a reminder for the 

communications group to continue the basic tasks establ ished in the first 24 hours 

after a crisis and begin think ing of other problems and opportunities that may 

anse. 

The Text: 

The text of the manual was written as a practical tool for use within the 

Association, not as an academic paper. Therefore, as is standard with most 

manuals, no in-text citations were provided within the crisis manual and examples 

were used only when they would further tbe understanding of the reader. Any 

excess text was e liminated in order to present a simple, "clean" manual that could 

be easily navigated through if a crisis should occur. 

The ability to navigate througb the manual easily is of utmost importance. 

For this reason, careful attentfon was given to tbe amount of detail included. The 

instructions were written to give the user enough information to understand the 

intended direction, but not provide too much information so that it slows down the 

user from moving on to the next task. 

The audience of the manual aided in this "balance'' of detai l and ease of 

use. The text itself was written for individuals involved in the communications 

group of an ALPA field office. This audience already has a basic knowledge of 

communication pri11ciples and terms. Therefore, specific detail regarding 
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communication vehicles did not have to be overly explained. The content of the 

appendices was intentiona lly left blank so individual field offices cotLld provide 

additional detai l specific to their airl ine if necessary. 

Bes.ides basic instructions, examples were provided within the text to more 

vividly explain previous crisis situations and act as an alternative means of 

communicating information. These real-world examples help the user visualize 

other similar situations and recognize possible pitfa lls or opportunities. They also 

help the ALPA staff, in the event that pilots are not available during the aftermath 

of a crisis, to more clearly understand various pilot procedures that might 

wronb,fully become a negative focus of the public and press in tbe aftermath of the 

crisis. Pilots are highly trained to respond to every kind of crisis-including those 

involv ing a crimfoal act. However, the pilots' response to these types of crises is 

not disseminated to the public for safety and public security purposes. For 

example, if crisis communication manuals available to the public outlined how a 

pilot is trained to deal with a terrorist attack, those individuals waging the attack 

would know how to succeed. The examples in the manual describing how pilots 

reacted to many different crisis situations attempt to generally educate the user on 

those trained procedures without detailing sensitive information. 

The Process 

Overview and Background: 

Writing a crisis communication manual can be difficult because there is 

I ittle, if any, templates from which to work. Crisis response manuals can be a very 
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intimate portrait of the organization for which they were created. For example, 

manuals explain how an organization specifically handles sensitive situations 

involving their constituents, customers or employees (which might not always be 

what the targeted audience wants to hear). They also provide personal contact 

Lnfonnation for individuals within the organization and presuppose accidents that 

might scare the public if widely disseminated. For this reason, organizations 

usually do not open their crisis response manuals for all to view. 

Because most crisis response manuals are kept private, the cns1s 

communication manual for ALPA was created by piecing together information 

from a number of different sources. This included using various books and articles 

on the subject of crisis communication which suggested general topics and/or 

sections to include in the manual. ft also included drawing from personal 

education and experience in the communication field and within ALPA and its 

unique volunteer structure. This experience included dealing with the local and 

national media on pi lot issues and other types of piJot crises such as negotiations, 

strike threats, and company bankruptcy. To supplement these sources, pilots and 

ALPA staff members reviewed various drafts of the manual and provided 

recommendations and guidance for possible changes. 

Although a number of pilot volunteers and ALPA staff answered questions 

throughout tJ1e writing of the manual, one pilot volunteer and ALPA staff 

member, who were directly Lnvolved in the response to Flight 800 for the union, 

reviewed the text of the manual throughout the process. Although these 

individuals did not set the focus, tone or intent of the manual, they did point out 

I 
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aspects of the crisis communication manual that worked well or were incorrect. 

These recommendations could onJy be found through those individuals who were 

actually involved in the aftermath of a similar crisis and knew the pilot profession 

first hand. They represent the individuals that the manual is written for and about.. 

The input of these two individuals gave authenticity to the manual. It is the 

colJection of not only personal education and experience in the communication 

fie ld coupled with literature about the subject, but also the incorporation of 

fai lures and successes of one of the longest crisis response injtiatives of an airli ne 

accident in rustory. 

Building Outline and Text: 

With the help of research, personal experience and pilot and ALPA staff 

input, the writing process began by creating a general out]jne fo r the manual. This 

skeleton outline separated the manual into the three different time frames (0- 12 

hours, 12-48 hours and 48+ hours) but did not separate it with respect to the four 

different types of crises. The outl ine identified each type of crisis only with.in the 

main body of text for each timeframe. 

This initial outbne changed dramatically once the writing process actually 

began. It became evident that the priorities, examples and considerations of each 

of the four crisis scenarios were different enough to necessitate four separate 

sections. As a result, the manual was. split not only by time frames, but also by 

crisis type. In addition, a separate "general crisis" section was added to avoid 

redundancy. Every item in the general crisis section was initially inc luded in each 

◄ 
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separate crisis section and appeared in the same checklist order. By separating 

these items into their own section, it not only decreased repetition, but also 

facilitated easier navigation. 

As the text was continually written, edited and refined, the format of the 

manual continued to change. Checklist items were added, deleted and rearranged. 

Further discussions with ALPA staff and pilot volunteers aided in the 

modification of text and addition of examples. The result was a fina l draft of the 

manual. 

Evaluation and Recommendations 

Project Weaknesses: 

Some weaknesses have been identified in the final draft of this crisis 

communication manual that are opportunities for improvement as tbe manual is 

continually refined. Some of these improvements stem from the additional input 

from other professional staff and pi lot volunteers within ALPA to gain a wider 

perspective, others focus on possible text enhancements or additions to the 

manual. 

The input from various TWA ALPA staff members who responded to the 

crash of TWA Flight 800 was invaluable. These suggestions and 

recommendations gave inside information on how an ALPA field office responds 

to a major airline accident. However, these individuals only have the perceptive of 

one specific fie ld office, TWA's fie.Id office, and only have insight to its staff, 

procedures, and re lationship w ith the company and political contacts. A lthough 

q 
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few other field offices have dealt with a major crisis situation in the recent past of 

Fl ight 800's magnitude, input from ALPA staff members at other field offices 

would be helpful as well Information gained from these individuals could 

broaden the manual to ensure it would "work" at any office within the 

Association. 

The manual might also have been improved if all members of the 

identified "communications group" were involved in the writing process. Each 

member could give a unique perspective on obstacles and opportunit ies involved 

with a particular role. For example, if the attorney for each fie ld office was 

involved in the actua l writing process of the manual, he or she could provide 

additional information regarding the legal tasks associated with crisis response 

that might otherwise be overlooked. Even though the advice of a field office 

attorney was considered for the current manual, he was not involved in the writing 

process. 

Since excess time and manpower were not available during the creation of 

this manual, this additional review process by staff members and pi lot volunteers 

from other ALPA offices will have to be completed if the manual is published. 

Review from other ALPA professionals from the national communications 

department, legal department and accident investigation department would also be 

necessary. 

Other additions to the document could also improve the manual's 

effectiveness in times of crisis. One aspect that is missing from the manual is a 

section to teach its users how to practice with the manua l for response to a crisis. 
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Merely having a crisis communication manual does not necessarily mean that an 

organization or group is prepared to handle a crisis situation. A lthough no one can 

thoroughly prepare for a crisis because every situation is different, practicing the 

manual can increase its effectiveness. By recreating an actual crisis situation, the 

users get accustomed to their role in a crisis situation and the roles of others. This 

helps bui ld confidence i.n the users so that if a crisis does occur, they will more 

likely know how to act. A section of the manual that not only explajns tbe benefits 

of practicing, but also sets up !:,ruidelines to make practice easier, would be 

beneficial. 

Another addition that could improve the manual is a section discussing the 

establishment of an agreed-upon role and relationship between the 

communications group and the pilot chairman or leader of the pilot group. The 

manual is built on a positive and trusting relationship between the two parties and 

if that relationship has not been established or even discussed, the manual will not 

be effective. A section of the manual explaining what points to discuss ahead of 

time, such as the approval process for communication to the media and p ilots, will 

better prepare both parties if a crisis should occur. 

Although the appendix section of the manual was intentionally left blank 

to allow individual field offices the opportunity to customize the appendix to their 

specific office, staff and unique communication vehicles, a sample of a field 

office-specific appendix would improve the usability of the manual. This sample 

appendix would provide an example of bow contact names and numbers are 

given, what kind of information is included in the background history, and how to 

I 
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provide instructions for the many communication vehicles. This sample would 

provide other field offices a template from which to work. 

Lastly, the manual could be improved by adding additiona l cns1s 

situations, different from major airline incidents and accidents, which threaten the 

airline industry everyday. These crises, which were not initially added to tl1e 

manual due to time constraints, might include an airline merger, acquisition or 

company bankruptcy. The airline i.ndustry is currently in a state of consoUdation 

and these events introduce a host of concerns for pilot groups. For example, if a 

pilot's airline entered into a transaction with another air can-ier, seniority list 

integration, job stability and pay are a ll major concerns. Although these are not 

life-threatening events, they can be unexpected and extremely stressful situations 

for a pi lot group. 

Outside Evaluation: 

Although the knowledge and advice of outside "consultants" made up of 

both ALPA staff and TWA pilot volunteers were gathered early in the research 

process and later included in the manual, Capt. Schwartz provided consistent 

review throughout the many drafts of the actual writing process. He advised on a 

number of issues including special circumstances and pilot procedures applicable 

to the manual, the importance and role of various government agencies in the 

airline industry, and the prioritization of tasks in the aftermath of an airline crisis. 

He reviewed the manual for accuracy and advised on its overall authenticity. 

Because his suggestions were included in the manual throughout the writing 
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process, there were not many suggestions for change in the final evaluation. 

However, Schwartz did provide a few comments for a final review of the manual. 

Schwartz sa id that, having been through a response effort for such a 

devastating accident as Flight 800 without a written crisis plan, he believed the 

manual would be a very usefuJ and needed tool for ALPA field offices. He said 

that this type of guidance during the first confusing days of the crisis situation 

would have made their response more efficient and less stressful. 

One addition Schwartz suggested for future revision of the manual is the 

inclusion of information regarding new pilot officers. Having been ao officer of 

the TWA branch of ALPA for two three~year terms, Schwartz sa id that the 

personaJities and priorities of each pilot chainnan and their officers widely vary. 

Therefore, he believes a suggestion should be provided in the manual that after 

each pilot officer e lection, the communications group should meet with the new 

officers to discuss implementation of the manual if a crisis shouJd occur. It should 

be understood from the beginning that everyone agrees the manual should be 

followed as written. lf the officers do not agree with aspects of the manual, 

changes should be made until everyone agrees. 

This suggestion is similar to the already identified weakness of the 

document that it assumes a trusting and positive relationship between the 

communications group and pilot leaders. However, it is a reminder that the 

suggested step of discussing the relationship and trust between both parties be 

taken even further to ensure that each new slate of pilot officers agree with the 
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contents of the manual and alter it accordingly. Therefore, if a crisis should occur, 

regardless of who is in leadership at the time, response will be swift. 

Personal Evaluation: 

As a whole, I believe this project was very successful in laying solid 

groundwork for a crisis communication manual that can be immediately used at 

the ALPA TWA field office and later published for the entire Association. It 

provides a comprehensive plan and usefu l guide lines that are currently lacking in 

the Association. From initial conve rsations with communications colleagues and 

supervisors at the national office, I am hopefu l that this manua l wi ll be 

implemented and possibly even expanded to include smaller pi lot groups that do 

not have their own field offices. 

As is necessary with any sensitive document, this manual will need to be 

reviewed by the individuals d iscussed earlier in the chapter. However, it was 

designed as a "work in progress." This manual sho uld continually be reviewed, 

updated and improved upon. The purpose of the manual, though, is not to be 

perfect- the purpose is to be useful. It should prepare individuals for their role in 

the confusing aftermath of a major a irline incident, providing a sense of 

confidence and concrete guidelines. 1 believe the manual accomplishes those 

goals. 

Not having been part of a major airline incident, but having worked in a 

fie ld office with ALPA staff and pilot volunteers for a number of years, I feel 

more capable of handling a major crisis situation just by working so closely on 
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this project. Although nothing can replace the emotions and adrenaline 

experienced in an actual crisis, j ust keeping the reality of a possible crisis situation 

in mind is tbe first step toward preparing for, and confronting it successfully. f am 

confident that this manual , if updated and practiced as expected, will help pilots 

and ALPA staff more successfully and confidently response to crises if they 

should occur in the future. 
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